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Abstract

The experience of singing together holds the potential to constrain or set free the
imagination to shape worldview. Undergirded by Walter Brueggemann’s argument that a
contest of narratives exists in twenty-first century North American church and society,
the researcher draws from Mary (Joy) Philip’s call for “in-between space” created by safe
haven and adjacency and Lee Higgins’ “boundary-walking” to understand the place of
difference in a theological orientation to community singing practice. Rooted in a
narrative paradigm and undergirded by an interdisciplinary approach, this inquiry
explores the storied lives of sixteen singers in a faith-based singing community called
Inshallah to consider how the experience of singing together as a relational way of
knowing shapes worldview. Narrative methodology guides the conversations between the
researcher and a purposive sampling of singers to co-construct narrative accounts which
are analyzed using narrative thematic analysis, seeking themes within each account and
resonant threads across accounts. By exploring the findings through the lens of
experiential knowing, this dissertation discusses how storied songs become boundarycrossers, spirituality offers a horizon of wholeness, hospitality insists on welcoming
difference, difference is embraced as necessary, and everyday life performs worldview.
The researcher proposes that when a community singing practice nurtures a distinct
sacred identity of relational connectedness, engages difference as a resource to be
embraced, and renews vision through embodied witness, practiced vulnerability and
orientation to wholeness shape the social imaginary with the possibility of awakened
authenticity, deepened connectivity, and emboldened solidarity. This leads the researcher
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to assert that singing storied songs together from a horizon of wholeness subversively
enlivens the imagination by negotiating and performing identity, relationships, and
vision. This dissertation makes a contribution to narrative studies in the fields of
community music, congregational song, and practical theology offering a critical
interdisciplinary lens on the role of difference as it relates to community singing practice
and leadership, while also contributing to sociological studies of world construction and
psychological studies of sociological imagination.
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For Inshallah
with gratitude
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction
You’ve got to
Accentuate the positive,
Eliminate the negative,
Latch on to the affirmative,
Don’t mess with Mister In-between!1
In my family, all ages sang this 1940s popular post-war American jazz standard.
We sang it in the car, around the campfire, and on the stage. It represented well our
family values and to this day holds warm personal memories. Accentuate the positive -the good life, all the possibilities; Eliminate the negative -- anything that will get in the
way of thriving; Latch on to the affirmative: make the most of what is working, what
gives life; and don’t mess with Mister In-between – don’t linger in the space where your
personal dream might be thwarted or dwell on the gloomy bits of life. Spread joy. Have
faith. It sang deep into the dominant narrative of the American Dream, the Power of
Positive Thinking, and even the Christian church.2
Fast forward to seven years ago to another song that has come to have layers of
meaning for me from the contexts and communities in which I sing.
Between darkness and light
I will always walk
And wherever I will go
I will open the window of light
And will plant the seeds of love.3
1

Words by Johnny Mercer, music by Harold Arlen, 1944.

2

Walter Brueggemann suggests, “The American dream as it is now understood has long since
parted company with the claims of the gospel.” The Word Militant: Preaching a Decentering Word
(Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2011), 27.
3

Words by Manal Hreib, music by Daphna Rosenburg, 2008. Gifted to me by the composers to sing
with Inshallah toward peace in the world.

1

This song that intentionally claims an in-between space was first sung at a peace rally in
Nazareth in 2008, sung in Hebrew, Arabic and English from a text by a Palestinian and
set to music by an Israeli. On that day, these singers boldly offered a sub-version of their
realities. They dared to sing and dance an alternate narrative, one without walls and
instead windows, without house demolitions and instead gardens. In the singing of this
song they accentuated each other’s humanity and eliminated the fear of being together.
They latched on to the dream of peace with attentiveness to each other and risked the
company of “Mister In-between.”
In my Canadian context, where there are no walls but a place where we could
easily welcome more immigrants, and where there are no house demolitions but where
many Indigenous Canadians still live without running water or basic healthcare, this
multi-lingual song has also shaped an alternate narrative in the face of dominant middle
class complacency. Through this song, I have experienced the unlayering of assumptions
and witnessed the breaking down of walls of fear and indifference as Muslims, Jews and
Christians sang together and as Indigenous and Settler communities braved sharing space
to lean toward right relations.
Both songs are embedded in narratives and have shaped the worldview and the
actions of the individuals and communities singing them. They have shaped me too. But
how? How is it that singing these songs together has managed to shape my model of
reality and how I operate in the world?4 How is it that singing with people of other faiths
or cultures changes what is accentuated and eliminated in my life? How is it that singing

4

Clifford Gertz, The Interpretation of Cultures: Selected Essays (New York: Basic Books, 1973),
169. By the 1970s anthropologist Clifford Geertz defines worldview as “a model of reality and a model for
action.”

2

“Between darkness and light” deepens a commitment to wading into the messy waters of
in-between space? How does the “Don’t mess with Mister In-between” that reigns in
much of the dominant culture constrain the practice of congregational song and
community singing? How does singing together create previously unconsidered
imaginative possibilities and make peace with ambiguity and paradox? To me these have
become pressing questions as a leader of communal singing living in a complex
intertwined multi-faith multi-cultural society.
In the field of practical theology, and in my practice of congregational and
community singing, the vocational task, as it has been handed down through the ages,
holds both a priestly and prophetic role.5 The leader enlivens a community to sing and
pray sustained by God’s cantus firmus of love,6 and, at the same time, lifts up God’s love
for the whole world, which orients the community to the complicated relatedness of each
human being to each other and to all of the Earth community, revealing the oppressed
voices among us (including creation). What is required in my vocation is to “do justice,
love kindness, and walk humbly with God” (Micah 6:8). My interpretation of this text
compels me to live into the prophetic call to “love my neighbour” (Mark 12:31) with an
informed critical understanding of the injustices of our time and to “walk humbly with
God” in the priestly call in order to nurture a practice of open-heartedness and
vulnerability, re-imagining an interconnected world where the whole Earth community
flourishes.

5

C. Michael Hawn, Gather into One: Praying and Singing Globally (Grand Rapids, MI:
Wm. B. Eerdmans, 2003), 252-253.
6

Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Letters and Papers from Prison (London: SCM Press, 1972), 209.

3

Mary’s song, an ancient text from Christian scriptures (Luke 1:46-55), sings this
interconnection with a prophetic claim in her time: God fills the hungry with good things
and sends the rich away empty; God raises up the lowly and brings down the powerful;
and God “scatters the proud in the imagination of their hearts.” In a sense, Mary’s song is
a practice of world-making and her prophetic cry is a reminder of the necessary holy
work of re-making the imagination of our hearts.
In contemporary times, the rich insights of Hebrew Scriptures’ scholar Walter
Brueggemann, whose teaching has challenged my practice all along the way, are centred
in an awareness and practice of world-making which calls all practical theologians to the
task of “prophetic imagination.”7 Brueggemann argues that the dominant North American
narrative is focused on anxiety over having enough and characterized by self-serving
sufficiency and indifference. This he contrasts with the narrative of the Christian gospel
that “specializes in social transformation, justice, and compassion.”8 He contests that
unless “established givens” framing a worldview or faith practice are disrupted,
embedded assumptions formed by the dominant narrative in society will hold individuals
and communities captive. Thus, Brueggemann declares that the current crisis in church
and society is one of imagination, “the capacity to generate and enunciate images of
reality that are not rooted in the world in front of us.”9

7

Walter Brueggemann, The Practice of Prophetic Imagination: Preaching an Emancipatory Word
(Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2012), 2.
8

Brueggemann, Prophetic Imagination, 4.

9

Brueggemann, Prophetic Imagination, 25.

4

In the Christian church, as Brueggemann contends, imagination is vulnerable to
the dominant narrative in society. Recently, addressing twenty-first century chaos,
Brueggemann asked, “What will break the pattern of self-preoccupation enough to notice
that the others are out there and that we are attached to them?”10 In the midst of the 2020
pandemic, he prays, “You summon us to new futures made sober by the pandemic; You
require us to imagine, to risk, and be vulnerable as we watch the new normals emerge
among us.”11 To imagine, to risk, and be vulnerable – what does this mean for practical
theologians in our time in the field of music-making when, as church musician and
theologian Don Saliers points out, what we sing expresses our “operational theology”?12
What is it about music, and singing together in particular? Singing is both
universal, as a dimension of being human, and particular, in its cultural embeddedness; it
appeals to the heart, body, and mind; and it enlivens both groups and individuals. It
happens in so-called sacred and secular settings with trained and natural musicians.13
And, most importantly, the experience of singing together in any community, while
powerful, is never neutral or without impact when it comes to worldview – “a model of

10
Walter Brueggemann, “The Prophetic Imagination,” December 18, 2018, in OnBeing with Krista
Tippett, podcast, https://onbeing.org/programs/walter-brueggemann-the-prophetic-imagination-dec2018/.
11

Walter Brueggemann, Virus as a Summons to Faith: Biblical Reflections in a Time of Loss, Grief,
and Anxiety. Eugene, OPR: Cascade Books, 2020. Ironically, the pandemic has created a negativa, a space
to reflect on how worldview is shaped by singing together, but knowing it is unsafe to do so in the current
situation.
12

Don E. Saliers, Music and Theology (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 2007), 33.

13

Many scholars have traced the history of the phenomenon of singing and its powerful potential in
congregational and community settings. See Robin A. Leaver, Luther’s Liturgical Music: Principles and
Implications (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans Publishing, 2007); Don E. Saliers, Music and
Theology (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 2007); and Maeve Louise Heaney, Music as Theology: What
Music Says about the Word (Eugene, OR: Pickwick Publications, 2012); for Community Music, see Lee
Higgins, Community Music in Theory and in Practice (New York: Oxford University Press, 2012).

5

reality and a model for action.”14 As witnessed throughout history, singing together
creates a space where worldview is formed toward good or ill: it can break patterns or reenforce patterns, it can expand the social imaginary or diminish it, and it can transgress
the boundaries of church and street.15 I wonder how the “Mister In-between” space that I
notice is different in the two songs above is connected to a transformative singing
practice.
In this dissertation, I explore specifically the experience of singing together.
Relying on a Deweyan theory of experience that undergirds narrative inquiry as a
relational way of understanding lived experience, the inquiry gives particular
attentiveness to continuity between past, present, and future, personal and social
conditions (including researcher and participant), and specificities of place.16 I am
primarily interested in how the experience of singing in community, not solo singing,
shapes worldview and therefore holds the potential to stir imagination beyond selfpreoccupation toward an imaginary of deep connectedness with God, each other, and all
of creation. While deepening our relationship with all of creation is critical and urgent in
our time as literature and life suggest, it is important to note that this study focuses on
relationships between human beings, knowing that these relations cannot be separated
from our common interdependence with all of creation.

14

Geertz, 169.

15

The historical role of the singing community in upheavals around the world attests to the use of
singing together to shape worldview and the transfer of repertoire from church to street -- singing to train
young men in the Hitlerjugend, singing South African freedom songs during apartheid, and singing Civil
Rights songs in the United States in the 1960s, to name a few.
16

D. Jean Clandinin and F. Michael Connelly, Narrative Inquiry: Experience and Story in
Qualitative Research (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2000), 20.

6

It is helpful for the reader to understand that both theology and community music
principles undergird and are entwined in this study which is aimed at singing practice in a
faith-based setting, that is, not only community music facilitation but also pastoral
leadership. Singing together is explored as a phenomenon across disciplinary boundaries
and as a way of doing theology. It is not simply a theological dissertation or a community
music dissertation or a congregational song dissertation, it is interdisciplinary. The
strength and creativity of this study lies in the juxtaposition of theoretical understandings
from community music, sociological understandings of world construction, and
psychological studies of imagination with theologies of in-between space from both
musical and postcolonial sources. The researcher attends to each of these sources and
then considers how they each interact with each other and intersect with the findings of
this narrative inquiry. What emerges is a particular in-between interdisciplinary study that
attends to theology and theory but is not constrained by disciplinary borders.
Deep down I long for a community with an expansive worldview that engages
difference and tends to relationships from within an understanding of sacred
interconnectedness -- a singing practice that “line[s] out the world differently” with
prophetic imagination and interpretive nerve.17 The purpose of this interdisciplinary
study, then, is to better understand how the experience of faith-based community singing
shapes worldview.
In the next chapter, in keeping with a narrative paradigm for inquiry, I include the
details of the narrative beginnings and landscapes that brought me to this particular

17

Walter Brueggemann, The Word Militant: Preaching a Decentering Word (Minneapolis, MN:
Fortress Press, 2011), 55.

7

research puzzle.18 First, I consider my own background and singing experiences, and
introduce the reader to Inshallah, the singing group from which the participants are
drawn. I explore my own vulnerabilities as places of inquiry to examine. Secondly, I
describe the narrative landscape in which I work and Inshallah sings, using
Brueggemann’s frame to define competing narratives in North America. I locate this
study in the musical landscape of the rise of community music, the need for imagination
in the vocation of the church musician, and the mission of the educational institution that
hosts Inshallah, which sets up the interdisciplinary nature of the inquiry. At the
conclusion of the chapter, I state clearly the research puzzle, as developed from the
juxtaposition of my life experience and vocation with contextual realities. I connect
previous research that I conducted regarding singing global song in a Western setting and
singing the song of the “other” in Israel and Palestine to set the stage for the emergence
of this research puzzle which asks: “How does the experience of singing together shape
worldview?”
Having established the research puzzle and outlined the justifications for this
study, in Chapter Three I proceed to state my interpretive philosophical approach and
how it is well-suited to a narrative paradigm as a framework for all aspects of the design.
I use the research experience of educators D. Jean Clandinin and F. Michael Connelly in
combination with social worker Gabriela Spector-Mercel’s argument for a narrative
paradigm and sociologist Catherine Kohler Riessman’s work on narrative analysis to
address the desired continuity and wholeness of this research puzzle. The methodology is

18

These terms will be further explained in the methodology section; they anchor the whole inquiry
in a narrative paradigm, rather than simply using a narrative methodology.

8

outlined to include the process of collecting stories from one-on-one conversations with
purposively selected singers in Inshallah, producing the transcripts, and co-constructing
narrative accounts. The choice of using narrative thematic analysis is explained and
shows how resonant threads emerge across the narratives. The chapter concludes with a
review of the validity, ethical considerations, and limits of this study.
To determine the scholarly discourse informing this inquiry, Chapter Four
reviews theoretical and theological considerations that have shaped my thinking
regarding worldview and imagination, and their relationship to community singing. This
includes a philosophical understanding of Charles Taylor’s social imaginary and Martha
Nussbaum’s call for stories to stir a narrative imagination. I reflect on Mary (Joy) Philip’s
dialectic of safe haven and practice of adjacency to create in-between space and
potentially an alternate narrative. The subsequent part of the chapter explores the agency
of in-between space emerging from an experiential way of knowing combined with
intellect over time. Since experiential knowing can be used for good or ill, I explore
meaning-making that emerges from an ethic of hospitality, singing storied songs,
engaging difference, and singing’s mode of performativity to understand how a relational
practice is generated. Finally, I consider community music principles and ritual theory to
discern principles of practice that attend to shaping worldview.
As a result of the narrative analysis of the narrative accounts, Chapter Five reveals
five resonant threads that address how singing together shapes worldview: storied songs,
breath of the sacred, harmony of hospitality, counterpoint of difference, and rhythm for
life. Within each resonant thread, I present melodic motifs (stories of the participants)

9

which allow the particularity of the stories to emerge. The full narrative accounts can be
found in Appendix A.
The discussion chapter follows in Chapter Six where I draw understandings from
the stories of the participants in combination with the literature that highlight how
encountering difference amid relational connectedness potentially yields new insights. I
propose that singing storied songs together from the horizon of wholeness subversively
enlivens the imagination by negotiating and performing identity, relationships, and
vision. I assert that when a community singing practice nurtures a distinct sacred identity
of relational connectedness, engages difference as a resource to be embraced, and renews
vision through embodied witness, practiced vulnerability and orientation to wholeness
shape the social imaginary with the possibility of awakened authenticity, deepened
connectivity, and emboldened solidarity.
The final chapter concludes with reflections on the narrative process with
proposed insights regarding practice. The inquiry is then validated according to
previously determined criteria, risks and limitations are re-visited, the contribution of this
study is discussed, and further research possibilities are considered.

10

CHAPTER 2
The Journey to the Research Puzzle
To un-know is to scratch at the marrow of understanding
to discover a multiplicity of meanings . . .
To not-know is to acknowledge ambiguity and uncertainty . . .
to admit vulnerability.1
Narrative inquiry is thinking with stories. It is relational across time, place, and
relationships, and summons the researcher to engage autobiographical narrative
beginnings in order to reveal what undergirds the desire to pursue a particular research
puzzle. 2 Narrative inquiry claims that the researcher, along with the participant in the
research, brings a history and worldview to the conversation that is part of the research
interaction.3 Therefore, this chapter acquaints the reader with my own storied life as it
connects to singing and worldview, and with the story of the singing community
Inshallah that I direct and with whom the research participants sing. I search out
vulnerabilities that emerged with directing Inshallah and then, in order to create an
understanding of the way I view the landscape of this inquiry, I outline the competing and
intertwined narratives within which I work and Inshallah sings. I conclude the chapter by
clarifying the research puzzle that has emerged from these narrative beginnings and
landscapes.

1
Ruth Vinz, “Capturing a Moving Form: “Becoming” as Teachers,” English Education 29, no. 2
(1997): 139. https://www.jstor.org/stable/40172926.
2

D. Jean Clandinin, Engaging in Narrative Inquiry (Walnut Creek, CA: West Coast Press), 19.

3

Stefinee Pinnegar and J. Gary Daynes, “Locating Narrative Inquiry Historically: Thematics in the
Turn to Narrative,” in Handbook of Narrative Inquiry: Mapping a Methodology, ed. D. Jean Clandinin
(Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications, 2007), 14.
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Narrative Beginnings
From the privileged position of a British empire white settler heritage, and as an
educated first-born raised-Christian doctor’s daughter in small town Ontario, my story
has many aspects to it that are part of the dominant narrative in Canadian society. It’s not
that I personally haven’t known the vulnerabilities of difference -- as a woman, a
layperson in clergy-filled committees, a doctoral student among tenured faculty, I have.
However, in recent years I have come to see more clearly the social privilege that has
accompanied my journey, and this has opened my eyes in new ways to those who have
different stories than mine. I have come to know the joy and struggles of people of
different race, culture, sexual orientation and faith, and the vulnerabilities they encounter
in everyday life. I have come to understand the intersectionalities of my own identity. I
have come to acknowledge that I live on the traditional territory of the Annishnaabe,
Haudensaunee, and Neutral peoples and see the systems of which I am a part that sustain
oppression in Canada.
Looking backward and forward, inward and outward, as one does in narrative
inquiry, I also acknowledge my story has always been lived and told in reference to a
faithful and loving God, while seeking to follow the compassionate way of Jesus and to
be attentive to the presence of a life-giving Spirit. This spirituality, which keeps evolving,
feeds my desire to use my gifts toward the healing of the world and to poke holes in the
walls we build personally and systemically that create fear and injustice and separate
human beings from one another.
The gift that has accompanied me all along the way has been singing. When I
look through the lens of singing, I see how my storied life has been moving me toward

12

this particular research puzzle of how the experience of singing together shapes
worldview: a love of singing and experiencing it crossing boundaries of faith and culture,
experiences of deep loss that broke the sacred/secular divide as I sang my way to healing,
intentional sacred contemplative practices that affirmed imaginative play, and learning to
love the process as much as the product. Together these movements over time taught me
to bring all of myself to the singing experience and began to prepare me to un-know (give
up present understandings) and be courageous enough to not-know (live with ambiguity)
in the singing spaces I facilitate.4
At the same time, I see how studying and working at Waterloo Lutheran
Seminary, now Martin Luther University College (Luther), created opportunities for me
to meet people and hear stories from other cultures and religions, and to visit places like
the West Bank and Six Nations of the Grand River Territory. When I review my story, I
remember a time when I recognized I had learned the most in a particular year from
getting to know people who had different faith and cultural backgrounds – I saw myself
more clearly and I saw the beauty and pain of their lives. These encounters challenged
embedded assumptions and my view of others; they helped me to listen deeply, begin to
ask new questions, and recognize the un-knowing I had to do regarding my own social,
religious and familial teachings and the not-knowing I would need to live with as I
accepted the complexity of so many systemic issues.

4

Vinz, 139. Vinz gives a convincing call to teachers to learn to “become” by risking the unsettled
spaces of un-knowing and not-knowing,

13

The Inshallah Project
Importantly, for the focus of this inquiry, the reader at this point needs to know
that in the past thirteen years at Luther, my story that connects to this puzzle includes
singing together every week with a group of singers who engage in singing songs of faith
from around the world. It all began on a seminary study trip to Israel and Palestine where
Hannelore, a music director at the Lutheran church in Beit Jala, said to me, “Go home
and sing our song as a way to tell our story.” Deep inside I heard that invitation.
Returning home, Inshallah was born as a directed studies course for me,
“Introducing global music in a Lutheran context.”5 Beginning with twenty singers,
mostly Lutheran students, faculty, and friends, we were focused on songs from the global
south as a way to learn from the stories of world-wide Christians, including Palestine, and
to support local congregational singing by learning and teaching the global music that
was becoming available in Western hymnbooks. The idea was that “practicing being
global,” as Pablo Sosa said,6 and learning new melodies and rhythms, could be renewing
for the church and might change us!
I feel that because Inshallah began as a reflective practice, the habit of reviewing
our experience regularly and holding it up to our evolving mandate was formed. Several
characteristics of our practice became expectations. Hospitality became an intentional
practice, and over time we came to describe ourselves as more of a community than a
choir. Setting the rehearsal in a prayerful frame -- beginning with paperless music to open
5

Inshallah is an Arabic word meaning “God willing” and was chosen as a name for the ensemble as
a reminder that our group began out of an invitation in Palestine where we often heard the word
“inshallah.” It also was a de-centering name for a dominantly Christian group in Canada in a time of rising
Islamaphobia.
6

Pablo Sosa, Argentinian musician and theologian, was a visiting clinician with Inshallah in 2008.
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us to the presence of God and allow singers to switch gears from the busyness of life in
the world to being centered in the present moment; and ending with a prayer (sung or
spoken) and sharing a gesture of peace, sent out to be light and love in the world -became our pattern. Contextual stories of the songs remained important as pathways into
understanding the experiences behind the songs, therefore, teachers of language,
movement, and contexts came from Inshallah singers or neighbours in the wider
community. It also became our practice to attend to singer’s stories and current events
through sung prayers in an attempt to hold local and global together, and to sing both
songs of joy and lament.
It is significant that Inshallah not only sings together but sings in the wider
community and invites the “audience” to join in song and prayer. It is not a concert and it
is not a service. The intent is to share the experience of our joy and connectedness with
others and the only way to do that is to have people enter into our singing. We hope to
model that sharing our common humanity does not mean diminishing the spiritual or
cultural realities we individually hold. This model of public engagement has very much
shaped Inshallah as a group and prompts me to ponder how singing in public spaces
shapes the worldview of individual singers.7
The first five years of Inshallah were spent learning Christian songs from all
around the globe and sharing them with Christian congregations by offering workshops
and services that were focused on overcoming ethnocentrism. However, from the
7

Over the years Inshallah has sung throughout Ontario, in Montreal, Michigan and Nova Scotia, and
always songs of praise and prayer towards peace and justice to raise awareness and funds. We have
produced a songbook to share our story and the songs that have influenced our evolving journey, and three
CDs. We have spawned a group called Inshallah Kids in the Waterloo Region and several Inshallah-like
groups across the country.
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experiences of singing at an event called “Singing with our Neighbours” where we sang
with groups from other cultures, faiths, and with a First Nations drumming circle, our
singing community began to expand to include singers from different faiths and without
any religious background. It seemed that learning to open up to different melodies and
rhythms from the global south somehow prepared many singers in Inshallah to open up to
singing songs and listening to the stories from other faiths, although this remained the
bumpiest part of the journey. There was a sense that our identity was in process -- singers
started to ask if we were a Christian group or an inter-faith group and then needed to
wrestle with their own hearts to see how expansive their worldview could be.
Today, thirteen years later, there are as many as 130 singers at a rehearsal, which
includes students, faculty and wider community members ranging in age from nineteen to
eighty and of a variety of faiths and cultures. The work has never stopped being
challenging -- musically, contextually, or spiritually. Singers hold differing levels of
musical training and education regarding intercultural and societal issues. Singers come
from differing faith backgrounds or no faith background. For me the challenge has been
to hold open a space that presumes the difference among us is good, and to find language
to communicate the hope that the love embodied in our care and connection will work to
deepen understanding not create uniformity. This study emerges, in part, out of my
challenges and my curiosity about how singers experience this kind of space as shaping
worldview and the way they live their lives.
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Inner Spaces of Inquiry
Clandinin’s wisdom to re-think moments of challenge as places of inquiry
encouraged me to look back over the past thirteen years with Inshallah to find how
Inshallah deepened my interest in worldview and how over time singing together was
actively playing a role in shaping me.8 I had a hunch that the agency lay in the meeting
place of “don’t mess with Mister In-between” and “between darkness and light,” so I
reviewed my story regarding places where I felt uncertainty and vulnerability in the
Inshallah work.
My vulnerability with Inshallah was initially around musical practice. Trained
musicians are taught to know their material before they go public! However, the songs
from the Global South with which we began held musical practices that were new to me.
I was faithful about being prepared, but I had never been a “real” conductor (never!), I
had little experience of performance practices from the Global South, and I was always a
soprano singing the melody, so singing other parts didn’t come easily to me. Still, I felt
compelled to begin this project and deep down I knew singing together had been a key to
the transformation experienced on our study trip.9 Here was my first learning: I took a big
risk and I experienced grace in the midst of my uncertainties in practical ways – an
instrumentalist who would gently correct my rhythms by offering an aural hint, faculty
who would reflect with me, a group of volunteers who were willing to experiment and
laugh with me when I made a mistake, and others who knew stories and languages and
had theological questions. I learned that I didn’t have to know it all and that together we
8

Clandinin, Engaging in Narrative Inquiry, 76.

9

I also acknowledge that it was important for me that this “knowing” was affirmed and supported
by the bishop and dean with whom I work, and others who had travelled with us.
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could keep on learning what it meant to sing God’s grace in our diverse and complicated
world. I feel I might not have learned this if I had not had the opportunity to not-know.
Another vulnerability I experienced was around religious traditions. Inshallah was
intentional about hospitality, which meant anyone was welcome to sing. When singers
from various denominations and other faith traditions asked to sing with us, I struggled
with what it meant to be inclusive in my leadership practice. I found language awkward
at times. One day a Jewish singer said after I ended with “The peace of Christ be with
you” that she didn’t feel included in that gesture; I understood this, and my response in
that small moment was a step in deciding if this group was truly open to other faiths. I
told her I would try to remember to say “Peace be with you” instead, so that each of us
could receive peace from our own understandings. In this in-between space, the
community had shaped me to know that the experience of shared singing and love which
embodied the peace of Christ did not need to be shut down by language.
In fact, language has been filled with challenges all through the Inshallah journey,
and so a poet within our midst often writes additional more expansive verses that shift the
worldview of the song. This has truly been a gift. Other times we sing songs from both
sides of conflicting communities seeking peace and we tell the stories behind those songs.
This not-resolving, holding tension, has become part of our practice. In this study I am
curious to develop a deeper understanding of how singing together shapes a worldview
that lives with paradox and ambiguity.
With a commitment to spaces of difference, an unsettling vulnerability I face is
the inevitability that in my leadership I might reveal embedded assumptions or speak out
of colonial arrogance without realizing it. This certainly happens at times and keeps me
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wanting to learn. As a group, Inshallah has collectively heard stories and sung songs that
have required our un-knowing – most dramatically, those around the Truth and
Reconciliation process in Canada and the singing of black spirituals. Over several years
of singing together with a drumming circle, we have found a “shared narrative” in the
singing moments, which does not make light of everyday realities, but offers another
truth of shared song and builds relationships.10 This is also true as we have been led by
people of colour.
Singing with others has taught me something of the un-knowing and the need to
resist the dominant culture’s quick fix. Once singing together with a drum circle we were
faced with a choreography problem and I saw clearly that I had a choice – I could solve it
-- which would mean acting out of my experience of what mattered not from Indigenous
performance practice, or I could totally hand it over to the song-carrier and be the one to
not-know. I did hand it over, only on instinct at the time, not principle, and I saw how
different the outcome was because of the Indigenous leader’s knowing, and the trust that
was built in that moment. Singing with people of difference has helped me to notice this
moment of choice within myself and to become more attentive to that moment rather than
shutting down the vulnerable space.
Two more Inshallah stories expose my embedded worldview regarding
difference: a queer-gendered woman told me she didn’t feel included when I used the
words “men” and “women” to divide the parts, and a singer in a wheelchair asked if we
could sing “no one sits alone” instead of “no one stands alone.” With a strong intention to
10

Ray Aldred, “A Shared Narrative,” in Strangers in This World: Multireligious Reflections on
Immigration, edited by Hussan S. Timani, Allen G. Jorgenson and Alisa Hwang (Minneapolis: Fortress,
2015), 193-205. Aldred describes the need for a “shared narrative” and uses the treaty-making process as a
way forward.
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be inclusive and hospitable, still I needed their courage to show me what I didn’t know
for the sake of how we all might be shaped. Messy work—I might have said no -- I
didn’t; I might forget sometimes -- I have. In these vulnerable seeing myself moments
emerges the hunger to learn from others who perhaps have not had the courage or
opportunity to speak their story. In these moments I see the on-going process of how my
worldview has changed as I have encountered others in the midst of singing together.
My story contributes to this study from experiences of singing together as a
prayerful way to hold the raw unresolved complexities of life, to deepen understanding
and solidarity with non-dominant cultures and other-than-Christian faiths, including
Indigenous singers, and to nurture joy and hope in individuals and a community. I have
experienced how singing together and intentionally addressing the issues of the day
creates a space where faith and life meet, and how reviewing my own story revealed the
need to un-know and not-know. I have also seen the wrestling that singers are doing
when songs and stories bump into embedded assumptions from their familial, religious
and social lives. As the director of Inshallah, I wonder how the experience of singing
together is contributing to tensions and vulnerabilities within and between singers, and
what I can learn from how they perceive Inshallah changing as a group.
Narrative Landscape
Inshallah and this study sit within the story of the competing narratives in church
and society as described by Walter Brueggemann in the introduction. As part of the
dominant narrative of Canadian culture reinforced by our systemic practices, we live in a
society that struggles to embrace an inclusive and expansive worldview, particularly a
multi-faith, multi-cultural identity that thrives on interdependence rather than privilege
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and individualism, an equitable relationship with Indigenous peoples and people of
colour that is divested of colonialism and racism, and a connectedness to the Earth and its
creatures.11 Our collective Canadian and local inattention to missing and murdered
Indigenous women, homelessness, the opioid crisis, migrant workers, gender equality,
climate change, Islamaphobia, anti-Semitism, racism . . . and the list goes on and on . . .
is an indicator of the indifference or apathy of the dominant culture. People of faith, too,
while holding up rhetoric of the love of God and love of neighbour are often
characterized as consumerist, ethnocentric, apathetic about world events, self-serving and
individualistic.12 This is the narrative landscape. I wonder how do we sing into this
captivity in our many congregational and community singing spaces and break through
the small-minded world we have created?
The singing practice of Inshallah emerges from Martin Luther University College
(Luther) which hosts Inshallah. Luther holds a public theology mandate, which very
much shaped the evolution of Inshallah’s work to wrestle with “the moment,” as Dr.
David Pfrimmer would say.13 It is significant that colleagues with whom I work at Luther
(several who sing in Inshallah) are doing the same wrestling with public theology as I am

11

For a detailed discussion, see Paul Bramadat and David Seljak, eds. Religion and Ethnicity
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2000) and Paulette Reagan, Unsettling the Settler Within: Indian
Residential Schools, Truth Telling, and Reconciliation in Canada (Vancouver: UBC Press, 2010).
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See earlier study of author, “Global Song in a Canadian Church Context,” (Unpublished master’s
thesis, Waterloo Lutheran Seminary, 2009), 6-10, which outlines this critique. It needs to be said that there
are those who are working toward peace and justice (in this country, Kairos, Project Ploughshares, ISARC,
Muslim Woman’s Association, Canadian Council of Churches, and many many more), but they too name
their work as alternate to the dominant narrative striving to stir the imagination.
13

Business Plan for Proposed Martin Luther University College, (Unpublished document, February
5, 2015), 4. Dr. David Pfrimmer, Principal Dean at the time, defined public theology as arising from “inner
personal convictions, communities of faith, voluntary associations and . . . involved in the public affairs of
society.” These ideas were based on the work of Max Stackhouse and Jürgen Moltmann.
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in their fields of leadership practice, theology, interpretative and liturgical practices,
psychotherapy and community music. The vision of our community is to “inspire lives of
meaning and service in God’s world by inviting spirituality to accompany academic
curiosity.”14 These values get lived out in a pedagogy of encounter in the classroom and
by building a hospitable and inclusive community and curricula that relearns a more
complicated history of Indigenous-settler relations, racial oppression, and gendered bias.
Luther, as a Christian institution aims to be host to many faiths and cultures where the
goal is not to be settled but rather to seek to understand and respond to the culture of the
present time.
While the majority of the participants in this study are not students or faculty at
Luther, but residents of the wider community, when considering worldview and how it is
shaped by a singing practice, it is important to understand the narrative landscape of the
environment within which the singing practice resides. Inshallah has benefitted from the
educational and community milieu of Marin Luther University College.
The Research Puzzle
From my narrative beginnings and Inshallah’s evolution, this research puzzle has
emerged. Doing research over the past decade has piqued my interest in the individual
singer’s experience. In 2009, I conducted a qualitative study with focus groups which
revealed that singing songs of faith from around the world in a Western church context
not only deepened the worship experience and provided insights and renewal that led to a

14

Strategic Plan, April 12, 2019, https://lauriercloud.sharepoint.com/teams/hubmartinlutheruniversitycollege/Shared%20Documents/Board%20of%20Governors/Strategic%20Plan%2020
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personal vision of working towards the common good, but also shifted the worldview of
the singers to see common humanity and to appreciate diversity.15
As I continued to wonder about singing praxis in a faith-based setting that
addresses our growing multi-cultural and multi-faith society, and what we were learning
together at Inshallah, my initial research led to a further phenomenological study where I
conducted eight semi-structured in-depth interviews of a selected sample of leaders in
Christian and Jewish faith communities in Israel and Palestine in 2013. The study asked:
What is the experience of singing the song of the “other” in faith communities in Israel
and Palestine? The themes that emerged included the meaning found in singing together,
the influence of social location upon practice, the many forms of otherness, and the
importance of leadership.
With the added insight of this second study, especially regarding social location
and intersectionality, and a particular interest in deepening my understanding of the
changes that occurred over time in Inshallah, I saw the need for an additional study.
Throughout these thirteen years, as director of Inshallah, I have seen how singing
together creates a space where boundaries are crossed and identities are renegotiated. I
have seen how songs and singing with others nurtures compassion and stirs a vision that
embodies inclusivity. The research in this paper turns to listening to the particular stories
of individual Inshallah singers to further understand what I have experienced as
worldview being shaped by singing together.

15

Deborah Ludolph, “Global Song in a Canadian Church Context.” Unpublished master’s thesis,
Waterloo Lutheran Seminary, Waterloo, ON, 2009.
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I am most interested in research that engages faith-based singing communities
with postmodern sensibilities. Significantly, in spite of the critique of postmodernism in
many disciplines, including community music, very few faith-based studies have been
designed from a postmodern perspective.16 It is my hope that this narrative inquiry will
advance the conversation regarding a critical review of faith-based community singing
practice in order to provide thoughtful care to the worldview we sing. Lack of research in
this area may be due to postmodern conflicts with meta-narratives or due to both fields of
community music and congregational song being practice-oriented professions with
limited research funding, as described by Lee Higgins regarding community music
studies.17 In addition, attending to principles of practice through the stories of a narrative
inquiry may inspire faith-based institutions to consider the benefits of community music
research which has been separated from congregational song research, as well as invite
additional conversation in community music regarding spirituality. In either case, in a
fragile chaotic world to which music could offer healing, the practice orientation of this
study presses the urgency of dialogue because singing together is not neutral!
Looking back upon my own narrative, and considering the social and practical
implications of community singing practice, I am compelled to ask questions at the
intersection of practical theology, congregational song and community music: How can
status quo singing practices within church and society be disrupted to yield expansive
life-giving possibilities toward the flourishing of all people and the well-being of
16

C. Randall Bradley, From Memory to Imagination: Reforming the Church’s Music (Grand
Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans’ Publishing Company, 2012), xvi; see Michael N. Jagessar and Stephen
Burns, Christian Worship: Postcolonial Perspectives (London: Routledge, 2011), 51-65.
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creation? How does faith-based community singing play a role in the matrix of influences
upon individuals and communities that critique indifference as a societal response to
injustice and suffering? What is the imaginative gridlock that suppresses the potential of
faith-based communities to be self-critical and sing a liberating song? I wonder how the
stories of the participants in this study will reveal the cultural and social narratives that
are competing in church and society? Ultimately, how might this inquiry contribute to an
interdisciplinary conversation about the role of singing together to shape worldview in
congregational and community landscapes?
Out of the culmination of these questions, the research puzzle growing in me
crystallized to become: How does the experience of singing together shape worldview? I
am interested in best practice and am convinced that narratives give depth to
understanding. I am interested in sharing what I learn and am convinced that stories have
impact when change is needed. The natural place for me to turn to explore this research
puzzle was to those with whom I sing every week and who have been part of the rich and
bumpy transformation of Inshallah. To that end, this narrative inquiry explores the
narrative accounts that emerged as singers in Inshallah and I reflected on the experience
of singing together and how it has shaped our worldview, individually and collectively.
The next chapter will explain the narrative paradigm that guided the research process.
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CHAPTER 3
A Narrative Paradigm
Narrative inquiry is relational . . . across time, places, and relationships.1

In the previous chapter, the research puzzle “How does the experience of singing
together shape worldview?” was explored as emerging from my own narrative
beginnings and the complex narrative landscape in which this puzzle locates itself. In
addition, I outlined the personal, social and practical justifications for this study. In this
chapter, I first discuss my philosophical approach and how it is well suited to a narrative
paradigm as an interpretive framework. I then show how a narrative design has guided
the inquiry throughout the reflective process of creating field texts from
interviews/conversations, field notes, and a research journal, as well as throughout the
relational process of negotiating interim texts with participants to create narrative
accounts. Next, I describe my use of narrative thematic analysis upon each narrative
account and a second level of analysis across accounts to create resonant threads that
inform the discussion. The chapter concludes with a review of the ethics, validation, and
limits of this study.
As a distinct type of research, a narrative paradigm impacts every aspect of the
research.2 I use the research experience of educators D. Jean Clandinin and F. Michael

1

D. Jean Clandinin, Engaging in Narrative Inquiry (Walnut Creek, CA: West Coast Press), 19.

2

Gabriela Spector-Mersel, “Narrative Research: Time for a Paradigm” in Narrative Inquiry 20, no.
1 (2010): 204-224, https://doi-org.libproxy.wlu.ca/10.1075/ni.20.1.10spe. Spector-Mersel argues that it is
time for narrative inquiry to be considered a paradigm in its own right, not simply a methodology.
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Connelly3 in combination with social worker Gabriela Spector-Mercel’s argument for a
narrative paradigm4 and sociologist Catherine Kohler Riessman’s work on narrative
analysis5 to address the desired continuity and wholeness of this research puzzle.
A Narrative Paradigm
Using an interpretive philosophical approach that is built on hermeneutic and
phenomenological foundations, I employ a narrative paradigm, imagining social reality to
be created in a “fluid and multifaceted” way that emerges from a constructivist ontology
with emphasis on storied lives and storied landscapes.6 In this study, I am not looking for
an objective reality, but for multiple subjective realities that are shaped by the personal
and social histories in the lives of the participants and in the narratives we create together,
stories "lived, told, re-told and re-lived."7 I use a relativist philosophy because the aim is
not to create rules or theories that apply to all situations, rather I am interested in how the
individual stories from within Inshallah expand the understanding of the phenomenon of
community singing in shaping worldview.8

3

D. Jean Clandinin and F. Michael Connelly, Narrative Inquiry: Experience and Story in
Qualitative Research (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2000), 1-20. Clandinin and Connelly outline their
narrative method as grounded in interdisciplinary insights, including the work of philosopher John Dewey
(nature of experience), anthropologists Clifford Geertz (capturing change within the wholeness of life over
time) and Mary Catherine Bateson (learning as continuity because of improvisation), organizational theorist
Barbara Czarniawaska (narrative as heuristic device to bridge research and practice), psychiatrist Robert
Coles (intimacy of learner and teacher), and psychotherapist Donald Polkinghorne (narrative knowing:
theory connecting to practice).
4

Spector-Mersel, 204-224.

5

Catherine Kohler Riessman, Narrative Analysis (Newbury Park, CA: Sage Publications, 1993).

6

Spector-Mersel, 211. In addition, the terms “storied lives” and “storied landscapes” appear often
in Clandinin’s work and are critical to explaining a narrative paradigm.
7

Clandinin, Narrative Inquiry, 34.

8
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At the same time, this study is shaped by the critical-consciousness of a feminist
and postmodern approach, ensuring that narratives are not seen as value-free
perspectives. A realist acknowledgement in a relativist study is necessary as the research
puzzle explores the experience of singing together within religious and cultural contexts
that have colonial, racist, and patriarchal histories and remnants, and because
undergirding my thesis is an assumption that religious and cultural narratives have
impacted worldview. Importantly, narrative attentiveness to temporality, sociality and
place creates a conversation space and interpretive lens that highlights the details of
social location as found in a feminist approach, yet allows the critique of patriarchy,
racism, and colonialism to be discovered from within the stories of the participants and
myself, rather than to be addressed specifically by an overt method.9 Clandinin and
Connelley describe the tension between a focus on the person and her story versus formal
categories of race, class, gender and power, but argue strongly that the role of the
narrative inquirer is to “acknowledge these truths while holding to a different research
agenda.”10 This combination of narrative and “wakefulness”11 is possible because of a
postmodern openness to ambiguity, complexity, and deconstructing boundaries, which is

9
I struggled to discern if I would take a feminist approach as it has been influential in my own
life, however, for this particular research, I stubbornly sought to let the stories speak for themselves and
instead observe how the critical consciousness of feminism could not help but emerge.
10

Clandinin and Connelly, 45.
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Clandinin and Connelly, 182. Clandinin and Connelly choose the term wakefulness over
criticism to create a narrative approach to all aspects of the inquiry.
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the wholeness of narrative ontology. As a result of this philosophical approach, rich and
complex stories become visible from unique individual experiences.12
According to a narrative paradigm, the narrative way of perceiving reality
emerges from storied lives and storied landscapes viewed from the present (as opposed to
the past), and from the “conscious and non-conscious selection” of stories within three
spheres of contexts: inter-subjective relationships, collective social fields, and cultural
meta-narratives.13 For example, from the experience of singing together in Inshallah,
stories arise from the meta-narratives of religious traditions, the social fields of race and
age, and the inter-subjective relationships of director-participant and participantparticipant. While these contextual influences reveal the circumstances in which stories
are produced, Sally V. Hunter points out the built-in “burden of responsibility” for a
researcher with a narrative epistemology because of the moral and ethical influence
involved in the construction process.14
Clandinin and Connelly argue that narrative inquiry is designed to be “people in
relation studying people in relation.”15 Importantly for me, a narrative approach respects
the relationships I have with the singers as an insider-outsider, embraces the subjectivity,
and allows the unique stories of our common experience to be the focus of the

12

For more on the feminist approach, read Ann O’Hara Graff, ed., In the Embrace of God:
Feminist Approaches to Theological Anthropology (Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock Publishers, 2005); for
more on the postmodern paradigm, see Stephan Best and Douglas Kellner, The Postmodern Turn (New
York: The Guilford Press, 1997).
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conversation. Spector-Mercel calls this posture a “pluralist position” with “democratic
relationships” between researcher and participant.16 While this posture is characteristic of
narrative research, the power questions that haunt Inshallah (Who does the music belong
to? Can we sing songs from the global south as a dominantly white Western group?)
emerge with the relational ethics of the narrative inquiry space, as well. To address the
challenge of my dual relationship and differences associated with power impacting the
potential kind of stories that were shared in the research, participants were intentionally
reminded of the depth of research sought, the openness to difference, the focus of the
study, and the ethical care taken regarding confidentiality.17 Participants were encouraged
to speak their story boldly for the sake of the rich data that could emerge to further our
mutual understanding. More comments about the insider-outsider relationship and power
relations will follow in the validation section of this chapter.
Spector-Mercel writes, “Narrative investigators are present in their texts; not only
by writing in the first person and expressing their personal subjective voice, but also by a
deliberate reflection on the ways in which they influenced the participants’ stories and
their interpretation.”18 For my part, it was critical to be aware that this subjectivist
epistemology “where knower and respondent co-create understandings”19 required me to
listen empathetically and to be respectful and attentive to the subjective truths and
16

Spector-Mersel, 217.
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varying viewpoints that arose from each participant’s story–to courageously and humbly
wade into the “relational borderland space[s]” that feed the complexity of narrative
inquiry.20 Importantly, pondering the conversations I had with the participants in my
research journal helped me to notice when my own understandings were being
challenged. Inside that recognition was a growing understanding of the relational ethics
that “permeate” all aspects of narrative research, the power relations implicit in various
aspects of our identities, and the insight that my story was unfolding, as much as the
participants’ stories, in the re-telling of our stories.21
The humility and rigor required in this approach, where “people in relation”
explore experiences on a continuum within psycho-social landscapes, suited the essence
of the Inshallah project, as well as my personal, social and practical justifications for this
study.22 However, singing songs of the “other”, as Inshallah does, also demanded
wrestling with a postcolonial lens on relational ethics and the role of power in this
research.
Significantly, in the process of exploring narrative inquiry as a paradigm, I came
to understand that my research puzzle is in itself a narrative puzzle. Another way of
phrasing “How does the experience of singing together shape worldview,” is “How does
singing together shape the narrative by which we live?” In fact, songs themselves, the
“stuff” of singing together, have long been understood to be multi-valent expressions of
storied lives emerging from social relationships in a particular time and place and holding
20

Clandinin, Narrative Inquiry, 141.
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potentially new meanings in the storied lives of those who continue to sing them.23 This
natural connection between worldview, song and narrative further clarified for me that a
narrative paradigm for this study was a fitting match to the phenomenon being explored.
Narrative Design: Narrative Beginnings and Landscapes
Clandinin and Connelly set narrative inquiry apart from other heuristic designs by
clarifying that a narrative design frames the research question as a research puzzle that is
itself shaped by what they call the narrative beginnings of the researcher.24 As part of this
inquiry, revisiting my own story as a singer, a liturgist, and a leader of Inshallah through
Clandinin’s “three-dimensional narrative inquiry space” of temporality, sociality and
place25 provided a backwards map of my life. What was surprising for me was how much
the reflexivity of narrative beginnings focused my awareness on what had shaped the
research puzzle in the first place for me, who I have become over time related to the
research puzzle, and where I am located now. As the researchers suggest, “We come to
each new inquiry field living our stories.”26
In a similar way, reflecting on the commonplaces of the collective story of
Inshallah within the narrative landscapes of this research puzzle highlighted the
contextual thickness in which the conversations with the participants were situated.27 It
23
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was helpful and critical for the ethical relations of this study that the reflexivity of
narrative beginnings became a practice that continued throughout the narrative inquiry in
the form of a research journal. This practice not only gave me a way to “puzzle out
experience,” 28 but reminded me of the “in-the-midst”-ness of the whole puzzle and
helped to create transparency in the data for the reader.29
Gathering Participants: A Purposive Sample
The design of this study required an intentional sampling of Inshallah singers to
be selected. To do this, a preliminary information letter was distributed electronically to
all singers in Inshallah inviting participation in the study.30 Those singers who expressed
interest in having a conversation about their experience and were available during the
month-long data collection period were asked to respond by email within a week,
forwarding the signed consent form and completing a simple demographic sheet.31 The
demographic sheet provided the information needed to select a purposive sample with
attentiveness to variables such as age, ethnicity, language, religion, the number of years
of singing with Inshallah, and any other information they wanted to share. This selection
was made in consultation with the research advisory committee with the goal of selecting
a diverse sample based on demographics and inviting additional input into the selection
process. Respondents were informed by email if they were chosen or not; all selected

28

Clandinin and Connelly, 103.

29
Clandinin, Narrative Inquiry, 43. Clandinin is always reminding the researcher that when an
inquiry occurs, the participant and researcher both enter in the midst of their lives, in the midst of their
social, cultural, familial, linguistic and institutional narratives – always “in the midst.”
30

See Appendix B, Information Letter.

31

See Appendix B, Demographic Sheet and Informed Consent Form.
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participants agreed to participate. Initially, the research design sought twelve participants,
but in the end sixteen were interviewed due to the diversity interests of the study. After
the participants were recruited, an informed consent form that outlined the intent, risks,
and benefits of this inquiry was signed. Subsequently, a time and place for the
conversation was mutually agreed upon with each participant.
In the Field: Relational Space
In narrative inquiry, the relational space between the researcher and the
participant is called the field, and in the field there are many ways to collect data. In this
study, the major data collecting occurred through a digitally recorded one-time 90-minute
interview/conversation.32 Before each conversation, I reflected in my research journal on
my relationship with the participant: when did I first get to know this person, what did I
know about their experience with Inshallah and their life, and why did I imagine they
were interested in being part of this study. I was taking seriously that we were entering
“into the midst” of each other’s lives and that there was complexity at the
intersectionalities of our relation(s). I wanted to be ready to be attentive to the threedimensional space of our experiences.33 Even though the conversation was digitally
recorded,34 I took field notes, although fewer notes as time went on and I gained
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Clandinin and Connelly, 108–112. Convinced of the need for a focused conversation, I chose a
middle path between Clandinin and Connelly’s distinction of conversation and interview. It was an
interview in the sense that there were four questions I knew we would cover in the time we were together,
but much more a conversation in the sense that the first open-ended question created a space for the stories
to emerge and to impact the shape of our interaction. I listened intently for unexpected avenues of
conversation that were not anticipated. In fact, I would say most were conversations and some, if they
became more like interviews, were dictated by the participants who knew in advance what they wanted to
say. In this writing I will henceforth call them conversations.
33

Before the inquiry began, the participants were reminded of ethics details.

34

All participants signed consent to the digital recording.

34

experience because I found I wanted to fully engage with the participant rather than
write. The field notes were primarily descriptive and thoughts that I wanted to explore on
my own afterwards. After each conversation, I took time to write initial reflections and to
review my field notes. I wrote detailed observations and particular phrases that I wanted
to ponder further, and I spent time noticing my own intuitive thoughts and questions
regarding the conversation.35
All but two conversations took place in my office at work, one in the participant’s
office and one in my home. My office as a location was a practical decision rather than an
optimal decision, knowing the “interconnections between place and experience.”36 I
noticed that the one time I went to the participant’s office, I learned more about the
participant through the artifacts in the room.
One of the uneven parts of the data collection was the amount of time spent
together. The shortest conversation was 70 minutes, the longest conversation 120
minutes.37 In some cases, a longer period of time or a second meeting might have allowed
for following up on ideas that emerged. Still, the co-creation of the narratives was a
humbling experience for me as we entered into the midst of each other’s storied lives and
as participants shared stories of the meaning of their lived experience.38
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Martha Kuwee Kumsa, “Thinking about Research,” in Qualitative Social Work 15 no. 5-6
(2016): 608. https://doi.org/10.1177/1473325016656528. Here Kumsa encourages the researcher to value
the reflexive journal as revealing personal stories and epistemologies that impact research. This also is the
reason for the exploration of narrative beginnings found in Chapter Two.
36

Clandinin, Narrative Inquiry, 41.
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The extension of the time together was a joint decision between participant and researcher.
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Clandinin, Narrative Inquiry, 55.
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The conversation began by asking participants to tell the story of singing with
Inshallah, an open-ended question that allowed me to listen and discern how to join in the
conversation so that it would be organically co-constructed.39 The conversation included
asking if the experience of singing with Inshallah has shaped the participant’s view of the
divine, of others, of creation or of themselves. As seemed natural to the conversation,
then I asked if there were particular songs, singers or experiences that contributed to
shifting, disrupting or affirming worldview, and if there was a song that best sang their
particular worldview.40 As expected of narrative inquiry, and also part of the essence of
this study, I sought to be attentive simultaneously to the details of past, present, and
future; personal and social conditions; and the implications of place.41
Field Texts and Interim Texts: Being with the Stories
Within a month, I met with each participant and the digital recordings were then
transcribed. I chose to transcribe the material myself, and while that took more time than
hiring a transcriber or than a computer transcription would have taken, I found that
hearing the voices again and again allowed me to recall more than words when I later
created the interim texts from the field texts. I could hear the tone of voice and
hesitations, laughter and silences, and more. In addition, I could make my own choices of

39
Clandinin, Narrative Inquiry, 24. Clandinin writes, “The stories are co-composed in the spaces
between us as inquirers and participants.”
40

Clandinin, Narrative Inquiry, 45. Clandinin points out that sometimes artifacts, which in this
research includes songs, trigger stories.
41

Clandinin, Narrative Inquiry, 39.
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how to include include features of speech, like emotion, pauses, and emphasis, in the
transcription.42
At this stage in the process, listening to the conversations over and over again
seemed like having a cup of tea with each participant. It was an intentional effort to
experience our conversation for the sake of noticing the nuance in the story and
deepening a familiarity with the material as field texts were created. As I worked through
the data, which included the transcripts, research journal, field notes and songs, I began to
recognize the interpretive choices I was making at every level. For example, I heard how
the phrasing of the questions sounded differently in each conversation and I saw how I
was choosing parts of the story to include or exclude in the account. I was especially
aware of my own vulnerability and interpretive power in writing words to represent our
co-construction.
As I moved from field texts to interim texts, and as narrative thematic analysis
allows, I cleaned up “messy” spoken language and used ellipses to facilitate reading with
ease.43 I also removed identifying information to protect the privacy of the participants. I
asked each participant to read the draft I had written and to offer feedback, as well as to
verify or change direct quotes, facts, and dates. As each interim text was negotiated with
the individual participant, a variety of responses occurred. Cohn and Lyons remind
researchers, "reciprocal and empowering interaction" is necessary to create rich and

42
Riessman, Narrative Analysis, 58. I later discovered that Reissman believes when the
researcher personally transcribes and unpacks the structure of the conversation, the researcher receives
glimpses of interpretive categories and meanings. I think it is also true that the researcher becomes more
sensitized to ambiguities within the aural experience of listening to the recording and recalling the
conversation.
43

Riessman, Narrative Analysis, 58-59, 63.
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meaningful data.44 Several participants noted parts of the accounts that were especially
expressive of their current understandings, others negotiated a word change or reworked
a section, and some added insights that had emerged since the initial conversation. The
draft was modified, never for the purpose of simplifying the complexity of the
participants, but to make visible to the reader their storied lives.45 With the same
commitment to three-dimensional commonplaces that characterized the entire inquiry, the
negotiations of interim texts sought to understand the complexity of the experience of
singing together.46
I also found the work of creating the data humbling as I realized the limits of what
my “presentation” of the narratives could hold.47 To move from twenty pages of
transcription to five pages of text was challenging, as researchers suggested it would be,48
because I was reluctant to lose the details of the stories. In the end, it was the research
puzzle itself that guided the process until the text took the form of a short poem that is
designed to capture the essence of each conversation followed by the narrative account.49
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Ellen S. Cohn and Kathleen D. Lyons, “The Perils of Power in Interpretive Research,”
American Journal of Occupational Therapy 57 (2003): 41.
45
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Clandinin, Narrative Inquiry, 51.
The data can be found in Appendix A.
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Here I use change Riessman’s term “representation” to presentation. I have become increasingly
uncomfortable with any misunderstanding that I would be “re-presenting” the stories of the participants
(considering Spivak); rather, I am presenting my interpretation of the stories we felt free to share with one
another and co-constructed. Riessman, Narrative Analysis, 15.
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Clandinin and Connelly, 119. The authors call this point a “difficult transition.”
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The poems are published with the narrative accounts found in Appendix A.
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Narrative Analysis and Presentation
There was a shift required when it was time to do analysis – a shift from active
participant in a conversation and negotiating with the participants to digging deeper
within the stories and asking questions of meaning. Clandinin’s research experience was
helpful to me when she explained this step as “trying to negotiate a new way of being in
relation with our participants, and . . . fight[ing] against our desire to let field texts speak
for themselves.”50 That was exactly my struggle. Making peace with my interpretations
as “partial, alternative truths” to enlarge understandings rather than seeking certitude was
necessary and freeing.51
I chose narrative thematic analysis as the methodology because of my interest in
discovering the themes within each story that related to how worldview is shaped through
singing together.52 Examining the content of the data is the exclusive focus of thematic
analysis.53 By reading a single account many times, and studying the connections
between the stories within a conversation, I began to see themes within the stories and
identify how the song the participant chose as representing their worldview connected to
their language choices and the sequence of stories. In the analysis I gained a clearer view
of how each story was constructing the experience by the telling of it, and how our
relationship with all its complexity created the conversation space and meaning.
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Clandinin, Narrative Inquiry, 130.
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Riessman, Narrative Analysis, 22.
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Catherine Kohler Riessman, Narrative Methods for the Human Sciences (Thousand Oaks, CA:
Sage, 2008), 54. Riessman’s typology of narrative analysis includes four analytic methodologies: thematic,
structural, dialogic/performance and visual.
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Riessman, Narrative Methods, 53.
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Reissman points to the process of interaction as impacting meaning, “In telling about an
experience, I am also creating a self—how I want to be known.”54
As each individual account was analyzed, I made thematic sheets for each
participant and colour-coded themes to visually represent similarities and highlight
thematic outliers. I found that the literature review, that is, prior theory, served as a
resource55 and problematized simple readings of the stories. As necessary in narrative
analysis and contrary to grounded theory or post-structuralism, the themes that emerged
were considered within the context of each whole individual story, rather than as
independent thematic segments.56 Gradually, “resonant threads,” as they are called in
narrative analysis, began to emerge that could be observed across narratives. This was a
second level of analysis. Reading across narratives by theme, I tested the similarities
against the individual stories to maintain the complexity within the themes. I then wrote
a summary of each theme and pulled large pieces of research text to represent the
particularities within each resonant thread.
The final presentation made an effort to be attentive to temporality, sociality and
place, and set the themes next to the literature to further discover and construct meaning,
not for the purpose of finding new theories, but to further “puzzle” regarding assumptions
and certainties. What I found was a dance between theory and story that raised questions,
illuminated complexities, and further deepened my understanding.
54

Riessman, Narrative Analysis, 11.

55

Riessman, Narrative Methods, 73.

56

Riessman, Narrative Methods, 74; Clandinin, Narrative Inquiry, 132. For an understanding of
the similarities and differences with post-structualism, see D. Jean Clandinin and Jerry Rosiek, “Mapping a
Landscape of Narrative Inquiry: Borderland Spaces and Tensions,” in Handbook of Narrative Inquiry:
Mapping a Methodology, ed. D. Jean Clandinin (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications, 2007), 64-68.
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Validation
The critical issue in narrative analysis, according to Riessman, is validation,
which she defines as “the process through which we make claims for the trustworthiness
of our interpretations.”57 She further argues that there are two stories to verify – the
participant’s story and the researcher’s story. Since in a narrative paradigm the story is a
“selective reconstruction,”58 traditional reliability measures cannot apply.59 Riessman
provides four criteria for validation: persuasiveness, correspondence or what is often
called member checks, coherence, and pragmatic use, which I will now review.60
First of all, the persuasiveness of this research will emerge from the literary form
in part because of the relationships. Situating myself as director of Inshallah, I come to
this research in the midst of a relationship with the participants in a dual role. I have a
perspective from the director’s viewpoint and my own personal experience of worldview
being shaped by singing together with Inshallah, and I have a relationship with each
participant to varying degrees of familiarity. It is our relationship, nurtured by the openended conversations at rehearsal which acknowledge difference and wrestle with
tensions, that encourages vulnerability in the research conversation. However,
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Riessman, Narrative Analysis, 65. Riessman makes a clear distinction between an objective
reality that seeks truth and subjective realities that need the validation of trustworthiness. For a discussion
of truth versus fidelity linking intersubjective obligations and resonance between story and context, see
Donald Blumenfeld-Jones, “Fidelity as a Criterion for Practicing and Evaluating Narrative Inquiry,” in
International Journal of Qualitative Studies in Education 8, no. 1 (1995): 25-35.
https://doi.org/10.1080/0951839950080104.
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See Elliot G. Mishler, “Validation in Inquiry-guided Research: The Role of Exemplars in
Narrative Studies,” Harvard Educational Review 60, no. 4 (1990): 415-442.
https://doi.org/10.17763/haer.60.4.n4405243p6635752
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postcolonial studies suggest verifying the participant’s story is further complicated by the
power differential in cases where the researcher is from the dominant/colonial culture.61
This is the risk embedded in Inshallah’s singing the song of the “other” in the first place
and the risk of this study. The reader will need to discern if the participants’ lived
experiences emerge through the relationality of the narrative process, if the researcher is
changed by the process, and if a witness to wrestling with embedded assumptions,
recognizing experiential knowing, and countering hegemonic practices justifies this
inquiry. My hope is that the interpretation I offer out of our relationship and stories,
acknowledging my own social location, will persuade the reader of the glimpses of the
lived experiences of these sixteen participants and myself as one interpretive lens on how
singing together shapes our social imaginary and how we live.
Secondly, Lincoln and Guba state that when member checks are employed,
credibility increases.62 Importantly, the data was co-constructed and in the process of
writing each participant negotiated with me the interim texts until they were satisfied
with the interim texts. As mentioned earlier, there was important negotiation and learning
that emerged from the member checks. This was another point in the analysis when I
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See Gyatri Chakravorty Spivak, “Can the Subaltern Speak?” in Marxism and the Interpretation
of Culture, eds. Cary Nelson and Lawrence Grossberg (Champagne, IL: University of Illinois Press, 1988):
21-78. Indian postcolonial theorist Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak’s ethical question of how one can know or
speak for the “other” generates cause for continually wrestling with how Western cultures interpret other
cultures. This narrative inquiry makes no claim to “represent” the participants but out of a complex and
thick relationality to co-construct a story that presents “people in relation” and to emerge from the
conversation responsible to the relationship. Still the question remains, according to Spivak, on whose
terms does the subaltern speak?
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Yvonna S. Lincoln and Egon G. Guba, Naturalistic Inquiry (Beverly Hills: Sage Publications,
1985), 314.
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realized that the story of the dissertation will in the end be my interpretive story and I will
need, as Riessman states, “to take responsibility for its truths.”63
Thirdly, making coherence thick was organic to this study as the stories were
sought and interpreted around the goal of listening for the ways in which singing together
shapes worldview, not trying to prove that it does. Riessman64 suggests the global
criterion for coherence is justifying an action, in this case the singing practice, whereas
the local criterion, the motive undergirding the narrator telling the story, is satisfied by
the themes that emerge, such as “breath of the sacred,” even as the individual
experiences, such as religious frames and language, remain intact. Furthermore, the
themal coherence is realized by the conversation texts repeatedly being explored around
recurring themes. In this study, coherence around singing practice is constantly being
renegotiated by holding particular narratives intact, yet allowing recurring themes to
emerge, thereby offering an internal interpretive constraint that increases credibility.
The final validation criterion that Riessman offers is “the extent to which a
particular study becomes the basis for others’ work.”65 To that end, in this chapter I have
described the narrative methodology and analysis process I used in this inquiry, including
the steps of interpretive choices all along the way, and my philosophical approach, so that
other researchers will gain from my own questions, struggles and insights as a researcher.
I also have retained the primary data with permission and attached the narrative accounts
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Riessman, Narrative Analysis, 67.
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Riessman, 67. Here Riessman elaborates on Agar and Hobbs’ suggestion of three kinds of
coherence that satisfy validity: global, local, and themal. See Michael H. Agar and Jerry R. Hobbs,
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in Appendix A of this dissertation. In the four ways mentioned above, persuasiveness,
member checks, coherence, and pragmatic use, the trustworthiness of this research is
validated.
Ethical Considerations
As necessary with any kind of research involving human participants, an
application to the Ethics Review Board at Wilfrid Laurier University was approved
before the research began. A number of measures were employed to minimize the
participants’ risk:
•

Confidentiality and anonymity were ensured by the use of pseudonyms and the
removal of identifying information in the written work.

•

Participants were informed of the intent to explore both positive and challenging
experiences. This was clear in the information letter, the signed consent form, and
at the beginning of the conversation.

•

Conversations were digitally recorded and transcribed; only the researcher has
access to this data, and the participant has access to their own transcribed
material. The digital recording will be destroyed after the dissertation is defended,
but transcriptions with identifying information removed will be kept locked in the
researcher’s office filing cabinet for potential future research.

•

Participants signed an informed consent form, which included information
regarding their rights and the use of the narrative material in the researcher’s
dissertation and possibly further study, workshops or published material.

As mentioned earlier, relational ethics must be considered not only in the field with the
participants, but as choices and meanings are made throughout the inquiry.
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Limitations
Narrative research, interpreting and creating representations of experience, is in
itself a limit. “Meaning is fluid and contextual, not fixed and universal. All we have is
talk and texts that represent reality partially, selectively, and imperfectly,” explains
Riessman.66 It is important to understand that consciously considering limitations is
necessary throughout a narrative inquiry to deepen reflexivity and humility.
Within this research process, there are several limitations of which I am aware.
The sample size, while appropriate to the methodology, represents a fraction of the choir
and therefore limits the scope of the inquiry. Having conversation/interviews with only
sixteen of over 130 singers makes me aware of missing voices and curious about the
stories lived and told by other singers in Inshallah. While I considered hosting additional
focus groups to test themes that emerged from the individual narratives with more of the
ensemble, time prohibited that exploration. Furthermore, only those who are currently
singing with Inshallah were interviewed; an interesting sample would be those who left
Inshallah because the experience no longer fit their worldview.
Secondly, the limit of holding only one interview per participant prevented
following up with more details that emerged over time as researcher and participant
reflected on the negotiated co-construction. Spending time with the data made me curious
about the silences I recognized layered into the complex stories of the lives of the
participants. I see the value and potential in a study that would walk with a singer
throughout a whole year of singing together to catch the subtle nuances from rehearsal to
rehearsal and the changes in our stories lived and told in relationship over time.
66

Riessman, Narrative Analysis, 15.
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Thirdly, choosing a narrative paradigm was a decision to engage in a study that
was limited to the personal stories and meanings that emerged from a small purposive
sampling; another methodology or mixed methods would have yielded different results.
In addition, having co-researchers could address some of the power differentials that my
identity creates as researcher; this would address postcolonial and insider-outsider
concerns and potentially yield different stories.
Finally, capturing experiential knowledge in a written form is always a secondary
product. The understanding that emerges from this study will be validated by the stories,
but a depth of knowing will only be fully understood through the singing experience.
This too is a limitation. Understanding the limits of this approach allows the study to
make a contribution to the literature, from a narrative perspective, regarding the
experience of singing together as it shapes worldview.
Before examining the findings that emerged from the research conversations, in
the next chapter, I will explore the literature that relates to the research puzzle. This will
involve scholarship regarding worldview and theory pertaining to the experience of
singing together that will assist in reflecting upon the stories of the participants.
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CHAPTER 4
Literature Review
Imagination is the capacity to picture (image!) the world
out beyond what we take as established given.1
Using Brueggemann’s argument of the contest of narratives with Taylor’s
understanding of social imaginary, this chapter will explore the potential of singing
together to facilitate a response to the imagination crisis. I will first consider
contemporary voices that call for an alternate narrative and draw upon Mary Philip’s
understanding of in-between space as a framework to propose the necessary dialectic
between a safe haven and a practice of adjacency. To examine the unique resource that
singing together provides within the dialectic, I will then consider how a social imaginary
is shaped by experiential knowledge, meaning-making, and principles of practice.
Worldview as Social Imaginary
In this narrative inquiry, which addresses how singing together shapes worldview,
the classic anthropological definition of worldview as a “model of reality and model for
action,”2 is further understood through Canadian philosopher Charles Taylor’s
understanding of the “social imaginary.” Taylor is concerned with “the way ordinary
people ‘imagine’ their social surroundings, and this is often not expressed in theoretical
terms, but carried in images, stories, legends, etc.”3 Emphasizing the complexity and
1
Walter Brueggemann, Disruptive Grace: Reflections on God, Scripture, and the Church
(Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2011), 296.
2

Clifford Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures: Selected Essays (New York, NY: Basic Books,
1973), 169.
3

Charles Taylor, A Secular Age (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press,
2007), 172.
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particularity of social imaginary, he connects worldview not just to intellect, but
considers pre-cognitive experience as part of what shapes the presence of implicit
common understandings of the world that influence practice.4 Philosopher James K. A.
Smith speaks of Taylor’s social imaginary as “the way we imagine the world before we
ever think about it . . . [it is] always already communal and traditioned . . . received from
and shared with others . . . [and] a vision of and for social life.”5 In this paper, worldview
will be discussed in a Taylor-like way, as social imaginary, recognizing the power of the
imagination to shape identity, relationships, and vision, and thereby a way of being in the
world.
Connecting worldview with imagination is at the heart of Walter Brueggemann’s
argument from which this study emerges. Brueggemann suggests that imagination is “the
capacity to generate and enunciate images of reality that are not rooted in the world in
front of us.”6 Theologically, in the imaginative construct of a Christian narrative, God,
Source of Life, continues to create as “living process,”7 the world is still open to the
Spirit’s activity of “sustain[ing] and heal[ing] all things into love,”8 and human beings

4

Taylor, 171-176. Taylor calls the social imaginary “wide and deep” (174).

5

James K. A. Smith, Desiring the Kingdom: Worship, Worldview, and Cultural Formation (Grand
Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2009), 66. Smith argues that the church has operated out of the
intellectualism of modernity and neglected the power of the affective register. He draws on the ideas of
French philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty to argue for a place in worldview discourse that acknowledges
the body. For more on Merleau-Ponty, see Phenomenology of Perception, trans. Colin Smith (London:
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1962).
6

Walter Brueggemann, The Practice of Prophetic Imagination: Preaching an Emancipating Word
(Minneapolis: Augsburg Fortress Press, 2012), 25.
7

Beatrice Bruteau, The Holy Thursday Revolution (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 2005), 83.

8

Richard Rohr, The Divine Dance: The Trinity and Your Transformation (New Kensington, PA:
Whitaker House, 2016), 186.
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made in the image of God have agency, sharing in God’s “imaging activity.”9 However,
Brueggemann argues that imagination in church and society today is impacted by a
contest of two narrative accounts that create different constructions of reality: deathly
paradigms, such as self-sufficiency, self-serving indifference to others, and competitive
productivity that cause anxiety over “having enough, or being enough, or being in
control” versus life-giving neighbourly paradigms that specialize in “social
transformation, justice, and compassion.”10 For the Christian who seeks to interpret
loving God and neighbour with critical consciousness and hold open the possibility of
participating in the future-creating capacity of God, this contest creates a crisis of
imagination.
Taylor and Smith agree with this analysis and the existing contest. Smith observes
storied formation, “If we appreciate the central orienting nature of the imagination, then
we will be poised to see what is at stake in our encounter with the stories, myths, and
moving icons of consumer culture.”11 Taylor warns that the impact of “former
Christendom on our imagination is immense.”12 Compellingly, Brueggemann counters
homogenizing Christendom captive to aggressive consumer culture stories with a call to

9

Walter Brueggemann, Israel’s Praise: Doxology Against Idolatry and Ideology (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1988), 12. These are Brueggemann’s three points about world-making, but I have extended
his language to include Bruteau’s idea of “process” and Rohr’s emphasis on the Spirit.
10
Brueggemann, Prophetic Imagination, 3-4. For a commentary on the danger of self-serving
liturgies captive to unhelpful worldviews, see Gordon W. Lathrop, Holy Ground: A Liturgical Cosmology
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2003), 13-14.
11

James K. A. Smith, Imagining the Kingdom: How Worship Works (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker
Academic, 2013), 162.
12

Taylor, 734. Taylor explores the complexity of the paradigm Western Christendom offers.
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persistent prophetic imagination. The intention of the prophetic is “to evoke, to shock, to
tease, to play, to probe, not with certitude but with possibility of what has been, until now
[within the tradition], unthinkable and unsayable.”13 In Brueggemann’s view, the courage
needed to live into an alternate identity, relationships, or vision is not possible until
imagination is freed from “enslavement to imperial definitions of reality.”14
Narratives as Imaginative Agency
In Western Christendom and middle class white settler culture, one of the
“unthinkable” resources for shaping an alternate narrative has been engaging with the
stories of those who are different in culture, religion, race, class or gender despite the
ancient call to “love your neighbour as yourself” (Mark 12:31).15 Taylor suggests a way
of living a faithful life in current pluralist times includes a “desire to know what it’s like
to be the other person”--to listen to the experience of the other.16 Theologian Paul F.
Knitter, too, calls for a “dialogical community of communities” that is “religious interreligiously” and argues that a new way of understanding other faiths will yield a new way
of understanding Christianity.17 Furthermore, pointing to the cultural construction of

13

Brueggemann, Prophetic Imagination, 25.

14

Brueggemann, Disruptive Grace, 279.
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There are, of course, those within Christianity and middleclass white settler culture in North
America who heed this call, but it is convicting to see how efforts can be squelched by indifferent and
dominating regimes, and how deeply embedded assumptions are within well-intentioned members of
dominant culture.
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Ronald A. Kuipers and Charles Taylor, “Religious Belonging in an “Age of Authenticity”: A
Conversation with Charles Taylor (Part Two of Three),” The Other Journal: An Intersection of Theology
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Paul F. Knitter, Introducing Theologies of Religions (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 2002), 8–
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Christianity, Hispanic post-colonial theologian Miguel A. De La Torre passionately urges
dominant Western Christianity to see how history has been “defined through triumphant
metanarratives,” and attend to the “contradictory and complex untold stories and
struggles of the very least among us who remain unnamed.”18 Importantly, recognizing
the power of story to shape worldview, and whose story is told or heard, puts a spotlight
on the connection between “our deep religious acts and our boldest worldly
commitments”19
In twenty-first century North America, theologians are not alone in calling for
dominant society to listen to unheard narratives. Sto:lo writer and activist Lee Maracle
asserts, “Stories help us to be human,” calling them “spiritual helpers.”20 In addition,
philosopher and ethicist Martha Nussbaum argues that stories “cultivate humanity” by
nurturing a “narrative imagination.” This means “the ability to think what it might be like
to be in the shoes of a person different from oneself, to be an intelligent reader of that
person’s story, and to understand the emotions and wishes and desires that someone so
placed might have.”21 Convincingly, Jewish political philosopher Hannah Arendt reveals
how Nussbaum’s theory has ethical import:
The more people’s standpoints I have present in my mind while I am pondering a
given issue, and the better I can imagine how I would feel and think if I were in
18

Miguel A. De La Torre, The Politics of Jesús: A Hispanic Political Theology (Lanham,
MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 2015),136.
19
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Martha C. Nussbaum, Cultivating Humanity: A Classical Defense of Reform in Liberal
Education (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1998), 10-11. A narrative imagination is one of the
three capacities that Nussbaum believes are foundational to the cultivation of humanity today – the others
include “critical examination of oneself and one’s traditions,” and “an ability to see [oneself] . . . bound to
all other human beings by ties of recognition and concern” (9-11).
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their place, the stronger will be my capacity for representative thinking and the
more valid my final conclusions, my opinion.22
To this ethical point and addressing the theological imagination, Canadian
theologian Allen Jorgenson adds that listening and learning particularly from those who
are oppressed by the dominant narrative reveals where “God in Christ is to be seen” and
where the Spirit is at work.23 Furthermore, De La Torre challenges dominant culture
Christians to see beyond a dominant narrative Jesus by listening to the stories of
oppressed peoples. 24 Encountering this Jesus requires moving from a domination
paradigm to what philosopher Beatrice Bruteau calls a “communion paradigm,” rooted in
Jesus’ social program of boundary-breaking.25 Encountering this Jesus challenges
“innocent” Christianity that is highly privatized and spiritualized, and the harmful social
structures that sustain the injustices and imaginations of our time.26
Disturbingly, some neighbours of North American Christians outside the church
are saying that listening and reforming to Jesus’ boundary-breaking ways may not be
enough – there has been too much damage. Indigenous worldviews expose the
anthropocentric and oppressive systems embedded in Christianity itself, its scriptures and
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its lack of intent to dismantle colonialism.27 What is possible? Canadian literature scholar
Daniel Coleman calls urgently to Canadians (immigrant and Canadian born) to engage in
“epistemological crosstalk that displaces the assumed worldviews of Euro-Canadians”28;
this resonates with De La Torre and Jorgenson. Similarly, practical theologian Lisa M.
Hess exposes embedded arrogance as an issue when she calls for “epistemological
humility,” a “disciplinary vulnerability” that recognizes multiple intelligences, roots itself
in relationality, and renounces the “right to dominate.”29 Clearly, to break cognitive
imperialism for the sake of “healthy instability and productive self-questioning” requires
attending to the stories and epistemologies of others with openness and humility. 30
As a person of faith, I cannot escape that I am a product of modernity, nor deny
my complicity in embedded colonialism, but I can take up the suggestion to engage in
listening and crosstalk, and with humility to seek out the missing voices from the
underside of society. The agency to form a prophetic imagination will come by critically
reviewing my cultural, religious and familial narratives and my community music
practices through the narratives of those who hold different stories than I do, especially
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those who are oppressed. Liturgical scholar Graham Hughes suggests, “Perhaps
postmodernity means just this capacity for critical review.”31
In-between Spaces
Humbly taking seriously the postmodern turn sets up a necessary dialectic
between identity and difference.32 The dialectic becomes a methodology of creating a
contextual space where non-dominant narratives and epistemologies are heard for the
sake of relationality and stirring a prophetic imagination that will propose just ways
forward. Theologically, the dialectical spaces where potentially the “divine is made
manifest” have been described by Brazilian theologian Vitor Westhelle as “thick hybrid
spaces”33--thick because “they hold our attention and entail an enduring intention”;
hybrid meaning spaces between.34
Fruitful for this paper, in the article “The Space in Between Spaces: The Church
as Prophetic Pest/Parasite,”35 Westhelle’s colleague Indian/Canadian theologian Mary
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(Joy) Philip describes features of in-between space as both providing a safe haven “where
people are gathered and welcomed . . . rejuvenated and strengthened” 36 and a subversive
space of adjacency that “allows familiar limits of ethnicity, gender, psychology, and
culture to be crossed over.”37 Both/and. It is this two-ness of hybridity and the betweenness of the space that is necessary for the storied lives of marginalized peoples to be
heard and the storied lives of dominant peoples to risk change. “It is risk versus promise;
a risk because we are no longer in control, a promise because of possible liberation on the
other side,” states Philip, recounting the messiness and uncertain outcomes of hybrid
spaces.38 Importantly, it is the in-between space that holds the potential for a prophetic
voice to emerge “that tolls the fall of the empire’s wall.” 39
Philip turns to divine/human Jesus as the prime example of subversive hybridity:
“Living life at the margins, he crossed lines, whether social, religious, cultural, ethnic or
gender, constantly challenging and calling the center into question.”40 As the life of Jesus
exhibits, hybrid spaces are places of endings and beginnings, of death and life; they are
strong, not because of certainty, but because of the potential to nurture “vitality, tenacity,
and hope,” intentionally and continually “paving the way for the voices [of those who
suffer] to be heard.”41 In this subversive space, identity, relationships, and vision are
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negotiated over and over again in order to erode the deathly narratives from within
ourselves, our faith communities, and society. Philip argues this is the kind of space that
the church is called to be,42 and I will argue that this is the lively kind of space that a
faith-based singing practice needs to nurture in order to live into its intent.
The underlying question for this research puzzle then is how singing together
creates in-between spaces, which are both safe grace-filled haven and cross-talk marginsoriented adjacency that potentially imagine and perform the sounding of an alternate
narrative. In the next section of this chapter, I will discuss the unique capacity of singing
together to shape a social imaginary through experiential knowing, meaning-making, and
principles of intentional practice.
A Process of Becoming
While it is a classic understanding that music expresses and reflects worldview,
my particular research puzzle asks more specifically how the experience of singing
together is active and formative – how singing engages the process of a “dangerous
undomesticated imagination.”43 Socio-musicologist Simon Frith argues that the
experience of communal singing has agency; it is the “self-in-process,” importantly, a
“becoming, not a thing.”44 According to Frith, if this process of becoming “is always
somehow constrained by imaginative forms, it is also freed by them.”45 In this inquiry, I
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explore how singing together, as a process of becoming for the individual and the
community, is a “vehicle of imagination”46 with an agency that entrenches or transforms
established givens.
Incredibly, neuroscience today reveals that becoming and freedom of imagination
are linked to an individual’s neural plasticity, and that neural pathways are not rigid, but
malleable.47 In particular, evolutionary neuroscientist Daniel Levitin identifies
“perspective-taking, representation, and rearrangement” as characteristics of the musical
brain which simultaneously stimulate intellect, emotion and motor systems. As Levitin
defines each of these, perspective-taking is the ability to think about our own thoughts
and to realize that other people may have thoughts or beliefs that differ from our own -this suggests a singer is able to recognize that the singing space can simultaneously hold
more than one perspective; representation is the ability to think about things that aren’t
right-there-in-front-of-us, which makes singing an ideal vehicle to stir an alternate
narrative; and rearrangement, the ability to combine, re-combine, and impose hierarchical
order on elements in the world, is the agency that this paper seeks to understand, and
suggests a singing practice holds the capacity to effect change.48 The integrative aspects

46 J. Edward Chamberlin, “Chanting Down Babylon: Innocence and Experience in
Contemporary Humanities,” in Educating the Imagination: Northrop Frye Past, Present and Future,
eds. Alan Bewell, Neil ten Kortenaar and Germaine Warkentin (Montreal: McGill-Queen’s University
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differently for people of colour.
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of Levitin’s studies overwhelmingly show the musical brain’s capacity to stir the
imagination and shape an alternate worldview by serving the process of becoming and
engaging in a whole brain (left and right hemisphere) activity.49
While linked to the discoveries of neuroplasticity, this narrative inquiry is also
linked to the particularity of “ritually framed singing,” a term that ritual studies
community music scholar Helen Phelan introduces in her book Singing the Rite to
Belong. 50 Ritually framed singing, when ritual is considered with feminist Mary Collins’
principles as “fundamentally relational, communal, and subversively critical,”51 is
particularly suited to a singing experience that is intentionally open to the sacred
dimension. Importantly, when Phelan considers “ritual predispositions,” she proposes that
whether the singing is within religious, educational, or civic and community based
rituals, the sonority of song holds the potential to reach beyond linguistics and semantics
to actually negotiate and perform values.52 In this study, being conscious of the impact of
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ritual frame and ritual predispositions is critical to understanding the agency that singing
provides and the link between community singing and congregational singing.
Therefore, recognizing singing together as a process of becoming that is
encouraged by the activity of the musical brain and empowered by potentially sacred
predispositions within a ritual frame, I will now establish how ritually framed singing is
able to nurture a safe haven while at the same time practice crosstalk adjacency. I will
explore characteristics within this dialectic that shape the imaginary of the individual and
the community, including experiential knowing, meaning-making, and principles of
practice.
Experiential Knowing
Worldview is shaped differently by music than the spoken word because of the
way each relates to reality. Theologian and music scholar Maeve Louise Heaney, in her
recent comprehensive book, Music as Theology: What Music Says about the Word,
suggests that music opens us “to a different way of perceiving and apprehending reality,
and ourselves within that reality.”53 Significantly, Heaney states that in the freedom of
our consciousness to receive reality, we are held in what is “essential in our experience”
before understanding or reflecting or acting on it.54 It is singing’s claim on the present
moment that intensifies the experience, “holding us . . . , instead of distancing us from
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it.”55 The resulting expanded perception proposes an “invitation” to re-visit the meaning
of our lived experience.56 In this way, music has its own way of shaping worldview.57
Three aspects of epistemology that invite re-reading our givens as a result of
singing together include aural, affective and embodied knowing. Interestingly, it is
scholars who combine theory and practice who are helpful to this discussion.58 First,
liturgical theologian Kathleen Harmon states that the act of singing together registers
“presence” in our consciousness. To sound one’s voice “is to choose to make oneself
present,” and, at the same time, the hearing of the voice of another “is to admit the
presence of the other” and to experience the “multidimensional presence” of the other in
the acoustic space. 59 Therefore, in this aural encounter, penetrating vibrations generate
embodied self-awareness, and at the same time reveal something of the other; this binds
us together.60 The mutuality generated by the aural encounter is what Harmon calls
“fundamental unity.”61
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Secondly, along with an aural encounter, Heaney argues that singing together
connects with the affective and emotional aspects of our knowing. Affective depth
occurs, Heaney suggests, because musical symbolism is powerfully “inter-relational” and
“operational.”62 In fact, Phelan holds that subconscious emotional communication that
happens through embodied singing can tacitly pass along cultural information and
generate empathy.63 In addition, New-Zealand socio-musicologist Christopher Small
suggests aroused emotions when “musicking” feed the exploration of social identity and
relationships.64 Research shows that emotional communication through a shared
experience of music can even override more cerebral functions (which suggests a need
for careful attention to its use). This kind of affective rather than analytical knowing is
what Smith is suggesting the church has often ignored, and what Taylor’s social
imaginary recognizes.
Thirdly, Phelan also focuses on the experiential knowledge that comes from the
common experience of making sound in the physical body.65 As a vehicle of imagination,
she states that the body provides “sonic and kinesthetic tools” to not only express, but to
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create cultural values.66 Compellingly, and with a significant number of community
studies, Phelan argues that the experience of singing together is able to both “inscribe
values onto our bodies”67 and to “generate, practice and perform knowledge.”68 This
suggests that our bodies, not only our minds, can be freed from the “enslavement to
imperial definitions of reality.”69 In particular, Phelan’s research notes that singing
together by its very activity creates both a physiological and psychological disposition
toward shared belonging and hospitality.70 Interestingly, Phelan argues that experiential
knowing in ritual contexts is impacted not primarily through “ideological conviction,” but
rather when “experiential dimensions” are disposed towards values that are
communicated through “tacitness” (not able to be explained through words).71 Tacitness,
recent research is showing us, happens through embodied and emotional communication
at a physiological level using mirror neurons and body mapping.72 Phelan is clear that
creating values and experiencing an inner awakening of connectedness are dimensions of
the imaginative agency embodied singing can provide.
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Smith proposes, “Music gets ‘in’ us in ways that other forms of discourse rarely
do . . . song seems to have a privileged channel to our imagination.”73 As seen above,
this channel proposes fundamental unity, affective depth, and embodied knowledge.
Taken together, they create pre-cognitive ways of knowing that contribute to forming
thick hybrid spaces by first receiving reality, rather than judging or interpreting it.
In this pre-cognitive way, the divine can be experienced in the activity of singing together
as a verb, a flow of love, rather than a static noun,74 opening to spiritual consciousness
through the experience of presence, emotion, and the physicality of singing. This
provides an “orienting consciousness that is both transcendent and immanent, both
ultimate and intimate”75 and a space in which the sound is perceived as both coming from
us and coming toward us.76 Harmon calls this “the realm of the Spirit.”77 The impact of
this Spirited “flow” for shaping worldview is that it creates the imaginative possibility of
an “interpenetrating resonance of God’s agency and human agency.”78
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However, there is a danger in experiential knowing in that it can be turned
powerfully toward life-giving neighbourly paradigms or perpetuate embedded selfabsorbed and oppressive practices. Anglican priest Anne Morris, citing global and local
examples, recognizes this potential and warns, “We ignore music’s potential for harm at
our peril.”79 I will therefore now turn to aspects of singing together that reveal how
experiential knowing is combined with intellect to further inform the research puzzle of
how singing together shapes worldview, for good or for ill.
Meaning-making
Meaning–making, according to psychologist Sharon Daloz Parks, is “the activity
of composing a sense of the connections among things: a sense of pattern, order, form,
and significance.” Parks explains how the mind (intellect) “does not passively receive the
world, but rather acts upon every object and every experience to compose it.”80 To this
world-making connecting activity, the social imaginary, as Taylor has outlined, brings
plenty of background, and as Brueggemann has argued, competing narratives lobby for
orienting position. Importantly, meaning, like singing, is an “event” created and recreated
as it happens within a complex “symbolic web” and with layers of interpretations, both
conscious and unconscious.81
What is significant for this study is that ritually-framed singing creates in-between
79
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sites of mind-spirit-body connections that make and find meaning.82 The richness of
singing’s connectivity between intellect and experiential knowing creates in Paul
Westermeyer’s words, a “polyphonic potential” for meaning-making because of the many
components of a song: words and rhythm, melody and harmony, silence and
instrumentation.83 Liturgical theologian Jonathan Linman offers examples of how this
complex connectivity proposes meaning(s), such as music links texts and tunes in our
memory, and songs from around the globe deepen appreciation of cultural diversity.84 In
addition, church musicologist C. Michael Hawn points to musical structure as influencing
meaning-making, because if songs are cyclical or sequential in form, they can be more
oriented to experience or to intellect.85 Hawn emphasizes short cyclical songs are
community-oriented in that with their repetition and simplicity the brain is free to release
its Western dominant cognitive role and give way to mind-body-heart integration and
making community. There is, indeed, powerful potential!
While lyrics are only part of the potential for meaning-making, Brueggemann is
very clear about the power of words. He writes, “Words matter enormously, for words
82
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give us worlds in which to live.”86 To Brueggemann’s point, Swedish theologian and
musician Per Harling reminds us that “the songs of the people are the theology of the
people.”87 It’s true that there have certainly been lyrics over the years that have been able
to “line out the world differently” with critical meaning-making potential, however, lyrics
always needs to be reviewed considering the current socio-cultural landscape.88 A
problem, for instance, with the words of traditional Western hymnody, as seen by
Western lyricists Fred Kaan and Shirley Erena Murray, is that they are too spiritualized,
rather than dealing with lived realities.89 Pressing further, postcolonial theologians
Michael N. Jagessar and Stephen Burns raise the questions,
“Do the discourse, texts, symbols and imageries (of the hymns) perpetuate
bondage and notions of empire? How do they represent Black peoples, ethnic
minorities, the Other, gender and sexuality? What do symbols and language
communicate vis à vis the agenda of empire/colonialism and the politics of
location?”90
These become critical postmodern questions that interrogate hymns for “imperial
overtones.”91 Pointedly, Morris uses the Nazi regime’s music and Dietrich Bonhoeffer’s
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critique as an example of church and society’s need to always exercise an ethical
contextual review of current texts.92
Without question, deconstructing lyrics in postmodern times to examine the
worlds that are being imagined within the texts is necessary. However, recently scholars
of community music, ritual and liturgical studies, performance studies and practice theory
are urging practitioners to also examine how meaning is made consciously and
unconsciously through practice. In the exploding field of Community Music, theorists
suggest best practice provides a framework for practitioners to work locally and
concretely facilitating engaged participation, contemplation, and collaboration, while
being attentive to context, inclusivity, and diverse perspectives.93 Furthermore,
community music scholar Lee Higgins invites community musicians to be “boundarywalkers,” those who inhabit “margins, borders, limitations and edges” with a goal to not
reach the centre, but to maintain the “innovation and resistance” strength of the
boundary-walker status where one can “question and challenge dominant forms of
practice.”94 Here Higgins creates a similar dialectic as Philip’s safe haven/adjacency. His
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understanding of unconditional hospitality at the boundary connects with Philip’s “in the
margins,” seeking out those who are marginalized and singing in solidarity.95
To these theorists, Christopher Small suggests, “The act of “musicking”
establishes a set of relationships, and it is in those relationships that the meaning of the
act lies.”96 Relationships that intend to be loving and just are characterized by a
willingness to go beyond the comfortable and stretch, “the will to extend one’s self,”
suggests the feminist theorist bell hooks.97 Helpfully, hooks sees that we “choose love,” it
doesn’t happen instinctually. Emphatically she writes about the oppressive imaginaries
regarding racism, “Racism . . . is always about consciousness. And where there is
consciousness there is choice.”98 In Canadian society in 2015, The Truth and
Reconciliation Commission of Canada Calls to Action highlighted the choices that are
before Canadian people regarding Indigenous-Settler relations and more recent stories
made public regarding racism point to some of the contextual on-going relational work
needed.99 When we practice adjacency, we choose to live on the boundary of our
discomfort in in-between spaces.
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To understand how a relational practice is generated in a musical in-between
space, I will examine four interwoven aspects of a singing practice that facilitate
meaning-making capable of hosting a safe haven and practicing adjacency to shape an
alternate narrative: an ethic of hospitality, singing storied lives, engaging difference, and
performativity.
An ethic of hospitality
Meaning-making is impacted by an ethic of hospitality in a singing community.
Importantly, Henri Nouwen clarifies the role of hospitality (if it is to be a safe haven) lest
privileged hosts forget,
Hospitality is not to change people, but to offer them space where change can take
place . . . where strangers can discover themselves as created free-- free to sing
their own songs, speak their own languages, dance their own dances; free also to
leave and follow their own vocations.100
A hospitable practice that is a safe haven demands a “porous, permeable and open-ended
community.”101 With conviction, Bradley argues that congregational singing in its
embodied reality within a faith-based setting becomes “incarnational hospitality”102 that
transforms both host and guest when it is characterized by vulnerability and risktaking.103 Higgins proposes, “Hospitality evokes the practical meaning of
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community.”104 In both cases, adjacency creates hospitality that is an invitational practice
celebrating difference. In this kind of space, hospitality to the other is never a fixed plan
but is always negotiated; it is “re-invented at every second, it is something without a pregiven rule.”105 While offering this safe haven, Higgins’ idea is that in its promise of
welcome to all, unconditional hospitality through community music, challenges “prior
group identity and predetermined community borders.”106 In fact, Higgins argues,
“unconditional hospitality embraces a future that will surprise and shatter predetermined
horizons.”107
Significantly, Phelan urges that ritually framed singing can “break through the
shield of invisibility” and in the freedom of the singing space offer new horizons -- a
sense of belonging that challenges “all notions of who belongs and who doesn’t, and
provides multisensory experiences of physical, emotional, and musical invitation.”108 It is
the complexity of the communicative potential of singing together “beneath cognitive
and rational structures” that Phelan argues will be instrumental in facilitating
belonging.109 Important to this discussion, predetermined horizons of inclusivity are
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disrupted by singing experiences that create a relational practice based on shared
experience and an understanding that hospitality is offering a space where singers can be
set free on their own terms.
Singing storied lives
In addition to an on-going openness toward unconditional hospitality, Phelan
notes that the stories carried by songs can subvert the limits of hospitality and offer their
own kind of sonic welcome and safe haven.110 Phelan wonders if this can even be
articulated in words or “only be located in the space between breath and the sonority of
song?”111 Singing storied lives through diverse repertoire points once again to Phelan’s
thought that “different sung repertoires can share the same body,”112 and this holds the
potential to expand the imaginary.
Hughes declares, as Taylor has already suggested, that we make meaning “from
what is available to us, and only from what is available to us” in our storied lives.113 If
Nussbaum has argued rightly, the narratives embedded in the origin of songs “cultivate
humanity” and the shared stories of singers or people in society heard with empathy and
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maintaining particularity create a potential for additional material to shape worldview.114
For instance, Hawn argues that “the sung prayers of the world church may become a
source for understanding the worldview of others” and create a new meaning in a new
context.115 However, he suggests that if we are open to the stories inside the songs, “the
sounds, texts and movements of these global gifts may be unsettling to us, disrupting the
order of things as we have perceived them (231).”116
In Hawn’s research of various song enliveners117 around the globe, contextual
theologian and Argentine musician Pablo Sosa is recognized as one who developed a
process that honours the stories embedded in songs of the original culture and explores
the related stories in the new context in which the song is sung.118 Sosa’s three-part
process includes: contextualization, understanding the original context and how the song
relates to culture and theology in the original time and place; de-contextualization, as
much as possible discerning the essential meaning of a the song; and re-contextualization,
understanding how the current socio-cultural circumstances modify the original meaning.
Significantly, Sosa’s life story includes moving the “dance/songs” of those suffering in
poverty into the church in Argentina as an act of justice and as a way to liberate
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imagination with a “spirit of fiesta” in the face of oppression.119 The invitation Sosa
makes is to find the stories of the people embedded in the layers of meaning in the music
of the dance/songs and to interrogate the constraints of the narrative imagination in the
new context in order to sing freedom.
Importantly, Hawn articulates how Sosa’s process can help ask questions about
whose voice is silent and missing from the whole, and who does not experience
hospitality in our local context.120 He makes the point that singing songs carrying the
stories of others moves people “out of their comfortable structures and into a context
where they can be affected and transformed.”121 Furthermore, he suggests it is the
“theological mandate of the enlivener to explore the diversity of creation and the breadth
of the incarnation” through these stories.122 Hawn’s invitation to be attentive to divine
presence in the storiedness of songs, along with Nussbaum’s idea that stories cultivate
humanity, positions diverse stories to be a vehicle of inclusivity that counter exclusion in
dominant society. When singing together, the stories associated with the songs contribute
to the meaning-making matrix that shapes worldview.
Engaging difference
The potential “unsettling” in a musical space that Hawn anticipates when
engaging diverse repertoire is affirmed by philosopher Kathleen Marie Higgins when she
writes, “Music can forge bonds across usual cultural boundaries. It can also reinforce the
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sense that those boundaries are barriers.” 123 Harmon, however, insists that in order to be
co-participants in the “fundamental unity” that lives beneath diversity, we must be
willing to be uncomfortable and “traverse the frontiers that seem to separate us” by
crossing boundaries and dealing with difference. This, she argues, is the very nature of
music. 124
If a key to appreciating common humanity is “traversing the frontiers” by singing
songs from neighbours who are different from dominant culture, the insight of Philip is
that “our inability to cross borders, to step out of the familiar, is our incapacity to look
beyond the frame, to get beyond the known.”125 As was suggested earlier, Maracle sees
that for Canadians it is often an unwillingness to “give up the Knower’s Chair” that
defines the incapacity to go beyond the familiar and commit to growth,126 and political
philosopher Iris Marion Young adds that for socially privileged groups it is often an
unwillingness to give up a “universal subject position” which essentializes norms and
turns difference into exclusion instead of expressing specificity and crossing borders.127
For many, incapacity to engage with difference and get out of the Knower’s chair is
really fear. Parker Palmer suggests there are layers of fear in today’s society: fear of
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diversity, fear of conflict when we meet other truths, and fear of losing identity.128 Philip
and Palmer agree that the primary fear today is fear of being compelled or challenged to
change.129
To transform the social imaginary, it is imperative to address fear of change and
facing conflict, but, as psychologist and theologian James E. Loder insists, we need to be
held in a “context of rapport” (safe haven) to deal with conflict or the consequences will
be “excessive distancing, overwhelming anxiety, sheer avoidance.”130 Helpful to our
understanding of how the “process of becoming” happens, Loder offers an explanation of
the “transformational dynamic” when “conscious conflict” is encountered: from conflict
there arises scanning (a pause for what Parks calls “relaxed attention”), insight
(something which resolves the conflict), release of energy and re-patterning, and proving
(testing in the world).131 Parks notes these five elements of Loder’s process are not in
any particular order but “drive toward completion.”132 Furthermore, using Loder’s logic,
Hess argues that epistemological humility, vulnerability, and tenacity are required to
dwell in the multi-dimensionality of an emotionally discomforting or cognitively
dissonant in-between space.133
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Engaging difference in faith-based practice that is humble, vulnerable, and
tenacious is captured by Dietrich Bonhoeffer’s musical metaphor of the “wholeness” of
life being sustained by a “good, clear, cantus firmus.” The cantus firmus for Bonhoeffer
is the on-going flow of the love of God which is not threatened by difference and is able
to boldly stretch the limits of counterpoint with the diverse melodies of individual
lives.134 This model of love/difference theologically undergirds the dialectic of safe
haven/adjacency that Philip offers, the rapport/conflict of Loder, and the unconditional
hospitality/boundary-walking of Higgins. Therefore, taking up the necessity of this kind
of hybridity to shape an alternate narrative, this study will explore if singing together
facilitates the process of imagination by engaging stories of difference where the limits of
discourse previously denied access (while being held in a relational frame) -- truly the
space in-between.
One more clarification is helpful. Dissonance studies suggest music assists in
processing dissonance.135 Phelan’s argument is that shared musical space breaks down
the binary of identity/difference and creates “bothness” from which creative ambiguity
and paradox emerge.136 For this to happen, Young highlights it is critical for difference to
be seen as specificity and not deviation from the norm, providing a relational
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understanding of difference.137 Hess suggests attending to specificity yields an
attentiveness to difference found in “body-pace and body-time” rather than the
immediacy that productivity-oriented cognition often favours.138
When the singing community supports a relational logic of difference, Hess
suggests the in-between space “holds dissonance gently” until “awakening, limitation, or
resolution changes the frame within which difference or dissonance created the inquiry or
the lived conflict.”139 Community music scholars advise that it becomes the responsibility
of the facilitator to “hold space,” to allow “meaningness” to emerge from within the
process.140 Importantly, humility that is needed for this process cannot be taught, “One
receives it, models it, lives it.”141 It becomes evident from scholars of music, theology,
philosophy, and psychology that worldview is shaped toward transformation when the
community engages difference within the experience of safe haven without demanding
certainty or essentializing difference but opening to paradox and ambiguity as part of the
process of meaning-making.
Performativity
The liveliness of the meaning-making process that is attentive to hospitality,
story, and difference is sustained by singing’s mode of performativity.142 By shifting
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awareness from established givens (for example, we are separate) to realities beneath
cognitive structures (experiential knowing), there emerges from performativity an
invitation to consider an alternate narrative. For example, Harmon speaks of the
performativity of singing together paired with sonic proposals producing an “enlarged”
awareness of self, growing from “separate and individual . . . to connected and
communal.”143 With this expanded awareness, individual identity finds its place in
interrelatedness and establishes a common threshold from which to see the world.
Another example of how performativity shapes worldview is offered by Hess,
who describes music’s performative mode as letting go of “valued truths” (formed by
social imaginary) “to gain new perspectives on those same truths.” Hess speaks of
dwelling in the singing experience as “learning within sense, a critical inquiry within a
self-implicating, communally-shaped, and receptive embodiment.” She argues musical
performativity does not yield understanding, but rather insight.144 In addition, Small
emphasizes the relational vision that emerges from performativity, “. . . the relationships
articulated by a musical performance are not so much those that actually exist as they are
the relationships that those taking part desire to exist.”145 The idea of these scholars is
that the performativity of singing together yields expanded awareness and relational
insight with a vision for new possibilities.
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Several aspects of performativity articulated by Helen Phelan in her book, Singing
the Rite to Belong: Music, Ritual, and the New Irish, are also important for this study.
Phelan’s activities with immigrants in Ireland reveal first the relational “showing doing”
dimension of performance as a deliberate act of sharing, “not just something we are or
do, but something we wish to show, display, highlight or have witnessed.”146 Secondly,
Phelan emphasizes the co-creation that happens between the audience and the performer,
so that the audience is not considered simply an observer but a participant in the
performance.147 Thirdly, Phelan reveals how performativity generates “tacit knowledge
(values) [through] ritual performance rather than the conceptual knowledge of
ideology.”148 Lastly, she argues that performing values, especially when singing is
ritually framed, contributes to well-being, a sense of “self-identity, social integration and
belonging.”149 In all these ways, Phelan, like Harmon, Small and Hess, emphasizes that
participants have the potential to change through the experience of performance.
Furthermore, claiming the performative power of singing is explicit in literature
regarding the resistance singing of marginalized singers who negotiate a different status
by singing in public.150 Nishnaabeg writer and educator Leanne Betasamosake Simpson
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argues performance is an opportunity to disrupt the dominant narrative not only by
“interrogat[ing] the space of empire,” but also by “envisioning and performing ways out
of it.” Compellingly, she demonstrates that the performance becomes the process and “a
mirroring of what we can become.”151 It is important to note singing’s subversive
potential through performativity, potential within ourselves, with other singers, and with
the community who experiences the singing. Throughout history and around the world,
the performative mode of singing has been used, sometimes for good, and sometimes for
ill.152 Singing together, research testifies, is not neutral; as we dwell in the experience, it
performs values and produces us.
Principles of Practice
Harkening back to Philip’s dialectic having a subversive nature, it is important to
consider intentional and critical principles that support how worldview is shaped.
Because practice is often “blind to what it produces,”153 Catherine Bell’s exploration of
practice theory is a helpful place to begin. Bell writes, “Practice must maintain the ability
to subvert its own goals in order for the community to achieve its actual goal.”154 She
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suggests it is necessary to question the relationship of practice to intent. In fact, if there is
a desire to be a postmodern practice moving toward an alternate narrative, Bell identifies
“redemptive hegemony” as critical to understanding the agency of singing together
within the social imaginaries that are constrained by “a lived system of meanings.” 155
These meanings construct worldview, including a practical consciousness of power
relations and possibilities of social action. Bell suggests that practice holds the potential
to redistribute power and to influence and contest sociocultural realities. In order to do so,
she argues that intentions must respond to the situational and dynamic aspects of practice,
and that practice must employ its ability to facilitate its own process.156
Phelan uses Bell to show how regular weekly rehearsals of ritually-framed
singing have the capacity to enable redemptive hegemony.157 In addition, community
music theorists Higgins and Willingham identify best practices that lean into the
embodied relationality that Phelan is defending: community music facilitators value
inclusivity through collaboration, culturally diverse settings, authentic and purposeful
music-making, flexible musical processes, creative musicianship, and networking and
partnership-building.”158 Clearly, Higgins and Willingham suggest, a facilitator needs to
be “grounded, centred, and able to navigate a wide range of challenges,” as well as be
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willing to continually re-shape practice.159 The case studies in their research highlight
process over product and constantly turn to relationality amidst boundary-walking. If
worldview is to be shaped toward the well-being of all through redemptive hegemony,
Philip’s focus on the voices of the vulnerable and Higgin’s call for boundary-walking
require encounters with difference at the boundaries and a practice of adjacency that
regularly seeks out and sings in solidarity with those who are oppressed.
Summary
Thomas King writes, “Don’t say in the years to come that you would have lived
your life differently if only you had heard this story. You’ve heard it now.”160 The
subversive nature of singing together is similar to story except that you have not only
heard the story, but you have experienced it with sound, emotion, and body. In singing
together, you have had the opportunity for your imagination to be stirred by spirituality,
hospitality, stories, difference and principles of practice, and for your experience to be
deepened and challenged by performativity and redemptive hegemony. The literature is
convincing that in-between singing spaces are needed to discern the life-giving narrative
that is trying to emerge in all the boundary-laden spaces of our time.
In the next chapter, I will present the findings of the narrative inquiry that invited
Inshallah singers to explore how the experience of singing together could be part of
sounding and performing an alternate narrative.
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CHAPTER 5
Findings

Figure 1. Inshallah singing with audience. Photograph by Mirko Petricevic.

The Web of Life connects us all, each strand its vital role,
For what affects a single one affects the living whole.1
Introduction
The human experience of shaping a worldview in the context of singing together
is situated very particularly within storied lives that are impacted by “the common places
of temporality, sociality, and place.”2 In this narrative inquiry, each narrative account

“The Earth Does Not Belong to Us,” Kristopher E. Lindquist, words inspired by quote
attributed to Chief Seattle, in Sing the Circle Wide: Songs of Faith from Around the World (Waterloo,
ON: Kanata Centre, 2016), 27.
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emerges from the common conditions of the study: the experience of singing in Inshallah,
an interest in being in conversation regarding this experience, and the conversation
partner for the research being me, the researcher and director of Inshallah. Participants,
however, were selected for their difference identified on the demographic sheet
(according to age, ethnicity, language, religion, years of involvement and any other
information they chose to share), with the hope that diverse narratives would enrich the
findings.3
The findings, in fact, are rich. Examining the content of the co-constructed data
from the storied lives of sixteen Inshallah singers with narrative thematic analysis yielded
complex and unique stories, which I call “melodic motifs” and mark with the sign ♫.4
Applying a second layer of thematic analysis across the narrative accounts revealed five
resonant threads common to each melodic motif: storied songs, breath of the sacred,
harmony of hospitality, counterpoint of difference, and rhythm for life. In each narrative
there is a unique way of expressing these threads that reveals how the imagination is
stirred by singing together to shape worldview. In addition, the intersection of threads
within each motif creates a complex matrix of inter-related variables that will be further
examined in the discussion section of this study.
In this chapter, I present five resonant threads within which I highlight several
melodic motifs. As Margot Ely encourages in her article, “In-Forming: Re-
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The reader may find it helpful to refer to the Contents to see the shape of this chapter in advance.
The demographic sheet is found in Appendix B.
4

The complete narrative accounts are found in Appendix A. The melodic motifs are written with
the participant’s pronoun of choice.
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Presentations,” the goal of this chapter is to be “creating forms that come closest to the
essence of our understandings and presenting them in trustworthy ways.”5 The
accompanying pictures are an attempt to breathe physicality, energy and movement onto
the page and exhibit the diversity of singers.
The fact that participants love to sing is an assumption of this study that is
verified by the passion with which each participant recounts their experience of singing
together. However, participants also identify songs from Inshallah that have become
meaningful to them. For this reason, I chose to name each singer by the song they
suggested expressed their worldview.6 The ability to name a song as expressing
worldview affirms the notion that songs, as the materials for singing together, contribute
to the meaning-making process that shapes worldview. It also raises the question of how
that meaning is made, carried, and potentially changed over time, which is the essence of
this research puzzle. I will first explore the resonant thread which I have called “Storied
Songs.”
Storied Songs
Songs are made up of words and music that arise from particular contexts.
Analysis of the lyrics that participants chose as expressing their worldview reveals songs
include the themes of oneness, solidarity, compassionate justice, and praise and prayer.7

5
Margot Ely, “In-Forming Re-Presentations,” in Handbook of Narrative Inquiry: Mapping a
Methodology, ed. D. Jean Clandinin (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications, 2007), 567-598.
6

Several participants chose more than one song, in which case I chose to name them by one of
their choices, which the participant approved.
7

Songs are found in Sing the Circle Wide: Songs of Faith from Around the World (Waterloo, ON:
Kanata Centre, 2016). Themes of oneness include “Deep in our Hearts,” “Hinei Ma Tov,” “Um Menino,”
“The Earth does not Belong to Us”; solidarity -- “Hamba Nathi,” “Bambelela,” “Humma”; compassionate
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These themes are in keeping with Inshallah’s mission: to sing songs of faith from around
the world toward the flourishing of all of humanity and the well-being of creation.
Furthermore, with eleven songs originating outside Canada (nine of which Inshallah has
sung in non-English languages), and three from non-Christian repertoire, these songs
embrace the Inshallah vision of opening to the multi-cultural and multi-faith realities and
relationships within Canadian society.
Musically, the selected songs represent diverse structures: call and response,
cyclical, sequential, verse and refrain; diverse arrangements: unison, harmony, the
possibility of a range of instrumental soundscapes; and diverse rhythms and tempi from
ballads to up-beat dance forms. Similar to the texts, the music arises from both Western
and Global South contexts. The diversity of music selected by the participants to
represent their individual worldview provides a rich picture of how songs carry particular
meanings for particular individuals.
It is prevalent in the findings that the participants expect the words and music of
songs to be intentionally and critically selected by the leader. In fact, Um Menino points
out that leaders need to be “prophetic,” those who will “stick their necks out” and choose
songs that sing “openness and acceptance” and, at the same time, sing into the issues of
the day. Participants notice when songs “push the edges” and how familiar lyrics are
made new by being turned toward current injustices or how new relevant lyrics are
written to address a need. Some speak of a heightened critical consciousness regarding
the inclusivity and theology of lyrics of songs. For instance, Draw the Circle Wide finds

justice -- “Until All are Fed,” “Between Darkness and Light,” “Este Momento,” “Draw the Circle Wide,”
“There is No Child”; and praise and prayer -- “Utukufu,” “For the Troubles,” and “Stay with Us.”
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welcome in lyrics that expand beyond patriarchal labels and colonial frameworks. In
these ways, song lyrics become a vehicle to stir the imagination so that worldview is
expanded or challenged.
By contrast, several singers find the experience of the music powerful in a
different way than the lyrics. Until All are Fed recounts that “even when [she] had issues
with church dogma, [she] could usually find a connection point through the music. . .
music resonates our centres!” Humma notices that whether it is the simplicity of
Indigenous song “mirroring your heartbeat” or the complexity of the Argentinian music
“communicating the fiesta spirit that will liberate,” the physical experience of the music
becomes “more than an intellectual exercise” – it becomes part of your matter.“ While
the embodied experience of the music stirs Humma, it is the affective impact that Stay
with Us articulates: “I can’t even sing “Stay with Us” anymore,” he says, “I just tear
right up and stop singing. For me it’s the music – but words, I guess, are there . . .” For
these singers, it is the experiential aspects of the song that provide meaning.
In this section I present two melodic motifs that highlight the resonant thread of
“storied songs” by the way they isolate the formational aspects of lyrics and music, and
then a third melodic motif that highlights the story from the context embedded in the
song. In the melodic motif of Hamba Nathi, it is the music and how it creates sonic space,
along with the physicality of drumming in community, that activates his imagination.
♫ “Harmony embodies the community we seek”
“Music is more than words,” says this vibrant singer with the resonant voice and
captivating smile. “Music is harmony.” He suggests that beautiful words are important to
shape worldview, but “something has to move [him] through the harmony.” The
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harmony, he explains, “embodies the community we seek.” In other words, the harmony
is performative. In addition, he suggests that when the music is “led by people of other
faiths and cultures, we learn openness” as we sing into the creative tension of harmony
and difference. He speaks specifically of openness to the vulnerable experience of racial
difference and to the Christian value of “putting others first.”
Hamba Nathi, a young man of colour, knows the power of music to nurture
vulnerability. He says, “When I’m playing music and singing--that’s when I’m the most
vulnerable.” Knowing this, he relates that he was hesitant to join Inshallah for several
years and get back into music, as Inshallah was basically a white older group.
Experiences of racism extended over six years in a small American town had left
remnants of “bitterness” within him, he says, and this created a view of white people as
unable to be open to difference. With gratitude, Hamba Nathi says that a year after
beginning to sing with Inshallah and working with instrumentalists who were “open to
creativity,” accepting him, and giving him confidence, he began to feel part of the music.
Hamba Nathi now calls Inshallah his “zen place where I can feel peace.”
Regarding racism, he remarks, “I now know that a small handful of people are not
always the representation of everyone else, [but] it’s really hard to see that sometimes if
that is all you are seeing for years.” It is the music that creates the space for Hamba
Nathi to begin to complicate his understanding of the category of white people. He says,
“It has been a community where I can express myself--in the most comfortable way--with
people I would never ever expect it.” In this instance, the music made harmony with an
older white crowd a reality for him.
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When I ask what song speaks his worldview, he names several and then talks
specifically about the one for which he is named here: Hamba Nathi, “Come walk with
us, the journey is long.” It is a South African freedom song that he leads at Inshallah and
that is a great example of his love of African harmonies and percussive freedom. It is
significant that he chooses this song as it is one of the songs that provides an opportunity
to share himself and shape the entire ensemble musically. It is also a song that he tells me
he sang with other singers of colour in a public space as a spontaneous response to
racism. He carries the memory of that experience with this song. Given our conversation,
I also hear his lived experience of the “long journey” to inclusivity and belonging, and
how the music performs what he seeks.
In a space where he feels his musical gifts are valued and his identity is accepted,
Hamba Nathi finds joy in leading and belonging. What this melodic motif reveals is that
music, by singing it together, nurtures relational possibilities within difference (the
realities of age and race are constant), and this unconsciously and
beautifully impacts worldview. He compellingly offers, “Let the music speak.” ♫
Similar to Hamba Nathi, the melodic motif of Um Menino testifies to how music
is performative and grants agency, even dominant agency if there is openness to
experiential knowing. However, this singer also notes how the lyrics can be formative
through cognitive dissonance.
♫ “Music sings the words right into our hearts”
Um Menino, a contemplative older Christian man who loves to sing and reflect on
spirituality and focuses on the complexity of the on-going process of becoming. He
shares a story of how challenging lyrics combined with singing together can be
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subversive in a disruptive way, thereby recruiting the imagination and shaping
worldview.
The song that most sings his worldview, the Brazilian song “Um Menino,” is one
where the lyrics were originally theologically disruptive for him. He tells the story like
this:
And when you first started singing it, I was looking at the origin of the words.
Look in the face of the child – there is God looking at you! And I thought--that’s
not in any of my theology! But I really enjoy the song, and I say--it’s a call for
me to open up--to open up my dysfunctional eyes and start seeing with different
eyes. And I am singing beside somebody and I say, “Isn’t the theology of the
words bothering you?” And then there is no response. Nothing. Either he is deep
in thought or is not interested in the words. Interesting! I couldn’t get around it!
And that’s the point. It’s not just all comfortable--the Inshallah time. That’s a
good thing!
Significantly, Um Menino sees how lyrics can be disruptive, yet calls that “a good thing.”
He allows the music to lead him into “spiritual” discovery in order to see “with different
eyes.” In this instance, he consciously feels and names the conflicting idea and is willing
to keep singing the song week after week in community as he wrestles with the meaning
of the lyrics for his faith. This, eventually, he reports, expands his heart and his
worldview. Um Menino understands a need to “be present” and “extend himself” to
engage the process of “change over time.” Theologically, when lyrics are disruptive, he
connects cognitive dissonance with God’s grace and the opportunity to grow.
In part, wrestling with lyrics that are disruptive and not immediately rejecting
them sits within Um Menino’s robust understanding of liminal times, and the “dance
between darkness and light,” but also he heartily believes in the power of the music to
give access to the imagination: “Music gets us beyond the mind,” he says. “Music comes
from a different route in the body and brain, and sings the words right into our hearts!”
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In this “spiritual discipline” of singing together, Um Menino notices the words do
not act in isolation, but within the connectivity between the music, the body, the
community, and his own becoming:
As we sing, the whole body vibrates, not just the vocal cords. The whole body
goes into movement, and that vibration for the whole body is very health
producing. It’s not just in the head, it’s in the toes and the knees. It’s all in there –
and the vibrations that I produce, and everybody produces around me, they all
shape what I can become.
For Um Menino, the embodiedness of singing together in the “safe haven” of the
community grants freedom to sing in the midst of ambiguity and paradox that emerges
from disturbing lyrics. While music and lyrics play unique roles in the process of
becoming, as his story suggests, Um Menino experiences music to hold a power over
lyrics in certain conditions that stirs the imagination, expands the heart, and shapes
worldview. ♫
These two melodic motifs suggest that analysis of the song’s music and lyrics
alone will not yield complete understandings of what shapes worldview for any particular
individual when singing together. Convincingly, several participants suggest that another
variable is embedded in the metaphors, theology, rhythms and harmonies of the song, and
that is the story of the context of the song. Utukufu, originally from Kenya, sees how
worldview is expanded by singing songs from other countries because songs carry the
stories of the people. She says, “[Songs] put faces and names or events in what would
have otherwise been just a country on the map . . . you sing this song and that country
comes alive--it jumps out of the globe! And it becomes this country where people live
and breathe, and they have great things and certain needs.”
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Humma, born and raised in Canada, testifies to this experience: “I read politics
like I never did before. I know where more countries are than I ever did before. I picture
people from around the world differently now--stronger, more resilient, not in need of
saviours but allies.” She speaks strongly: “Unless we have the context, I don’t think we
should be singing these [global] songs.”
In addition, Bambelela finds that a way to counter the narrative in society where
“everyone is striving for success and to have as much as they can” is to point to the
stories behind the songs to see common humanity, especially what “day to day life” is
like for others. She notices the stories of others from different cultures or faiths, “They
are singing for the world, just like we are” and “they are singing when they experience
difficult times, just like we are.” She suggests hearing the stories behind the song cuts
through feelings of Canadian Christians that think “we are the best” and consequently she
says humbly, “This opens my heart.” In the third melodic motif, Deep in our Hearts
highlights the stories associated with a song as gift, and as critical to shaping the
worldview of the one who sings the song.
♫ “A space with enough love to hold all those intersectionalities”
A tender-hearted experienced singer and teacher of children, Deep in our Hearts
speaks of singing together as touching “a more raw sacred experience.” They believe
emotion has something to do with the grass roots origin behind the words and music of
the songs. They describe their experience of the story behind the song this way:
The story is an expanding and expansion of my awareness, and of my ability to
hold that story. . . a window open into the reality of somebody else, into the
longings of somebody else, and into the joys and the sorrows of somebody else
that I can hold very lightly and very carefully as I am singing that song.
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For Deep in our Hearts, song is a sharing of the emotion of the lived experience of
another. She explains: “[Song] is an expression of the wholeness that I have not lived.”
Growing a deep respect for the narrative behind the song has changed not only
worldview, they say, but also affected how they listen to others in everyday life.
In addition, being shaped by the song arises, for this singer, from the dialogue that
“deconstructs the song and then reconstructs the song.” In rehearsal, they distinguish
between the dialogue at rehearsal surrounding the singing of the song, the song itself, and
how storied dialogue deepens connection through singing together. Compellingly they
add: “In my singing, through my voice and somebody else’s story, which has been
condensed into a song, I'm then given the opportunity to stand with them.” The story
gives the opportunity, they say, to sing in solidarity and with empathy.
To deepen the connection to the song, they also point to the “gracious
willingness” of Inshallah singers to tell personal stories from their original contexts. They
give the example of Hine Ma Tov offering a Jewish voice related to a song, and exclaim,
“It’s making walls disappear!” This, they say, is in contrast to the dominant culture where
“people are becoming more isolated and building walls and blaming others.”
They propose, “[Inshallah is] a place where that openness is welcome always,”
and poignantly point out that as they listen to others’ stories emerging from the songs,
there is room “for people then to be willing to hear my [non-binary] story.” They describe
the space as having “enough love to hold all those intersectionalities between all of us
and within all of us.” They notice that the collective stories accompanying the songs at
Inshallah connect social justice activism and spirituality to form the narrative of Inshallah
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as a “narrative of hope.” Importantly, they suggest that these stories all sit within the
divine story, and “the song is the anchor for everything.” ♫
Each song that the participants name carries for them a worldview, but not a fixed
worldview, one that is continually made new by the singing of the song and the stories
the song accumulates. It becomes clear from these narratives and the analysis that this
first resonant thread is important, because worldview is, in part, shaped by the choice of
song the community sings in a particular context.
As will become obvious from intersections of the resonant threads, while it is
necessary to critically review the choice of song as seen in the formative examples above,
meaning-making goes beyond a discussion of lyrics, music, and stories. To further
understand how singing together shapes worldview, I will explore the resonant thread,
“Breath of the Sacred.”
Breath of the Sacred
Interestingly, many interviews begin with a statement like “Inshallah is not just a
choir practice,” and “the difference is the spiritual aspect.” Trying to explain this,
participants note in some way that expected choir practice categories or frames are
broken at Inshallah: rehearsals are not about perfection, but participation; leadership is
shared; the director is not simply a musical leader or artistic director, but the “spiritual
guide”; the content of the songs blurs the lines between sacred and secular, and the
venues and conversations at rehearsals blur the lines between private and public. There is
No Child explains, “Inshallah is a different place . . . it is prayer, it’s community, it’s
music, and it’s the world.” A sung welcome that acknowledges the sacred, many suggest,
sets the imagination toward “connectedness” with God and each other while singing
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together. Noting the openness and engagement at Inshallah, Until All are Fed says it this
way: singing together “builds a sacred space.” Deep in our Hearts describes the space as
“held large enough, wide enough, broad enough, deep enough, with enough love.”
Lest “sacred” be misinterpreted by the reader, the stories that emerge in this study
reveal that worldview is explored by each participant using a spiritual framework as a
resource, although for many it is not a fixed prescribed religious framework. For the
Troubles explains, ”I don’t experience that we are gathered around a set of beliefs, but
that we come as we are and we are welcome for all we bring, and we are free to
encounter God, the divine, as we experience that to be.” She adds that the singing
practice of Inshallah, instead of being focused on right belief, is focused on living “more
compassionately and justly.”
Furthermore, Between Darkness and Light II adds that the sacred expressed as a
common love of God and love of singing creates a powerful lyrical pathway to
community that is beyond exclusive beliefs and identities. For example, There is No
Child speaks of her cradle Catholic worldview where “kids at the public school [nonCatholics] weren’t going to heaven” changing through Inshallah to a more expansive
worldview where “the feeling of being together and loving God together and caring for
each other and everyone out there . . . is a glimpse into a greater experience that we are
going to have in heaven.”
Since religious communities have shaped each of the participants in this study in
some way, it is not surprising that worldview has been shaped by religious practice, but
also then it is not surprising that it is embedded religious views that constrain the
imagination of singers. In this section, I explore the melodic motifs of Humma, Stay with
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Us, and For the Troubles to understand more deeply the resonant thread “Breath of the
Sacred.” In the following melodic motif of Humma, the openness of a sacred singing
practice frees her to critically review her religious tradition and wrestle with difficult
questions.
♫ “Without a lot of the rules of religion”
Humma describes herself as a rule breaker and a creative spirit who finds the
“intentional community” of Inshallah is “a pretty safe place to be yourself.” At Inshallah,
she notices spirituality is connected to community, a place of belonging, including
children and dogs, and those who are different in culture and faith. She explains, “If you
are willing, it’s a place where you can be transformed. It’s body. It’s mind. It’s spirit . . .
it’s the variety that makes it accessible.” She suggests that by singing diverse songs,
hearing contextual stories, and meeting people, her assumptions about others are
gradually challenged and she finds room to critically explore her own tradition. She feels
that in the Christian church she was steeped in “racist attitudes and discriminating
behaviours” rooted in a “fear of others,” and formed in a “guilty person” identity, thriving
on anxiety and fear.
Humma clarifies that she finds spirituality is not connected to dogma or
superiority at Inshallah, but there is openness that deepens spirituality “without a lot of
the rules of religion.” This openness gives her space to change and consider questions, “a
community where a wider expression of spirituality is acceptable.”
At the same time, Humma speaks of the benefit of singing with people from
specific religions and of experiencing their songs and stories in order to see “a different
picture” that both shows commonality and challenges embedded assumptions. Humma
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credits Mino Ode Kwewak N’gamowak, the Indigenous drumming circle, and Global
South singers, as modeling “sharing and kindness in a whole different way,” which
changed her worldview from one of “benevolent helper” as formed by her family and
institutional church to “my liberation is bound up with everyone else’s!”
Humma’s spirituality is nurtured by the weekly practice of singing in community.
She comments, “A week is a good time to go away and ponder something and then come
back to it . . . and maybe talk with the person who said something really challenging to
you” or sing that song again and find a new meaning. Through her stories, Humma
reveals that the sacred is now found for her in the process of becoming, “moving towards
the divine,” which she finds in singing together. She connects song, spirituality and the
experience of knowing love as undergirding her journey: “I remember my Sunday School
teacher who played a tenor ukulele taught us the song, ‘Love is something if you give it
away.’ I never knew what that meant, for years and years and years, but I think now
Inshallah has finally taught me what that means! ♫
While the experience of singing together at Inshallah is not demanding regarding
right belief, as Humma suggests, participants report they sing many songs as prayers. Este
Momento sees that singing prayers together makes a creative space “where we are more
fully trusting that Spirit, Creator, God, Energy . . . ” and Until All are Fed notices that
sung prayer is more than words and can simply be “feeling a sense of love and gratitude
by creating something beautiful . . . while holding a note, or while hearing a chord die
away.” Utukufu, however, articulates how the spiritual experience of singing prayers
allows her “to go deep” as she directs the prayers to her deity. She speaks of these songs
as keeping her way of being in the world aligned with connectedness to God, and for her,
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along with several others, this makes Inshallah a spiritual practice. To this point, the
melodic motif of Stay with Us depicts singing together with spiritual intent as a practice
that nurtures an authentic and integrated worldview.
♫ “Not afraid to show vulnerabilities”
Arriving at Inshallah with significant choral experience, the faithful tenor Stay
with Us notices that Inshallah is not a “means to an end,” a performance, but rather “the
rehearsals are the end.” Significantly, the key factor for Stay with Us regarding Inshallah
and shaping worldview is “God’s presence.” He says, “I know that God is around us and
works through us and loves us and that this is the authentic place to be.”
Stay with Us appreciates the humble and spiritual intent of Inshallah’s practice. “I
find collectively Inshallah is not afraid to show its vulnerabilities,” or to say, “We were
wrong,” or “Let’s try this and see how it works.” He feels there is an openness to say,
“You know what, we don’t have the answers. We don’t know a right approach, but let’s
just sing through prayer and try and see if this is what is right.” He finds this to be
contrary to many groups in Canadian culture and has learned openness to ambiguity, and
to trust the process through Inshallah’s singing practice. This in-between, not-knowing
openness is now how he personally approaches the disruptive questions he experiences
when Inshallah widens the circle to include Indigenous and multi-faith songs. In fact, he
views the discomfort as part of how he hopes he will change. He suggests that Inshallah
is a place where he gets to work on the “judging” side of his religious and familial
upbringing, moving closer to “perceiving” (referring to Myers Briggs typology). He
confesses, “I guess I am hoping that between the singing, the uncomfortable parts, and
the people I meet in the choir . . . I will move.” This desire is contrary to the Christian
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Reformed worldview on which he was raised that was careful “not to water down the
faith,” and he sees how he has slowly changed over time.
For Stay with Us, Inshallah is “a time for worship.” He explains his experience of
the rehearsal, “You somehow figure out how to practice in there, and you make it fun,”
but he also notices how every week the song can have a different story attached to it that
deepens the meaning and enriches worship. Moved to tears when he speaks of singing the
song “Stay with Us” that Inshallah often sings at the death of a loved one, he describes
with tenderness, how as the community sings, “the sorrows of life” are held in the
harmony and light where he experiences “the presence and peace of the divine.” This
transcendent experience shapes his worldview – God comes here and now in the midst of
all that life brings. And God comes through the music! ♫
Along with Humma and Stay with Us, several participants offer that worldview
and religious beliefs are evolving in the 21st century and singing together not only
prompts that evolution, but also gives space for imagining it. Until All are Fed ponders,
“If we can see the cosmos is evolving, and see that species are evolving, can we not allow
religion to evolve?” Singers speak of times of silence, focused conversation during
rehearsal between songs, and intentions being set by the leader, as nurturing an
expectation of encountering the “surprise of God,” the “baraka” [breath of life], and
“transcendent moments” while singing. In his story, Between Darkness and Light II
captures how music mediates the presence of the divine for him and creates a space “to
see God in a different way.” He recounts, “Some songs when we sing it, I see joy in front
me, and I see God smiling; and some songs when it is sad, I see God crying in front of
me.” It is interesting to note that it was during the singing that this spiritual reflection
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occurred. I suggested he might call this the embodiment of God, incarnation. He
clarified, “Incarnation, and finding that through a song.”
Finally, one of the findings that emerges repeatedly in this study regarding
spirituality is the presence of the leader. Draw the Circle Wide notices the leader’s
unannounced spiritual intent in the ritual frame of the rehearsal: from gathering with
paperless songs explicitly open to divine presence to closing with a prayer or reflection
and sharing a sign of peace. The melodic motif of For the Troubles, too, continually links
leadership with singing together and shaping worldview, and in her case the constant is
openness to the “surprise of God.”
♫ “The surprise of God”
For the Troubles boldly asks of me, “Do you know you are Inshallah’s pastor?”
This doctoral student and Mennonite pastor who has sung with Inshallah for over eight
years goes on to say that the leadership of a singing group shapes worldview, and if it
“exudes grace,” it shapes others to do the same. She concludes that the leader can “hold
space open for the Spirit of God to freely move” and for singers to consciously wrestle
with the complexities of life. What she notices is that leadership impacts the freedom of
engagement with the sacred intent of the gathering: “You are present, your gracious
stance inviting us to be fully present with one another and with our God.”
Importantly, her insight is that Inshallah is “not centred around a set of beliefs,” as
mentioned above, but rather an encouragement “to live more compassionately and
justly.” For the Troubles speaks of how learning the context of songs, which was new to
her, expanded her understanding of God “in the world” and how she sees the world. “It’s
not so distant and fragmented,” she says. “We are far more connected than how I used to
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understand that.” She sees hospitality to the songs of diverse faiths as the Spirit’s work of
“peace-building” and describes interfaith singing this way, “It helps expand my
experience with God or how I’ve understood God.” The song that best reflects her
worldview, “For the troubles and the suffering of the world,” is, in her words, a “deep
prayer” that connects to “where there are broken relationships in my own life” and, at the
same time, providing her with words for congregational prayers. She proclaims, “It’s the
surprise of God in the midst of it all that keeps changing my worldview and reshaping
me.”
The “surprise of God” is in the agency of singing together for this singer, and in
part because singing is embodied. She recalls a time when “all of a sudden we just took
each other’s hands and we just sang, and there was something about being joined together
that somehow we were making peace in the midst of our singing.” For the Troubles tells
of how a singing practice breaks barriers and nurtures connectedness: we pray with world
events, sing with other faiths, share stories with other singers, travel together, sing in
public space, and struggle through “the humility of getting our tongue around some very
challenging languages.” In all these ways this singer concludes that the “courage” and
“freedom” she gains by singing with others emerges from a regular personal and
collective experience of risk-taking and vulnerability.
With conviction, For the Troubles gives several examples where singing together
enacts sacred hope expressed in a song. She says that as we sing “Christ our peace, you
break down the walls that divide us” with the Indigenous drumming circle or the West
African group, “We are not just singing that, we are embodying that.” She has deep
insight into this, “When the narrative of the culture is so fragmented, we continue to hear
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the call ‘we are one’ in the song.” She feels the same when we sing, “Deep in our hearts
there is a common vision, a common song, a common story.” She finds these songs
challenge her spiritual life and give her words to pray when there are none. The breath of
the sacred moves in, with, and under these experiences. ♫
It is important to note at this point that while all the participants show a common
engagement with prayer and spirituality, and several express solidarity and connectedness
to emerge from singing with people of other faiths, two participants find aspects of
Inshallah’s spiritual practice to move them to create personal strategies which create
room for them to continue to participate. The Jewish singer Hinei Ma Tov speaks
candidly about the “on-going journey of boundaries” between Christian and Jewish faith
and finds herself withdrawing for the Christmas season because her Jewish spirituality is
not compatible with the Christian repertoire. Utukufu, whose spirituality is deepened by
the Christian songs that Inshallah sings, finds what she calls a “paradigm shift” to multifaith singing to be disruptive. She faithfully considers, “When do I feel like I am stepping
too far from where I feel my faith is being overstretched beyond a point where I won’t
recognize it?” This is the kind of wrestling in a sacred singing space that both challenges
and deepens the basic tenants of worldview influenced by the religious background of the
participants.
To summarize this section, participants affirm that while outcomes are not
predictable, singing together nurtures an anticipation of the agency of divine presence to
deepen connectedness when leadership attends to the creativity of a “living space” and
holds it open to the “breath of the sacred.” Significantly, participants express that the
potential to discover new understandings and challenge embedded assumptions emerges
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from freedom to individually interpret the spiritual experience, vulnerability that trusts
divine agency in the process, and openness to the surprising presence of the divine within
the singing experience. The findings suggest, however, there is complexity to singing
inter-faithfully that needs particular care. In the next section I will explore a natural
extension of singing that opens to and dwells in the breath of the sacred, the resonant
thread which I call the “Harmony of Hospitality.”
Harmony of Hospitality
Noticeably, all participants report that they find a welcome at Inshallah that is
reinforced over and over again. There is nothing in the data that suggests hospitality
changes over time, only that, for those interviewed, the welcome stays consistent and is
both found and made during the time of singing together. Importantly, several singers
capture the interweaving of hospitality with other aspects of singing together as critical to
shaping worldview.
Each participant in this study describes hospitality in unique ways, including
welcome, acceptance, belonging, and safe space. For example, Um Menino states, “If you
are here, you are part of us; if you are here, you belong.” Humma confesses, “Inshallah is
a pretty safe place to be yourself,” and Deep in our Hearts describes it as a “community
singing within a community” with an environment of openness and curiosity, seeking and
questioning, and a “willingness to walk with” that creates experiences of acceptance.
They poignantly point to their own non-binary life being accepted as an example of
hospitality: “It’s you being willing to say, ‘Sure--I can say soprano, alto, tenor, and bass
instead of women and men.’” Their vulnerability also opens an opportunity for the leader
to respond and grow.
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In this section, I offer three melodic motifs that deepen understanding regarding
“The Harmony of Hospitality”: Draw the Circle Wide, Between Darkness and Light I,
and Utukufu. The melodic motif of Draw the Circle Wide highlights an unconditional
open door of hospitality as a first step to creating a space where singing can be fully
engaged and re-shape a social imaginary.
♫ “Heard into being”
Draw the Circle Wide, mother of five and volunteer extraordinaire, weaves a
dominant theme of welcome and acceptance throughout her story. She suggests
hospitality is experienced at Inshallah because there is “no judgement”--no auditions, no
demands to believe the same things, and no negative assessment of the musical product.
Instead of judgment, she describes the deep knowing that comes from singing texts that
express welcome: “Singing that everyone is welcome makes me know I am welcome
too” and singing songs from different faiths demonstrates an openness to all beliefs,
which “means mine too, and my questions, and my not knowing.” She personally
experiences a strong message of acceptance in these practices, “Wherever you are in your
spiritual journey, your faith affiliation, your mental health, your sexual orientation--it
doesn’t matter--everyone is welcome, and you never feel stigmatized.” She sees this open
acceptance as an alternate narrative to the dominant culture: “It is easy to get caught up in
the stress and heaviness of the world, and guilt and shame . . . [but at Inshallah,] when we
come in--I feel energies--I can feel that aura of peace, that aura of encouragement.” A
culture of encouragement and gratitude “lifts the spirits,” she says.
For this singer who says her mental illness would tell her she doesn’t belong, she
powerfully remarks, “It is really wonderful to find some place where you belong.” The
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details she reveals help me understand worldview as encountered through a hospitable
practice:
With depression, just getting to a practice is such a big deal. You might be
continually late because it is hard to get out the door, but you are able to come
because you are not penalized for that. So, if I can’t get out the door easily
because I have too many rituals to perform [OCD], then I can still come, even
though I’ve wanted to be there early. And when my perfectionism attacks me, I
can still come, knowing that I will be welcomed.
Interestingly, this singer feels that challenging the choir to listen and learn songs by rote,
while a risk for some, counters perfectionism, focusing more on participation and
understanding the message rather than getting right notes.
Draw the Circle Wide indicates that the inclusive experience and shared
leadership in Inshallah teaches how to work like a team and how to live in the world; this
inspires creativity through leadership marked by “encouraging words, emotional
vulnerability, and compassionate and listening ways.” She notices that traditional choir
structure is flattened: “It’s not about you are the leader and we are the followers and we
know nothing, and you know everything . . . We are all working together . . . No one is
more or less important than the other--which I think is so huge in this society.” With this
insight, she suggests that “belonging” together across our differing roles, but with equal
vulnerability and compassion, models a worldview that is different from society.
Writing poetry as a way to respond to life, Draw the Circle Wide shares lyrics she
has penned to address mental health stigma: “Until all are heard we sing out/Share your
story, speak your words/ To your life it matters each and every one/ We sing until all are
heard.” Having a place to sing these words together, she says, shapes a worldview where
“another world is possible.” Having this vision is already a transformed worldview
produced by a change in identity and relationships. ♫
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The hospitality found in welcome and acceptance as expressed by Draw the
Circle Wide is heard also in the melodic motif of Between Darkness and Light I. In her
story, worldview is shaped at the intersection of singing, faith, race, community, and
leadership.
♫ “We can all purchase big”
“We deliberately do hospitality in this choir. In fact, it is the best place where I
have seen hospitality done . . . people really listen,” says Between Darkness and Light I, a
high school French teacher who has sung with Inshallah for many years. Born in Jamaica
where “everybody is your auntie or your uncle; everybody is looking out for you,” she
has found reality in Canada to be quite different. She explains, “I’ve really always felt
that I was on the fringe and that has brought me a lot of sadness in my life.” Notably, this
singer speaks of Inshallah creating a “place of acceptance,” and that “the spiritual aspect
of the music” sung together in a hospitable environment with a “very mixed bunch”
created community at a time when she could not find it in the dominant culture at work or
in the city. Even the choice of music supported this. She remembers, “The first time that
you had us sing “O Freedom” [a South African apartheid song], I just cried because I
thought, ‘I’m in the mix . . . our songs are in the mix.” She remarks, “I love the strong
sense of community--it feels like a place where I belong to something.”
With depth and insight, this teacher notices that hospitality is evident and nurtured
by “the environment in which we sing, the ways we relate to each other, the attention we
pay to the music, and the music itself--in terms of the choice of music.” In particular, she
suggests that the leader and other members of the choir “deliberately show respect and
inclusion,” which she links to the music: “When there’s a new piece of music from
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another part of the world--people listen. They want to hear. They want to understand.
They want to appreciate.” Her experience with Inshallah is that needing to listen in order
to learn new kinds of music, music that belongs to different cultures and faiths, teaches
hospitality.
Her story tells of how hospitality and relationships within Inshallah created a lens
through which she could view the racial divide. She says that as she sang spirituals with
Inshallah she began to notice, “They care about the message in the song as much as I do!”
Unexpectedly, she then saw the potential for good in a collective of white people in a
new way. She now speaks with conviction: “They are not just Negro spirituals for the
blacks. Everybody is coming together, and everyone is appreciating all of the music. That
to me is the magnificent work of the choir. It’s not just yours or mine or whatever – it all
belongs to all of us. We can all purchase big.” Hospitality to the song and the people
behind it changes her worldview. She is clear, “All of this music is mine and yours and
ours – we are all in this together.”
Openly, she tells me that as a black woman she regularly experiences the darkness
of racism, “systemic and personal,” in everyday life. She explains how she carries in her
heart the song “Between Darkness and Light” so that she is able to choose to walk
between dark feelings “towards the dominant culture” where she experiences racism and
the light of her desire “to just be with people and love people.” Her story suggests that the
hospitality of Inshallah reminds her how some collectives of white people do care, and
hospitable leadership shows her how it is possible to hold complexity and paradox; she
takes this knowing with her into the world to counter racism.
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Feeling included racially, she feels, changes her worldview so much that it helps
her “create community for other people who otherwise [she] may have chosen to avoid.”
She tells of how she comes from a Christian denomination that does not talk about sexual
orientation; she says singing together challenges her to be open in new ways. “What I am
learning,” she says, “is that people love God whether they are gay or straight or queer or
anything! Human beings love God.” She says that in this singing community she feels
free to “suspend judgement” and “do the work we are doing” as we all sing together,
whoever we are. In the same way she makes space for multi-faith presence, while
remaining committed to her home congregation, by considering “What would Jesus do?”
She says he would say, “Come. Everybody, come sing!” And then she concludes, “If we
are doing that, that is higher than dogma!”
Insightfully, this wise woman suggests that hospitality is created by shared
“horizontal” leadership. She explains, “In the choir it feels like we are learning together-we are learning from you and you are learning from us. You make that clear and you
share that and tell us that.” She calls it “compassionate leadership” and then she notes
that it “actually practices what it is that we say we are trying to do. It is almost like you
are being socially just towards us and we are learning how to be socially just to each
other and in our dealings in the world.” As an example, she says that “people who may
be marginalized around the fringe” are invited to do things and sees herself in that group.
She tells of being invited to lead and how that helped her see others are open to “allowing
her to take space . . . and accepting of that leadership.” She points to diversity within the
unity of singing together and suggests, “The choir reflects back to us what we could be . .
. and helps us think about what we are.” ♫
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The alternate narrative of cultural and racial acceptance that singing together
provides Between Darkness and Light I is exemplified also by the melodic motif of
Utukufu. She explains how hospitality shapes worldview by a singing practice that
overtly values diverse narratives and songs. However, by contrast, she also presents
potential limits to singing inter-faithfully.
♫ “A breaking of some kind of shell”
For Utukufu, originally from Kenya, Canadian hospitality is found in the
dominantly white Inshallah community enlivening a song from Africa that connects her
past and present, and the two worlds she calls home. From the first rehearsal, she says,
“Inshallah was a place of belonging.” In addition, this spiritual care practitioner, who is
also a pastor, professor, and writer, explains that being acknowledged by being invited to
share contextual stories related to the songs from her country was a “huge welcome,”
which for her meant, “Come in our midst and let’s hear more about how you know it,
how you understand it.’”
As an immigrant, this singer suggests, “I have been here long enough to know that
you don’t really fully belong, and you can’t really fully bring who you are here, so you
just shift that and try to learn what is expected of you to be here.” However, she explains,
“Inshallah was a different context where there was no shelving who you really are.” She
invites me to understand:
So, that was a breaking of some kind of shell . . . And that is how I could bring
my instrument [kayamba] to rehearsal because I felt this is where you really--I
will use an African terminology--where you do not baptize it and make it look
better, show them your best face. This is where they just want you--who you
really are. . . in other words, you don’t need a cover, you are just yourself.
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She is clear that this is not because it is easy, but because “Inshallah kind of opened up
and said, ‘You have something of value. It might not be big, but however small it is, it is
welcome. It is appreciated. It is wanted.’” She points to the role of the leader and the
culture of the community in providing this courage to risk sharing herself: “You led that.
When you called me and asked me to share something . . . and you consistently would
incorporate me . . . and singers were curious to know more and hear more . . . It was
humbling, but it was really great.” It is both valuing her stories and sharing the leadership
that creates hospitality for Utukufu.
The experience of hospitality was constant throughout Utukufu’s decade of
singing with Inshallah, but at the time of our conversation she is reflecting on what she
calls “a paradigm shift” in Inshallah, which includes songs that bring “a degree of
discomfort” to her which challenges her sense of belonging. She wonders if Inshallah’s
expansion to include singers and songs from other faiths is a reflection of a Canada-wide
shift in a context of “evolving diversity.” For her personally, this means shifting from
“singing that is prayer to singing that is an activity” and she humbly explains that “when
there is group transition, there is need for individual assessment to evaluate my new
belonging and understand the new place, and know how or whether I fit in this new place
so that I’m not out of step.” In this instance, hospitality, widening the circle beyond the
worldview that can hold this singer’s Christian faith, creates a limit, a boundary, which
meets her in the tensions of safe haven and adjacency, and identity and difference. ♫
In this study, the participants find that singing together shapes worldview when a
practice of hospitality embodies acceptance, makes community through shared
leadership, and values diverse narratives. Participants experience the intersection of
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radical hospitality with spirituality as part of the key to expanding the heart and shaping
worldview, as well as a combination that can determine limits. It is the exploration of
limits that is reflected in the next section, which I call “Counterpoint of Difference.”
Counterpoint of Difference
While participants unanimously speak of hospitality as critical to shaping
worldview, in every melodic motif of this inquiry, participants show that difference
causes dissonance across a variety of boundaries depending on the singer’s social
imaginary. This study reveals boundaries of age, race, culture, gender, sexual orientation,
and religion, and also the nuance of intersectionalities. Difference for the participants
comes in many forms— in the ritual framework involving stories and intentions, in the
songs and singing together, and in the public performance. Eventually, and sometimes
immediately, these experiences cause cognitive dissonance or “conscious conflict.” In
this way, the imaginary, once challenged and renegotiated, shapes worldview.
In a positive way, many of the participants speak of their hearts being opened or
expanded by difference, and, in fact, convey they have developed an expectation to be
changed by difference within this sacred hospitable singing setting.8 They use phrases
such as “surprise of God,” the “baraka,” “transcendent moments,” “expanding my heart,”
“building deeper connections,” with an expectation that they might “become their
sweetest selves,” “live into being,” and “walk hope into being.” Importantly, this study
shows that the songs, the breath of the sacred, and the harmony of hospitality undergird
the potential of the counterpoint of difference in a singing practice to make meaning and
shape worldview toward a life-giving narrative.
8

This is an accurate representation of the participants of this study. I am confident there are some
singers, however, who have not returned to Inshallah because the gap was too great regarding difference.
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This resonant thread explores how encountering difference in the singing
experience proposes alternate possibilities and reveals that the outcomes of conscious
conflict or cognitive dissonance are not always, perhaps are most often not, comfortable.
Humma, Until All are Fed, Between Darkness and Light I, Stay with Us, and Um Menino
are among the participants who articulate discomfort and disruption are necessary for
growth. Humma offers from a white colonial history how singing the songs and stories
from the Global South have increased her critical consciousness to see how difference
has been constructed. It was a song from the stories of oppression in Latin America that
helped her to see the commitment and “fiesta spirit” of the people, and she exclaimed: “I
am not the one who is going to save these people. They have a lot to teach me!”
Similarly, while intersectionalities admittedly create complicated “growing” spaces, nonbinary Deep in our Hearts’ experience is that singing together, which they name
“breath[ing] together,” creates a tacit message of oneness that is “offered again and again
through different lens and different traditions.” It is this tacit message accompanying the
experience of difference that creates a “growing place” where layers of meaning are able
to be cultivated.
Interestingly, Stay with Us states that when he encounters difference, and it gets
difficult, he intentionally participates. This singer understands discomfort is needed for
change and the community’s collective desire for authenticity sustains him. However,
Utukufu shows the response to difference depends on the specific identity being
encountered – she speaks of the welcome that deepened her connectedness to those who
were different in culture yet describes how songs from another religion potentially create
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a limit for her. What is clear in this inquiry is that no two stories are the same when it
comes to the counterpoint of difference.
Through the melodic motifs of Between Darkness and Light II, The Earth does
not Belong to Us, Hine Ma Tov, and There is No Child, I explore difference as a catalyst
for shaping worldview. Then I consider the various responses of participants to singing
with Mino Ode Kwewak N’gamowak (MOKN), the Indigenous drumming circle, which
is an unexpected thread that arises from the inquiry. First, the melodic motif of Between
Darkness and Light II reveals the transformative process when difference in culture and
religion are experienced in a sacred hospitable singing space.
♫ “It made me re-think, re-see, my neighbor”
Some people think, “How can a song make you think? But actually, it is actually
so true. I experience it,” says Between Darkness and Light II. This young Arab-IsraeliChristian-Palestinian, originally from East Jerusalem and now studying theology in
Canada, suggests that creating an environment where reflection is possible is a gift of
singing with Inshallah. He explains, “From the first day I felt like I belonged . . . it is the
music, but it has something to do with standing next to each other--the community--with
people reflecting and singing, and the beauty even of the kids running around you.” He
expresses it is both the fact that he is singing and singing in community that makes him
reflective. Insightfully, this student notices the ritual frame--how setting an intention
before singing is often helpful for him. He recalls, “A lot of times when readings happen,
or we sing a song while we think about what is happening in the world around us, or we
think about a special person or somebody’s needs, it helps me reflect more.” An example
he offers is singing a familiar Arab Christmas carol at rehearsal, one which is sung every
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Christmas Eve in Jerusalem: “It made me reflect on my past life experience growing up .
. . it made me know myself better, because I never really thought about things that I did
in the past.” The time he takes to explain how hospitality and sacred intention open a
space for theological reflection emphasizes how the experience has shaped him.
One of the powerful transformations that this singer talks about is how singing
together ends up challenging his familial and cultural beliefs. He explains, using an
example of a song that Inshallah sings:
So, for example, take “Between Darkness and Light.” I always thought of myself
as a Palestinian and I never thought about what I think about the Israeli side. I
really never thought about it. Never. . . I always thought about the relationship,
that it’s bad, like what you hear in all the history as you grow up listening to
things. But, the story of “Between Darkness and Light,”9 the song itself, it made
me actually re-think, re-see, my neighbour, which is my Jewish neighbour--which
I could only see as an enemy growing up.
Passionately, this singer goes on to describe personal discoveries he has experienced
through singing this song and meeting the Israeli composer face to face:
It was through this song, and when I met Daphna [the Israeli composer] . . . that I
realized: I am human -- they are human. We are neighbours, and we share a lot in
common. And the fight is bigger than [us]. And we just want to live peacefully . .
. I still stand with the oppressed, that’s for sure, but the hatred view to the other
side . . . [the song] made me think -- Why do I hate without thinking?
This critical question, “Why do I hate without thinking” begins to bleed across
categories and he speaks about changing to see gays and lesbians and religious others as
“the same,” even though this was not directly addressed in rehearsal. He explains,
So, I also grew up in a place where gays and lesbians are not accepted.
But, actually, being in Inshallah, just being there, I feel like I kind of opened-I accepted and I felt like I turned completely 180 degrees to the other side on this.
I saw the beauty of everything around me, including this. [I realized] we are the
same. Everything, the same.
9

This is the song explained in the Introduction. See page 2.
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Regarding interfaith repertoire, he describes the limits of his cultural and familial roots
as, “If you are from a different religion – then we should have fight.” He remembers,
“When I first started Inshallah, it was challenging for me to sing songs from a different
tradition.” He conveys the cognitive dissonance he experienced through all the questions
regarding salvation that he asked. Eventually, he says he came to understand “salvation
means unconditional love, agape love . . . it doesn’t mean to believe . . .” The clarity with
which he expresses the process of his conflict made conscious, named, and expressed
positively, reveals how this emerges over time.
An experience that further confirms his shift in theology is the story of singing
welcome in Arabic to Syrian Muslim newcomers in the wider community. Warmly, he
describes deeply feeling the tears of a Syrian woman in the audience as he sang, “It
actually did give me a sense of how much there is suffering in the world and how . . . we
can give.” I am moved by how much the joy of giving and offering hope through song
has become more important to him than clarifying a particular belief statement. With
confidence, he now speaks this way about his mission: “I realized that the mission of me
as a person is not to try to convert somebody or make them believe the same way I
believe . . . but it’s about sharing in our work together in the world -- to be life in this
world together.”
For this young man, reflecting theologically in a “safe haven” with song and
singers, and singing in public settings, challenged significant understandings from his life
and brought them to a conscious level so that he could address them. He says he
continues to take the song “Between Darkness and Light” with him and sings it to keep
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discerning his mission, so that he can keep asking amid challenges, “How do I plant the
seeds of love? Where [can I] open the window of light?” ♫
The counterpoint of difference seems to be continuous in the melodic motif of
Between Darkness and Light II as he studies and explores life in a new culture, and as he
hungers for the enlightenment that comes with singing amid the tensions. In a similar
way, but from an entirely different social imaginary, the melodic motif of The Earth does
not Belong to Us witnesses to the acknowledgement of difference and the importance of
listening in order for dominant culture narratives to be disrupted.
♫ “Dusting off the lens”
This Muslim singer-songwriter began his three years with Inshallah curious about
difference: why an Arabic name for a Lutheran seminary choir? After living abroad in the
midst of the political turmoil in the Middle East, The Earth does not Belong to Us
recounts how upon his return to Canada, he was frustrated and very judgmental of the
Western world, and of his own “place of privilege.” He describes his “very universalist
approach to faith” as being jeopardized because of distrusting his own Canadian culture,
which he summarizes like this: “Life’s purpose seems to be all about the latest deals at
Walmart!” He then describes how singing together with the Inshallah community
challenged his embedded assumptions about Canada and its diversity and fostered “a
connection of hearts” through “human connectivity.”
The insight that this gentle man brings and models in his teaching of Muslim
songs to Inshallah is that by acknowledging others “with respect and with dignity, and
with compassion and love and hope,” the dominant narrative in society of “looking at the
world in such a black and white way” is challenged. Importantly, this leaves room for
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ambiguity and paradox. He explains what he found at Inshallah that disrupted his
certainty about privileged Canadians:
We are together to simply acknowledge our interconnectedness: the way we
acknowledge the territorial land that we are on, the way we acknowledge the
personal lifestyles of people who may be in the choir, the way we acknowledge
the diversity of who we are, the way we acknowledge how strong some sing and
how some struggle with how they sing.
The wisdom of The Earth does not Belong to Us is the connection between
acknowledging interconnectedness and recognizing the sacredness of diversity. He is one
of the participants who acknowledges that singing interconnectedness also motivates a
need to sing against empire. He passionately states, “All of our faith traditions, even the
empires of Islam and Christianity--they have gone that route of expansion through
empire--and for me that path is so contrary to what our teachers and our prophets and our
messengers taught us.” The song “The Earth Does Not Belong to Us” sings against the
dominant narrative of self-sufficiency and indifference, he says, because it sings, “the
web of life connects us.”
Disruption comes in this narrative account through listening into the difference,
which is nurtured by acknowledging others as we sing. What surprised him was that
while listening to other singers in the group to get a musical pitch, “suddenly you realize
you are not just listening to them to get your note, but you are watching them to get your
cues of how to be as a person.” From that realization, he concludes, “As much as
Inshallah is about singing, it is as much about listening.”
The Earth does not Belong to Us feels listening and connectedness are critical
when acknowledging difference. He suggests,
Maybe it is not our job to be sorting out the histories and politics that differ
between us. Maybe, as humans, it is our job to be able to sit with each other and
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see each other as a people--to begin our relationships with respect by at least
acknowledging that we are different, and we are going to have different opinions,
but we need to be close with each other. That connectedness is really important in
life.
Using the powerful metaphor of a lens, The Earth does not Belong to Us suggests
that singing together with Inshallah “helps to provide another lens with which to view the
world. That lens also helps you gage how dusty your existing lens is and how much you
need to clean it.” Cleaning the lens is the disruptive part. He explains, “It often seems that
the media is our only lens on the world . . . and often that lens can be a big magnifying
glass that is distorted in so many ways.“ He suggests that singing together “makes it
easier to recognize that the negative generalizations we see in the world and the
negativity that is magnified in the world isn’t the common story.”
For this singer, singing together with Inshallah is a way “to reconnect with people
locally who have that clear lens” and to equip him “to see differently” wherever he goes.
He adds that there is a need to “recalibrate our prescription” over time and notices that
Inshallah does this. He suggests part of the key is to think globally and act locally, and
he is grateful that Inshallah provides him with the chance to act locally while he is
singing all over the world. He sees the practice of Inshallah as worship, community, and
helping “others be inspired toward action,” and for himself, he says, “It provided me with
a much more positive worldview about humanity.” ♫
For The Earth does not Belong to Us, Muslim faith was less the conflicting
boundary of difference with the dominantly Christian group, it was more that singing
together with Inshallah offered a counterpoint to a despairing view of humanity and
Christianity. For the melodic motif of Hine Ma Tov, the Jewish lens highlights the role
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dissonance and difference play in the becoming process as singing together with a
dominantly Christian group creates a healing path to deep unity.
♫ “A path to deep unity”
Hinei ma Tov has made a deliberate choice to cross a Jewish-Christian boundary to
sing with Inshallah, an “overwhelmingly Christian” group of singers. A retired teacher
whose joy and passion for music is palpable when she teaches Jewish songs to Inshallah,
Hinei Ma Tov suggests her experience has been “an on-going journey of boundaries and
finding out what feels comfortable.” For instance, she solves the Christmas challenge
where she feels singing Christmas carols is “turning her back on her heritage,” by taking
a break from Inshallah in November-December. The negotiating required points to the
limits of hospitality and the, sometimes, hard edge of difference.
Reviewing the challenge of difference, she admits “certain phrases trigger certain
memories of being an outsider or not being part of the whole.” She provides a context for
these triggers:
I think I am super sensitive just growing up from my family experiencing all that
trauma in the Holocaust. I am super-sensitive anytime where I feel I am not quite
safe, because Jews were known as Christ-killers and it makes me feel unsafe
when we sing Christmas carols or sing praise to Christ. It doesn’t make me feel
like I belong.
She is clear about this pain, and what she also sees in this in-between space is a link
between belonging and being creative together. She smiles as she says, “The more I
come, the more I feel like I belong to Inshallah as a group, because we are forming
together, and we are creating together.” We agree that the Inshallah space is “stretching
and expanding people.”
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What sustains her commitment to come and deal with the difference, she says, is
how her worldview is linked to Inshallah: “The life-giving part of Inshallah is the ideals
of us all being one and unified together with God. And helping one another understand
each other.” This singer sees the healing potential of learning the stories of Judaism as
Inshallah sings with her. She speaks in detail about this hope: “I’d like to think I am
making a difference as kind of a representative of the Jewish people, the ruach, the spirit
of the Jewish people . . . and trying to rise above our fear.” It is clear in this motif and her
tears that the Christian-Jewish difference is deep for her and that singing together
momentarily transcends the pain and fear. As she explains stepping into the vulnerable
singing space to “share her heart,” she explains: “We both want the same things. We
want social justice and we want to heal the world; we want to help each other and to
understand each other; we want empathy and compassion for all people.”
She speaks of the transcendence singing together evokes as the path to “deep
unity” which is her confessed desire -- deep unity with God, within ourselves, and with
each other. In the midst of difference that at times ignites an “inherited family trauma”
within her, she sings. And now amid the tears she offers, “I think music has always been
my way of being in the moment, and being close to God, giving a gift to God and to my
family, and connecting me to my mom and dad.” She sees music reconfiguring
boundaries: “By just being in the same room singing the same songs, we can grow into
our better selves and into our most social justice aspect of taking care of one another!” ♫
Like Hinei Ma Tov, There is No Child finds she grows into her most social justice
activist self as a result of singing with difference. In this next melodic motif, she notices
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how her life is enriched and not threatened by learning from others beyond her Catholic
worldview.
♫ “Things are not just black and white”
There is No Child begins by acknowledging that once you are at an Inshallah
rehearsal, “it is a different place.” She connects to the “practice of praying the songs”
with others as a way to live into the fullness of the singing experience and to respond to
difference. Our conversation is filled with hope as she speaks of cultural, religious and
generational diversity in Inshallah. “Isn’t it great that they [the students] sing with all this
gray hair and middle age plus!” She absorbs the teachings from other faiths as interesting
and finds they “focus what is common in us.” She sees that for Inshallah trust across
boundaries keeps emerging in different ways as we learn about difference: “We are all
here and we cross these generational, denominational . . . pick one--gender, race--we
cross it. And here we are. What do we do? We sing together. That’s hope for the world!”
There is No Child speaks about learning the origins of the songs and singing
towards justice helping her over time to live with ambiguity, “to see how things are not
just black and white.” The poignant example she gives is of tobacco farmers’ relationship
with Indigenous tobacco farmers. She explains her own family’s negative experience,
“The Indians were a problem because in the tobacco thing they were selling cigarettes
and they were undermining our industry.” Many years later, singing together with Mino
Ode Kwewak N’gamowak, and being with Indigenous women in the prison, she
confesses, “You see how it has impacted real live people in front of you who have a
different life because of these things.” She calls singing the catalyst for her capacity to
change her narrower point of view and hold the complexity, “A lot of it is exposure and
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participating in this reconciliation singing. We want reconciliation. We don’t want to
have this conflict; this cloud hanging over our history . . . It’s complicated, but it’s good.”
As a practice, she feels that singing together has been what has allowed her to
gradually move from a Catholic worldview (which many Catholics, she says, have no
chance to expand because their education, church and work are all within a Catholic
framework) to a more expansive worldview. She is tired of division. She exclaims, “We
are all people! We are all human!”
With insight, There is No Child articulates that the major shift in her life resulting
from singing together amid hospitality and difference is consciously acting out her faith.
Inspired by songs where in past years she might have “written a cheque,” she finds ways
to live “more authentically,” to act. She makes a direct link between being formed by
Inshallah and now working with Amnesty International and the local women’s prison. ♫
There is No Child highlights one encounter or “counterpoint of difference” that is
common to all participants, the particular thread of singing with Mino Ode Kwewak
N’gamowak (MOKN), the local Indigenous drumming circle with whom we have sung
together for much of our history. For this research puzzle, and especially at this time in
our country’s history, it is important to understand how this collaboration has shaped
worldview for these participants.
A particular thread: Mino Ode Kwewak N’gamowak (MOKN)
While there is not a direct question in the inquiry regarding singing with MOKN,
it is mentioned across narratives, sometimes as disruptive, sometimes as life-giving, and
definitely as worldview-changing. Coupled with learning through Truth and
Reconciliation activities, blanket exercises, volunteering, and workplace training,
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participants convey that singing with MOKN has shaped their view of the story of
Canada and the lived experiences of Indigenous peoples. The conversations reveal that it
has been hard for most singers to engage this relationship or to deal with the cognitive
dissonance with their worldview, and it is only over time that deeply embedded thoughts
have changed. Most participants recognize that the colonial view of Indigenous peoples
has been, and still is, deeply embedded. In a Canadian context, singing together with
MOKN embodies the practice of adjacency with non-Inshallah singers who are in the
margins of society.
For example, Um Menino attests to the fact that his embedded family of origin
religious beliefs declared “the Indians were farther removed from God than the blacks in
Africa and they were just plain bad people.” Understandably, when Inshallah sang with
Indigenous singers, his embedded thoughts were challenged. He describes that in his
head, the “natives” were okay, but in his gut, they were not! He recounts, “I could feel
my stomach going – this is risky! Who knows where we are going here?” But despite the
risk, and finding safety in numbers at Inshallah, he shares that by singing with MOKN
and hearing their stories, over time, the Indigenous too “became part of his love.”
In the process of singing with MOKN year after year, Humma speaks of
personally being healed and empowered, while For the Troubles and There is No Child
speak of learning to hold ambiguity and paradox as they consider their life experiences.
Some participants speak about Inshallah’s growth: Until All are Fed comments on
Inshallah’s capacity for engaging difference and “willingness to change,” while
Bambelela shares the insight that singing together with MOKN helps Inshallah
individually and collectively to resist closure and sing the circle wide. For participants in
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this study, experiencing shared humanity and difference with MOKN spawn openness to
ambiguity and difference, and encourages a willingness to change.
In all, the resonant theme of the “Counterpoint of Difference” shapes worldview
by creating cognitive dissonance, dislodging assumptions, healing woundedness, and
holding ambiguity. Participants show that encountering difference needs the support of a
hospitable community and a spirituality that embraces the sacredness and equality of all
people to be life-giving. When this happens, the presence of difference as experienced by
singing together with MOKN creates discomfort, but also holds the potential to yield lifeaffirming relations for everyone and process identity and vision. Furthermore, these
stories suggest community practices of sustaining ambiguity and wrestling with tensions,
along with practicing interdependence and being vulnerable, emerge from the
counterpoint of difference. To discover how worldview has been shaped not only by
rehearsal practices of storied songs, breath of the sacred, harmony of hospitality, and
counterpoint of difference, in the final section, I will explore the final resonant thread
which I call “Rhythm for Life.”
Rhythm for Life
For many of the participants, the impact of the weekly rehearsal upon shaping
worldview is revealed in the stories connecting singing experience to everyday life and to
singing together in public. Many speak of deepening a “compassionate way to respond to
difference” in everyday life because of a chance to rehearse how to do that through
singing together. Hamba Nathi suggests Inshallah is “practicing harmony,” a way to be
community. In addition, Between Darkness and Light I suggests singers are learning to be
“socially just” through a compassionate leadership style at Inshallah and by “paying
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attention to the marginalized.” The combination of justice work and music, she says, is
“one way the choir really does affect our worldview . . . through this music we are getting
something that as we leave practice each week and return to our daily dealings with
others, we can live out.” Importantly, The Earth does not Belong to Us remarks on the
authenticity of the choir’s ability to respond compassionately to new issues that develop
in the world and local community. He calls this a “living” practice that assists him to
imagine a similar authentic and responsive way to live life.
Furthermore, singers suggest this “living” practice goes with them into
congregations, schools, workplaces and homes. There is No Child sings Inshallah songs
with her grandchildren and as quiet prayers for the women in prison where she
volunteers. For the Troubles gains courage at rehearsal: “I am braver to try some things
in my own leadership context, because it’s the practice that builds that up within me.”
Specifically, along with Este Momento, she speaks of being inspired by relational
leadership that models adjacency to Indigenous and Muslim communities. Humma,
Utukufu, and Bambelela see direct correlations to their work in public policy,
supervision, and education, respectively.
One way that singers affirm the insights gained at rehearsal is through singing in
public, which in many ways becomes a rehearsal with a bigger community. There is No
Child notices that Inshallah’s practice of “praying the songs” (bringing mind, body and
spirit to the song) is “just naturally part of us” when singing in public because we have
practiced doing this at rehearsal. Bambelela and Humma speak of witnessing to
connectedness and interdependence that is nurtured in rehearsal, more than witnessing to
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specific dogma. The findings suggest Inshallah is witnessing to its vision and hope,
especially when singing with audiences.
Regarding singing in public, the blurring of the sacred/secular divide is mentioned
by several singers. Deep in our Hearts is grateful for opportunities to sing faith in public
without proselytizing. They reflect: “It’s me feeling like I can have a bigger space to
share me, to share these spiritual feet that I stand in . . . not even knowing how it is
received at all.” Utukufu is surprised at the blurring of secular and sacred lines in this
practice, and she comments, “Inshallah is breaking that potential of an imaginary barrier
where you only sing songs of faith in certain places.” For the Troubles also notes that
dislodging this binary contributes to “peace-building.”
A spirituality-integrated, open-to-all approach to singing in public yields powerful
transformations for two singers in particular: Between Darkness and Light I tells of how
witnessing the audience singing with Inshallah transformed her embedded understandings
of the category of white people and Between Darkness and Light II tells of responding
with compassion to a Muslim audience that re-shaped his understanding of vocation.
These participants suggest that breaking a sacred/secular divide further integrates sung
values.
I will explore three melodic motifs through the lens of the last resonant thread,
“Rhythm for Life”: Until All are Fed, Bambelela, and Este Momento. The melodic thread
Until All are Fed reveals how worldview evolves over time and is shaped by practices
that can be improvised in life.
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♫ “More openness, without being judgmental”
Having experienced hospitality in rehearsal that invites her “to see and encounter
others,” Until All are Fed, a recently retired schoolteacher, finds the practice of “opening
my heart” translates into experiences outside rehearsal. She finds it significant to sing
“for hospice . . . to develop better relations with Indigenous people, and . . . to support
refugees.” The impact of the relational aspect of community singing is critical for her:
“As we actually meet, befriend, and are befriended by people from [different] traditions,
they become family instead of categories.” She recognizes that encounters of singing
with and for others are shaping “a willingness to change,” amid the “frightening pace” at
which the culture has changed.
Until All are Fed speaks about a time when she met her own “edge,” and by
talking with several people within the choir realized that Inshallah is offering “a whole
different model,” a compassionate way to respond to difference in community that is
learned through singing together. Emphasizing that “pushing your edge and exploring
new groups of people out in the community . . . helps to foster . . . compassion,” she
concludes, this is how “the music changes its meaning.” She recalls, “Any time I sing
“Bambelela” I think of the kids from Attawapiskat.” These experiences of opening up
outside of rehearsal create memories that are carried back into rehearsal and into the
texture of the songs that keep shaping worldview.
Furthermore, the collective experiences outside of rehearsal reveal difference
within the choir, as her story of debriefing a tension-filled response indicates. She
remembers how Inshallah singers had to be guided to hold tensions of different points of
view as we processed this event. She says that by debriefing the experience, singers
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recognized that while we sing the same songs with passion, “we are not all at the same
place in terms of our understanding of global issues.” She believes the music and these
encounters in public venues have shaped Inshallah towards “more openness . . . without
being judgmental.” For this singer, the integrity of the group is legitimated by respect
amid diversity.
Interestingly, Until All are Fed feels an important teaching that she has gleaned
from Inshallah in rehearsal and in the performances is “not knowing outcomes creates
possibilities” and being uncomfortable is necessary for growth. She says that as we sing
we are learning, “It’s okay if everything doesn’t go according to the agenda.” What is
critical is that “we need to be awake and aware and watch.” Her story suggests we learn
this by practicing paying attention and working with discomfort in rehearsal.
Until All are Fed also feels that Inshallah gives her a way to engage the problems
of the world by deepening her commitment to work towards justice. When she sings the
song “Until All are Fed,” she feels she is “making a pledge.” She speaks with conviction,
“Yes, I am not shutting up. I am going to keep singing this song. You can’t do one thing
and think you are done. It is a constant thing. It’s a process. You can’t give up!” In other
words, it is a rhythm for life. ♫
While Until All are Fed finds worldview is shaped by practices learned through
singing together and improvised in life, Bambelela sees how singing together practices
and performs, in particular, “interdependence” which transfers a deepened capacity to be
open to her everyday life.
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♫ “Witnessing to the bigger picture”
A faithful Lutheran all her life, working now with newcomers to learn English as
a second language, Bambelela finds that the practice of singing together helps practice
“interdependence.” She describes it as “preparation in order to be out there the way I
want to be in the world.” She gives an example,
Sometimes the songs are very hard to sing because of the emotion – it just wells
up. So, I think--that’s the other good thing about singing in choir because they can
carry it when I can’t and that is okay. And that’s a good model for the world, I
think, for living in the world . . . when I can’t do my part, there are others that will
continue.
Insightfully, Bambelela points out that witnessing in public, and singing with
diverse people in public, becomes more than witnessing to her “belief in God,” and
instead witnesses to the “bigger picture about how . . . to be open and be welcoming and
try to understand.” She suggests Inshallah has challenged her to do that, especially by
having Jewish and Muslim leaders, and that the “habit” of singing together over time
nurtures in her a desire to learn from others, “seeing that their spiritual path is real too.”
Bambelela speaks openly, “[Inshallah] pushes my borders . . . [and] grounds me . . . to be
more aware of what’s on the margins, the edges.” She appreciates Inshallah’s practice “to
spend time sitting with these things that challenge us,” and states that it helps her to bring
the “witness of being open” to her workplace.
In all of this Bambelela sees that singing together as a spiritual practice is not only
about being open, but modeling being open to change. She finds singers, instrumentalists
and leaders resist closure by “trying new things.” She says of the change she has seen in
Inshallah, “And I think we keep practicing our faith. The way we sing it now may not be
the way we sing it next year. And that speaks to my faith too. Where I am now may not
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be where I’ll be in a year or two--I may be in a different place.” She holds that the
practice of singing every week keeps stories like those of Indigenous peoples “in the
forefront of our minds.” She emphasizes that learning and singing together with
Indigenous neighbours is about building relationships, not an effort “to fix something.”
An example of how this has shaped her and resulted in action, she says, is that she is
“talking about it more” with her own children. Bambelela finds “practicing our faith”
with openness to difference shapes an evolving worldview that impacts everyday life.
While she originally joined Inshallah “to be part of this thing that was joyful,”
over time she has come to see the deep value of witness and solidarity that comes from
singing songs of lament in public and expressing active “waiting.” In this way, singing
becomes an enactment of hope. She says that the song “Bambelela “(in English, “Hold
on”) reminds her that “no matter what . . . we need to never give up on the way things can
be better, the way we can help each other, the way we can support each other, the way we
can learn about each other.” ♫
Similar to Bambelela’s insights about interdependence, Este Momento claims that
singing’s “doing” is found in practicing connectedness that shapes worldview and is
“lived into being” in everyday life.
♫ “Living into being”
A Presbyterian minister who has a strong desire to make the world a better place,
this singer finds her worldview expressed by the song “Este Momento!” which translates,
“This is the moment!” She sees singing together at Inshallah as an experience of
deepening connectedness--trying a new language, listening to the stories, sharing
thoughts with others, embracing challenges, meeting people, and learning to value
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diverse faiths. All of these potential connecters, she believes “impact worldview, which
in turn impacts how we live.” In her assessment of the layered singing practice at
Inshallah, connectedness is “lifted up so consistently that you are going to get connected
somehow,” and this becomes a rhythm for life. She recounts, “When I come to Inshallah
and I’m listening to what we are singing, I think about the very core of my being and
what I hope to be living like and living into being where I am.”
For this singer, it is significant that “there is not an assumption that we are
connected because we are standing side by side.” She describes beginning rehearsal with
paperless music as “leaning into ourselves and into our wholeness as Inshallah,” and
highlights how prayerfully singing into the pain of the world nurtures vulnerability and
opens a “creative space” where we are “more fully trusting Spirit, Creator, God, Energy,
however we see that.” She has no illusions that change to embrace connection is easy but
feels that underneath Inshallah practice is an understanding that “if we want to be
connected, then we have to begin to embrace the challenges” that are offered in the
process.
Este Momento explains how deepening connection goes with her into the world:
“So for myself, I go away from Inshallah and I continue to live this into being in various
groups.” Describing her own leadership of song, Este Momento notes there is also
“something about trusting, not just trusting yourself, but trusting Spirit to move within”
that frees the leader and the community. She explains that this freedom “opens up the
imagination to opportunities in daily life.” She gives an example of learning a Jewish
song at rehearsal and then offering it when she was asked to do a funeral for a family
whose children had converted to Judaism. In addition, having learned Arabic songs, she
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has been able to sing them with new refugee families. She puts it this way, “So you never
know when there is that little piece that you are going to take, and it’s going to open a
door or create a relationship that you didn’t know you needed.”
In the seven years of singing with Inshallah, this singer has become attentive to
not only the relational aspects of Inshallah, but also the “becoming” aspect of singing
together, both for individuals and the community. She speaks of potential when these
songs are sung in community, by community, and for community: “A space is created for
the possibility of transformation, of a deeper knowing, and of a call to learning and
greater compassion, as well as a challenge to act.”
Explaining the influence of Inshallah singing in public, Este Momento speaks of
performativity, “We are not just singing these words and bringing them, we are living
into being what being connected looks like.” This holds the potential to inspire those who
come to our gatherings to reflect on the connectedness they have witnessed. She sees
how our singing events are put together “with the intention of creating connectedness
where there presently is none.” She finds singers and audience can be inspired through
singing diverse songs to ask, “Who are the neighbours you’d like to get more acquainted
with?” Este Momento’s story affirms the call to go public. “I believe we have to do our
part . . . and this is what we are doing, we are “living into being.” ♫
Three main factors that arise from participants regarding the impact on worldview
of the resonant thread “rhythm for life” include: singing together forms and practices a
way of being in the world, enacting values of interdependence, connectivity, shared
leadership, courage, vulnerability, openness and more; singing in public witnesses to and
embodies these values; and everyday life confirms or challenges the proposals made by
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singing together. Furthermore, participants show that performing values in public spaces
dislodges the secular/sacred divide and affirms a vision of wholeness.
Summary
When the resonant threads are taken together as reviewed in this chapter, the
stories shape a “rhythm for life” that enacts the outcomes from the experience of singing
“storied songs” enlivened by the “breath of the sacred” while attending to the lively
dialectic between hospitality and difference. In a similar way, the experiences of
everyday life feed the “process of becoming” in rehearsal. In the next chapter I will
discuss, with the literature and the findings combined, how these resonant threads are
engaged and interwoven in ways that shape worldview through singing together.

Figure 2. Inshallah singing with multi-cultural, multi-faith, and Indigenous partners. Photograph by
Mirko Petricevic.
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CHAPTER 5
Understanding the Findings
“A space with enough love to hold all those intersectionalities
within us and between us.”
Introduction
It has been three years since the research was completed. With the research stories
deep inside me set next to the experiences of continuing to sing together, I am reminded
of Clandinin’s wise insight about the “in-the-midst”-ness of narrative inquiry1 and
Riessman’s humble word that what the researcher offers interpretively is “partial,
alternative truths” to enlarge understanding.2 Over time, this discussion chapter has
emerged with what I think holds the integrity of the way of knowing that singing together
offers and has found its way to the story that needs to be told.
The research puzzle as stated earlier is “How does the experience of singing
together shape worldview?” Curious about the particularity of individual stories for the
sake of deepening understanding and renewing practice, I chose a narrative paradigm. As
expected, the narrative accounts, co-constructed with me, revolved around metanarratives, social fields, and inter-subjective relationships.3 However, it was the richness
of the data, full of surprising insights, that clarified for me the “pluralist posture” of being

1

D. Jean Clandinin, Engaging in Narrative Inquiry (Walnut Creek, CA: Left Coast Press, 2013),

2

Catherine Kohler Riessman, Narrative Analysis (Newbury Park, CA: Sage Publications, 1993),

43.

15.
3

Gabriela Spector-Mersel, “Narrative Research: Time for a Paradigm” in Narrative Inquiry 20,
no. 1 (2010): 212, https://doi-org.libproxy.wlu.ca/10.1075/ni.20.1.10spe.
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researcher-director was not only valid and honest, but fruitful toward the goal of this
study.4 As a result of the findings of this inquiry, the reader will notice that I turn often to
the voice of the participants as a way to perform the value of relationality and the power
of story in narrative inquiry.
The narratives in this inquiry affirm Charles Taylor’s understanding of social
imaginary as being carried in stories, shaped by pre-cognitive experience, and influencing
practice.5 The stories reveal how the imaginary is “communal and traditioned”6 and how,
over time, the singing experience holds the potential to disrupt embedded understandings
that are deeply personal along boundaries of identity, inter-relational along boundaries of
social difference, and world-making along boundaries of vision. But how does this
happen? As Simon Frith suggests, “self-in process” can be constrained or set free by the
imagination.7 Therefore, this narrative inquiry explores how singing together encourages
vulnerability and a willingness to un-know and not-know,8 including, as Lee Maracle
asserts, “to give up the Knower’s Chair”9 so that imaginative proposals beyond
established givens are free to shape worldview.

4

Spector-Mersel, 217.

5

Charles Taylor, A Secular Age (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press,
2007), 171-176.
6

James K. A. Smith, Desiring the Kingdom: Worship, Worldview, and Cultural Formation (Grand
Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2009), 66.
7

Simon Frith, “Music and Identity,” in Questions of Cultural Identity, eds. Stuart Hall and Paul du
Gay (London: Sage Publications, 1996), 109.
8

Ruth Vinz, “Capturing a Moving Form: ‘Becoming’ as Teachers,” English Education 29, no. 2
(1997): 139, accessed August 15, 2020, https://www.jstor.org/stable/40172926.
9

Lee Maracle, My Conversations with Canadians (Toronto: Book Thug, 2018), 76.
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From the sixteen narrative accounts of this study, narrative thematic analysis reveals
five resonant threads that stir imagination to shape worldview:
•

storied songs – stories within and between the lyrics and music that reflect
contexts global and local, associated with current realities in the world, and
connected to individual singers;

•

breath of the sacred – the presence of the agency and love of the divine;

•

harmony of hospitality – a welcoming practice that embodies acceptance, values
diversity, and shares leadership;

•

counterpoint of difference – dissonance that dislodges assumptions, accepts
ambiguity, challenges faith, embraces paradox, and heals woundedness;

•

and rhythm for life -- the singing experience as practicing a way of life and
performing worldview.

breath of
the sacred
storied
songs
harmony of
hospitality
counterpoint of
difference

rhythm of life

Figure 3. How does the experience of singing together shape worldview?
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It is obvious in the analysis that these resonant threads each affect the other as they
simultaneously interact. The inter-relatedness of the resonant threads becomes part of the
overall implicit understanding or meaning of the singing experience as they intersect and
become part of the wholeness in which we live our lives with authenticity. I will argue
this is the whole-making potential of singing together.
While in the last chapter I presented individual melodic motifs within each
resonant thread, in this chapter I discuss the interweaving of the resonant threads in
conversation with the literature, aiming the discussion toward how an alternate
worldview is shaped by singing together. In these narratives, the layered storied version
of reality that dwells in the singing space is akin to the in-between space Mary (Joy)
Philip names as created by safe haven combined with a practice of adjacency.10 I speak of
safe haven as relational connectedness, where songs, spirituality, and singing practice
humbly and intentionally aim to embody and sustain unconditional hospitality, and
adjacency as engaging difference, which expresses a commitment to crossing boundaries
of race, religion, gender, culture, age, ability, economics – any boundary that appears –
with diverse songs and stories, opening to encounters with dissonance and facing
embedded assumptions. This study reveals that a community singing space holds the
potential to simultaneously inhabit safe haven and adjacency, which is what creates its
complexity and in-between-ness. The narratives confirm in-between space as very much
alive, for what creates a safe haven or adjacency for one individual is particular and

10
Mary (Joy) Philip, “The Space in Between Spaces: The Church as Prophetic Pest/Parasite,” in
Being the Church in the Midst of Empire, ed. Karen L. Bloomquist (Geneva: Lutheran University Press,
2007), 95-106. I speak below how this is similar to Lee Higgins’ unconditional hospitality/boundarywalking.
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multi-dimensional, and what creates safe haven or adjacency for the collective has to do
with the creative tensions set by context. In this chapter, I observe it is singing in an inbetween space that produces the liveliness, messiness, and evolving nature of singing
toward wholeness.
The discussion below begins with an exploration of music’s particular
experiential way of knowing that explores relationality and agency found and made in the
act of singing together. Then, to further address the research puzzle through the lens of
engaging difference amid relational connectedness, the intersections of the five resonant
threads are considered. I propose that singing storied songs together from the horizon of
wholeness subversively enlivens the imagination by negotiating and performing identity,
relationships, and vision. I assert that when a community singing practice nurtures a
distinct sacred identity of relational connectedness, engages difference as a necessary
resource, and renews vision through embodied witness, practiced vulnerability and
orientation to wholeness shape the social imaginary with the possibility of awakened
authenticity, deepened connectivity, and emboldened solidarity.
Experiential Knowing: Singing’s Subversive Way
One factor I pondered as a result of this study is that the findings reflect singing
experiences on music’s own terms, initially not cognitive thoughts about singing together
but meaning made over time in uniquely individual ways from dwelling in the singing
experience itself. Begbie’s notion that music has its own way of sorting out worldview is
upheld in this research.11
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Jeremy S. Begbie, Theology, Music and Time (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000),

5, 20.
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However, it is important to note that singing’s epistemology does not reject
cognitive intelligence but emphasizes the agency and connectivity that is possible when
pre-cognitive intelligence, natural to the musical brain, is acknowledged. In this section, I
review the relational bias of singing’s way of knowing that emerges in this inquiry and
describe how I have come to see attentiveness to the agency of experiential knowing as
influencing practice choices that shape worldview. Five characteristics of the singing
experience ground the discussion that follows: aural encounter, affective depth,
embodiment, thickness, and performativity.
Aural encounter
Singing’s way of knowing refers to the “privileged channel to our imagination”12
that singing together offers from its sonic, affective, and somatic characteristics. With
each breath, the engaged singer brings the deepest self to be shared in the community,
simultaneously grounding the self and giving the self away.13 Um Menino, aware of this
mutuality, exclaims: “I give myself fully to the activity and together with the vibrations
of others and the presence of God, the music creates what I become!” Um Menino’s
intuitive sense of shared experience impacting him is counter-cultural to dominant
culture’s commitment to self-sufficiency and control. He knows there is no escaping
spatial surround-sound hospitality that locates the singer within the whole. The gift of
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aural “presence”14 is that it invites the singer to be vulnerable, to lean into
interdependence, and to celebrate interconnectedness as a key to formation.
Importantly, singing’s aural claim is not only on space, but is woven with the
experience of time.15 The aural encounter calls the singer to be present to the moment, as
Hinei Ma Tov confesses, “Music is pretty profoundly the best way I know to reach the
moment.” It collapses memories from the past and dreams for the future into a heightened
experience of the present by opening mind-body-spirit pathways that neural plasticity
affords.16 Stay with Us notes that the intensified experience of the present moment opens
him to the presence of the divine and awakens multiple senses as he sings. Awakening to
the present moment in a relational space defies a culture that focuses on endless
productivity and grants the intimacy of temporal sonic spaciousness, encouraging the
singer to dwell in this heightened experience.
Affective depth
While aural encounter collapses time and opens the singer to the groundedness
and reciprocity of the sonic space, the musical brain’s co-ordination awakens emotional
consciousness that creates affective depth. It is noticeable how often heart, tears, and
feelings are mentioned in the participants’ stories. For instance, Between Darkness and
Light II’s story is full of affective depth. He says he unexpectantly “felt” like he belonged
to Inshallah right from the start and that as he sings he experiences “incarnation” through
14
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feelings of God “smiling” and “crying” in the mutuality of singing together. In the
singing moment, there is no separation of God, others, and himself. He also discovers that
singing together teaches him to not be afraid of intense or uncomfortable feelings of
dissonance with familial and religious thoughts; he learns this can be part of his “process
of becoming.”17 It is significant that as a Palestinian Christian he mentions “feeling the
tears” of the Syrian Muslim woman while singing a familiar Arab carol, and when
singing a Palestinian-Israeli song calling for right relations, he recognizes his carefully
taught emotional responses toward Israelis. In both cases, engaging emotion stirs him to
ask, “Why do I hate without thinking?” Strong emotional disruptions are part of Between
Darkness and Light II’s transformation.
Because of the connections in the musical brain to emotional centers, singing
together enables us to “feel” presence and engage the heart as we sing.18 The critical
understanding to glean from the narratives is that affective depth that emerges from
emotional knowing is tied to dwelling in the singing experience and cannot be separated
from the tacit dimensions of embodiment that encourages, as Christopher Small suggests,
the exploration of social identity and relationships.19 Singing together implicitly
challenges culture and spirituality that oppresses feelings or dismisses emotional ways of
knowing, not only stirring emotional consciousness, but forging the interconnectedness of
intellect and affect.
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Embodiment
As a physical experience empowered by breath, singing together naturally
connects the body to intellect and affect which Levitin explains is a result of the
simultaneous stimulation of these centres in the brain.20 Many stories in this inquiry
notice the physicality of singing and, for me, this aligns them with Phelan’s argument that
the body’s intelligence expresses values, as well as “inscribes and creates values.”21 The
narratives of Hinei Ma Tov and Utukufu suggest the embodied aspect of singing is in part
why some find multifaith singing to be risky – it is not just the texts or melodies that are
sung, it is offering them from our bodies – where we live and breathe and make meaning.
Humma, for instance, who sings and drums, notices how Indigenous song “mirror[s] your
heartbeat” and this draws her into a life-giving, spiritually transformative knowing as she
drums and sings with the Indigenous drumming circle. She also notices how the physical
experience of the Argentinian rhythms inscribe values so much so that she claims the
fiesta liberation spirit “becomes part of your matter.” Significantly, for Humma, when
singing is combined with kindness from those of different cultures, she experiences the
body generating knowledge that is healing. In an intimate and primary way, singing
challenges a dominant narrative based solely on cognitive reasoning and provides a space
for the body to potentially create values and an openness to the spiritual dimension that
invite the singer to negotiate identity, to overcome fear of others, and to “un-know.”22
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Thickness
While the stories of the participants point to a combination of aural, affective and
embodied characteristics of singing together that nurture relational connectedness, it is
also important to understand that they reflect singing’s mode of receiving reality, that is,
receiving reality before it is analyzed or interpreted.23 Receiving an experience before
you judge it, as music does, openly welcomes the “polyphonic potential”24 of the
thickness and creativity of the in-between singing experience for meaning-making, even
as it reinforces connectedness. In this thickness, as neuroscience teaches, the musical
brain is designed to create neurological pathways with the capacity to consider alternate
and numerous perspectives.25 This is significant for our discussion. The musical brain
which simultaneously connects mind, body and heart is uniquely poised to disrupt
embedded imaginaries because of its openness to “bothness” that creates the capacity to
“not know,” that is, ambiguity and paradox.26 The thickness of the singing space includes
layers of diverse stories, lyrics, melody, harmony, rhythm, instrumentation, silence and
more, creating multi-dimensional possibilities for making meaning. For example, in Deep
in our Hearts’ story of singing’s “growing spaces,” they speak of intersectionalities and
the storiedness of songs nurturing the imagination to reveal more of the whole and
thereby gradually and lovingly creating layers of meaning from the singing experience.
The versatile aspect of the thickness of the space and music’s way is that each narrative is
disrupted by a different variable – sometimes lyrics, sometimes music, sometimes
23
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difference in faith or race – while other aspects of the thickness persist in anchoring
connectedness. In addition, at a subsequent time of singing the same song, a different
variable from within the thickness could stir the imagination.
The surprising insight for me in the narratives is that music’s way of offering
multi-dimensional thickness undergirded by relational connectedness inspires a gradual
deepening of patience with process and a growing willingness to work with emotional
discomfort or cognitive dissonance and ambiguity or paradox within the shared
experience. Through the practice of singing together amid difference, participants learn
that dissonance and discomfort are necessary to growth, and that the commitment of the
community to stay in the process week after week grants them time, “scanning” time
according to Loder’s transformational logic.27 So many participants articulate that
worldview is shaped “over time” and that each week new aspects of the multidimensional
thickness of the experience impact meaning-making. Importantly, this insight guides me
to understand the potential of singing’s pre-cognitive way of apprehending reality to
encourage singers to trust the singing process to do its discerning work of “becoming”
and to free them to risk being open-hearted to whatever emerges.
Moreover, the relationships that evolve through the singing experience become
part of the thickness of the singing space, as Small indicates is to be expected.28 Hinei Ma
Tov, for instance, discloses that creating music together, over time, helps her feel that as a
Jew she belongs to this dominantly Christian group and can add her Jewish story to the
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thickness. Notably, it is the thickness of the in-between space, supported by the
relationality of singing together, that generates a tenacity to ponder and linger with
dissonant thoughts, which implicitly challenges a dominant narrative of absolutes and
quick fixes.
Performativity
While thickness is a characteristic of singing’s potential for meaning-making, the
narratives in this inquiry suggest the modesty of music’s way of knowing involves
insights that arrive unexpectantly and awareness that emerges from within the singing
experience. The musical brain, wired for relatedness, delights in making connections
across difference,29 which are most often not pre-meditated. For example, For the
Troubles says that singing with interfaith neighbours has been an experience of “peacebuilding” across religious difference which has unexpectantly expanded her
understanding of God. It is the mode of performativity, explored by Phelan as performing
identity and meaning and as “relational exchanges” between singers and with an
audience, which contributes to shaping worldview by feeding the on-going re-configuring
of in-between singing space.30 The liveliness of this kind of meaning-making space is
why The Earth does not Belong to Us calls it a “living space.” In the singing moment, we
become our singing. This is music’s way.
Participants, to some degree, also recognize they are performing a vision when
they sing that is often more a confessed hope than an everyday reality.31 Performing
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vision with body, mind and spirit humbly recognizes sung vision as a call to
compassionate justice from a renewed social imaginary and at the same time continues
the “becoming” process. As Este Momento suggests, we “live into being” our aspirations
in our singing, and with enough repetition combined with living it out in everyday life,
the singing experience holds the potential to become a new reality in our individual and
collective lives. This study supports Hess who argues, “[Music] invites the release of
valued truths in order to gain new perspectives on those same truths,”32 and emphasizes
that the process and gift of the performative is to invite the singer to revisit established
givens and in the activity of singing to “sing ourselves into being.”
Summary
The first response to the research puzzle is that singing in community by its very act,
in its own experiential way, shapes the social imaginary. By performing itself repeatedly
into relationship, the act of singing together becomes an ally to an intention of singing
into relational connectedness. In a society where neuroscience states that cognitive
function dominates in most Western brains, singing’s way of making meaning invites the
integration of intellect with body wisdom and emotional consciousness to shape
worldview. In fact, at the edges of each participant’s story, the generativity of the mindbody-spirit connection of the musical brain simultaneously sustains self and relationship
with others, including the mysterious presence of the divine, establishing relational
connectedness as undergirding the in-between singing experience.
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DIFFERENCE

CONNECTEDNESS

In-between singing space
Aural, Affective, Embodied, Thick, Performative
Figure 4: Singing’s way of knowing
However, as scholars suggest, the powerful agency of singing together can be used
for good or for ill, even with good intentions.33 Relational connectedness can be used
consciously to manipulate toward Nazi-like ideology or religious exclusion, and it can be
used unconsciously as a musical activity that is considered neutral in worldview and not
given the postmodern attention needed to recognize how formative and culturally captive
the experience can be.
Importantly, for this conversation, the findings suggest it is possible that when a
singing practice is set within a loving wide frame of sacred relatedness to the divine, the
human family, and all of the Earth community, community singing’s particular precognitive way of knowing sustains an orientation toward interconnectedness and
interdependence. These characteristics of the singing experience implicitly and naturally
resist and question a dominant narrative of separation and self-sufficiency as absolute
truth. Furthermore, when a practice of adjacency introduces difference and the voices of
the marginalized are embraced as necessary, it will become obvious in the remainder of
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the discussion that singing’s way of knowing subversively intensifies the interrogation of
embedded assumptions in the social imaginary with surprising new interpretations.
To summarize this section, singing together by its very act practices being openhearted and present to the moment establishing vulnerability as undergirding the
experience of relational connectedness. Through shared sonic space and time, awakened
emotional consciousness, and performing bodies, the thickness of imaginative potential
within an in-between singing space declares to both marginalized and dominant singers -there is more!
Engaging Difference amid Relational Connectedness: A Necessary Dialectic
Acknowledging the relationality of the singing act through aural presence,
affective depth, and embodiment, along with its capacity for thickness and mode of
performativity encourages a review of the dialectic between safe haven and adjacency
which Mary Philip proposes. Many communities focus on the unity fashioned by singing
together to create a safe haven. However, without a practice of adjacency, singing
together runs the risk of creating a country club of homogeneity that is driven by
assimilation (love looks like this or faith looks like this) and in the end limits, if not
paralyses, compassionate justice and the flourishing of the whole. Without intentionally
engaging voices of difference (through song and story), worldview can be unconsciously
captive to the dominant narrative leaving marginalized voices unrecognized and practice
unaware of hegemony.34 Furthermore, without a relational vision that is larger than
dogma or dominant culture to sustain encounters with dissonance, psychologists advise
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that disruptive experiences are often dismissed or rejected.35 In this study, it is adjacency
to difference in people, stories, and ideas, along with the constant affirmation of
relational connectedness rooted in divine love, that creates the necessary dialectic to
engage dissonance and excite the imaginative process. In the section that follows, I will
therefore revisit the resonant threads of this inquiry through the lens of music’s way of
knowing and situated within a risk-laden in-between singing space that engages
difference amid relational connectedness.
Storied songs as boundary-crossers
“Boundary-walking” is Lee Higgin’s term to describe the need of community
musicians to attend to the boundaries of their context, or, as Philip advises, a practice of
adjacency in solidarity with those who are marginalized. Diverse songs that emerge from
the joys and sorrows of life and the stories connected to those songs are the base of the
materials of meaning-making in this study. It is clear from the stories of the participants
that songs themselves become boundary-crossers when enlivened with care to unleash
stories, harmonies, rhythms and melodies which fashion a risk-laden in-between space
alive with potential for the disruption of the imaginary.
This study reveals that because music’s way is powerful, lyrics must reflect the
world the community intends to create. As Um Menino testifies, “The music sings the
words right into my heart!” Several participants in this inquiry expect the lyrics to be
chosen sensitive to the values and story of Inshallah, using phrases such as: chosen with
“critical consciousness,” exhibiting “prophetic leadership,” and songs that will “push the
edges.” To lean into wholeness, the postmodern turn demands a critical and post-colonial
35
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review of lyrics, as seen in the spiritual freedom Draw the Circle Wide finds when
patriarchal language is addressed, and in Bambelela’s heightened awareness of
triumphalism in Christian texts that point to “imperial overtones.”36
Much has been written about music and lyrics informing the “polyphonic
potential”37 of a song’s capacity for meaning, however, it is the storiedness of songs that
emerges in this study as an important contribution to the thickness and performativity of
the in-between space, exposing both connectedness and irreducible difference.
Particularly relevant to Inshallah’s singing of global songs, leaning into wholeness means
singing songs that are missing from the dominant narrative in society. C. Michael Hawn
warns that when songs from non-dominant cultures are enlivened, they hold up a mirror
to the local context which creates possibilities of dissonance and discomfort – an idea
which suggests knowing the stories regarding the contexts of the songs matters if an
alternate narrative is to be shaped.38
Inshallah’s process of listening to the stories of non-dominant cultures is
fashioned after Pablo Sosa’s methodology of learning the context, the essential meaning
of the lyrics, and recontextualizing the song to the local context.39 In this way, the singer
has information that has been heard with mind, body, and heart through story and song
and begins to be able to imagine what it might be like to “put on the shoes of a person
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different from oneself.”40 Utukufu speaks of how “a country comes alive” when you sing
its stories: “It becomes a country where people live and breathe, and they have great
things and certain needs,” and Humma speaks of a fiesta liberating story dancing out of
complex rhythms to challenge her Western interpretive lens. There are always people
behind songs, and, along with Humma, many critical thinkers suggest the songs should
not be sung without telling the story.
Furthermore, when songs are set within a sacred story of the interconnectedness
of the divine, creation, humanity, and self, diverse stories and songs are understood to be,
as Deep in our Hearts’ suggests, “an expression of the wholeness that [I] have not yet
lived.” Compellingly, many participants show that when emotional consciousness is
awakened by story in a singing community, “narrative imagination”41 is stirred as the
stories deepen understanding of another’s reality and thereby provide affective frames for
songs. These affective frames feed the thickness of the in-between space and the
interpretive lens that emerges from hearing the lived experience of others set next to
one’s own stories creates possibilities for meaning-making. Deep in our Hearts, for
example, explains that hearing diverse and unknown stories creates room for their own
non-binary story, which is often missing from the dominant narrative. In addition, they
consider stories that connect to songs to include the “grass roots emotional origin” behind
the lyrics and music of a song, as well as the dialogue and stories at rehearsal that
deconstruct and reconstruct a song from people’s lived experiences and current events. In
40
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this study, stirring narrative imagination by attending to stories connected to songs holds
the potential to grant courage to live more authentically by accepting our own hidden
stories, to deepen connectedness by listening to others’ stories, and to sing in solidarity
with the storied lives of others by expanding a vision of wholeness. In all these ways, as
Maracle teaches, “stories help us to be human.”42
If each song is a bearer of a story, in the singing of the song singers become
‘story-carriers.’ In Humma’s life, singing into the stories of Indigenous and Global South
contexts, and meeting people from these contexts, shifts her worldview from being a
“benevolent helper” offering charity to “the poor,” to understanding critical
consciousness and singing in solidarity as an ally. In There is No Child’s life, the stories
and contexts help her live with ambiguity and counter the need to see things as “black
and white.” In Bambelela’s account, the storied songs create resonance with elements of
life that are common and compassion for elements that are different. Bambelela explains,
“They are singing for the world just like we are . . . and they are singing when they
experience difficult times just like we are . . . This opens my heart.” Without question,
the gift of bearing another’s story brings with it a responsibility to learn the story and
reflect on its recontextualization as the songs are sung in rehearsal and in public
gatherings.
A final consideration of storied songs is that difference is not reduced as it is
performed but heard within the strong bias of embodied singing to perform relationality.
An in-between space, where stories of difference are acknowledged and valued, ignites
the negotiating and re-negotiating that stirs the narrative imagination. Sometimes the
42
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imaginary is enlarged, as in Um Menino saying it “expands my heart,” and sometimes a
boundary is clarified, as in Utukufu wondering how expansive she can become until she
is “unable to recognize her faith anymore.” Importantly, singing practice that seeks out
diverse stories sets the singer on a path of boundary crossing and exploring
connectedness without reducing the particularity and difference of the story or song. In
this case, countering the generalizations or universalizing of stories on which the
dominant culture thrives stimulates the imagination to begin to see injustice and resist
platitudes.
Storied songs as boundary-crossers create both safe haven and adjacency that
subversively shapes the potential to sing connectedness into being as music performs
what it seeks. This study suggests that choosing to sing diverse songs, especially those of
the most vulnerable, and tell truthful stories connected to the songs, creates a boundarycrossing practice that pokes away at the unexamined assumptions of dominant culture,
even spiritual traditions, experientially exploring authenticity, connectivity, and
opportunities for solidarity.
Breath of the Sacred as dwelling in wholeness
Importantly, when singing storied songs, worldview is shaped as singers are
encouraged to open to the agency of the inner spiritual realm within the experience of the
rehearsal, and, as Humma declares, “without a lot of rules!” Dwelling in singing becomes
dwelling in the Sacred. Many participants experience the divine, the realm of the Spirit,
as not external, but within the singer and the process, here and now – as close as the
breath that is source of life and singing!43 Whether it is Lutheran Between Darkness and
43
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Light II insisting that “incarnation” is known in singing amid the community, Pentecostal
Utukufu who “communicates with [her] deity” while singing, Jewish Hinei Ma Tov who
speaks of a transcendent experience, or Muslim The Earth does not Belong to Us who
calls the rehearsal “one part worship” where he receives the baraka,44 each is able to
encounter the divine in their own way. For the Troubles explains, “I don’t experience that
we are gathered around a set of beliefs, but that we come as we are and we are welcome
for all we bring, and free to encounter God, the divine, as we experience that to be.”
In these narratives, the divine is both loving presence and disruptive agency “who
outruns all our categories.”45 As stated earlier, Deep in our Hearts beautifully names the
divine as having “enough love to hold all those intersectionalities between all of us and
within all of us.” The breath of the sacred infuses the in-between space with a spirit of
love and a longing for wholeness within and with others. What is critical for shaping
worldview is that when dwelling in a safe haven, the singer finds a growing tenacity
evolves to lean into the places of resistance and discomfort that emerge. For example, Um
Menino sees disruptive spaces that create cognitive dissonance as “grace,” God coming
toward him and aiding him to “see with different eyes,” and Humma finds in an expanded
framework of spirituality that difference gradually exposes and heals the fear of others
embedded in her more exclusive religious formation. Perhaps this is the “thickness” to
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which Westhelle alludes when he speaks of spaces that “hold our attention and entail an
enduring intention.”46
What I find significant for this conversation is that the divine emerges from within
singing at the boundaries of difference as unexpected disruption. For the Troubles has a
deep sense of this Spirited agency, which she names as “the surprise of God.” Until All
are Fed is surprised singing together actually “build[s] the Sacred” as sonic beauty
transforms her idea of prayer and creates a feeling of love and gratitude. Similarly, for
Bambelela, encountering difference in a sacred singing space becomes an on-going
journey of discovery, a way to “practice faith” by being open to an evolving worldview,
rather than defending a static worldview. Importantly, singing together shapes a
worldview where singers see themselves as active co-creators with the divine, embracing
difference as they sing as a path with proposals toward understanding rather than fearful
of difference as a final declaration on belief. As Bruteau suggests, “We see ourselves as
partners with God, even participants in God. . . since God is a living process.”47
If God is “living process,” not only does the Spirit who “sustains and heals all things
into love”48 create a safe haven in the “event” of singing together and the bodies of the
singers, but the Spirit thrives in the thickness of the process within the singing experience
that practices adjacency. In the performative mode of singing boundary-crossing songs,
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the grace experienced is that we are the activity of God49 negotiating difference at the
boundary as the Spirit stirs heart, mind, and body toward authentic and deepened
relationship with God, creation, the human family, and oneself.
The act of singing together with the intent of being open to the mysterious presence
of the sacred sings toward wholeness. When Stay with Us suggests the presence of God is
linked with a quest for authenticity, rather than a static worldview, he concludes his
spiritual experience of singing with Inshallah nurtures vulnerability. In several stories, it
is noticeable that singers suspend judgement they suggest was cultivated in their religious
traditions and instead birth an acceptance of paradox or an ability to linger with
ambiguity when faced with difference. In Humma’s case, critical consciousness is raised
by singing together with Indigenous neighbours, which, for her, clarifies the colonial
remnants still buried in Christian practice; in Between Darkness and Light I’s story, the
religious interpretation of limits regarding sexual orientation is placed in “the hands of
God” while she explores singing with everyone who “loves God and neighbor”; and in
Hinei Ma Tov’s case, risking and struggling with being in a dominantly Christian group
while dealing with the trauma of past experiences of anti-Semitism is made possible
through the singing experience. Many participants testify to their heart opening or
expanding over time, which suggests singing together nurtures vulnerability, the freedom
to release control of the process, and the courage to open to new understandings. In this
way the singer opens to the Spirit breathing loving intent song after song.
An understanding of the divine as dwelling within the singer and between singers
sees difference within connectedness calling for the mutuality of reconciliation. As Philip
49
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articulates, from whatever side we come to the in-between space, there is risk and there is
promise.50 From the view of wholeness and the participants in this study, each singer has
something to learn and something that is required in this living, growing, in-between
space. While Um Menino expects singers of every kind of difference to “expand” his
heart, Draw the Circle Wide finds herself “heard into being” in this singing space.
Difference held lovingly in community by the Spirit singing in the space between
individual fears nurtures the courage to risk, to trust the process, and to lean into
interdependence.
Finally, some participants see that the One who is the source of life cannot be
privatized because storied songs in their particularity combined with a call to
compassionate justice shapes worldview as forms of “innocent” faith51 protecting vested
interests that ignore the oppression of others are exposed. The Earth does not Belong to
Us speaks to the need to sing resistance and There is No Child to reconciliation singing.
Moreover, all the participants reveal stories where singing together transforms
exclusiveness linked to injustice. In these stories, the breath of the sacred as a living
process that sustains a focus on relationality and wholeness cultivates the interrogation of
embedded assumptions formed by religious traditions and dominant culture, moving the
singer toward solidarity with the oppressed.
In my own theological language, breath of the sacred is the Holy Spirit who weaves
connectedness without any need to be named according to tradition but is always
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renewing and softening and challenging towards love. The breath of the sacred moves
“in, with, and under” the singing, so that we dwell in the safe haven where we come to
see ourselves as sacred, accepted, and empowered; we experience adjacency to the divine
and in that experience recognize others with stories of difference are made in the image
of God and are part of the human sacred life story; and we begin to re-story the
wholeness of our vision for the world with a renewed sense of agency as co-creators with
the divine and with a tenacity toward compassionate justice. By opening to a spiritual
dimension that nurtures wholeness, singing together becomes a Spirited pathway toward
authenticity, connectivity, and solidarity.
Hospitality as welcoming difference
The overall intent to welcome everyone to a safe haven where there is a distinct
identity of relational connectedness to the divine, each other, and the world is celebrated
and cultivated in these narratives. Este Momento’s description of gathering with paperless
music as a means to “leaning into ourselves and into our wholeness as Inshallah” and For
the Trouble’s comment regarding compassionate justice being the focus of the gathering
explain well pre-disposed intentions that set the sacred frame of the singing experience to
propose wholeness and relationality. Phelan names singing with intention, whether in
religious, educational, or civic settings, as “ritually-framed” singing,52 which this study
affirms is often communicated tacitly by community practice and leadership facilitation
in ways that influence the negotiation and performance of values, that is, they shape
worldview.
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In fact, hospitality as an intention and experience of Inshallah is described in multiple
ways that show the sonic, embodied, affective, spiritual, and social experience of
welcome and acceptance. For example, Um Menino exclaims, “If you are here you are
part of us. If you are here, you belong.” Furthermore, Draw the Circle Wide claims of her
experience of Inshallah, “Wherever you are in your spiritual journey, your faith
affiliation, your mental health, your sexual orientation – it doesn’t matter – everyone is
welcome, and you never feel stigmatized.” Importantly, when a singer “discovers
themselves as created free – free to sing their own songs, speak their own languages,
dance their own dance,”53 singing together becomes a safe haven and begins to shape
worldview from an affirmed experience of authentic identity within the whole. Sacred
“ritually-framed” singing nurtures a shared identity of being created to flourish through a
community music practice that aims to be an “act of hospitality.”54
Higgins, however, points to the impossibility of a practice that claims
“unconditional” hospitality55 and guides the reader to understand that every singer who is
welcomed to a community will challenge the prior identity of the group.56 It is important
then to notice that the particularity of the stories in this study point to the need for ongoing critical reflection and fluidity in order to keep reinterpreting what hospitality means
in a given context. In addition, as Catherine Bell argues, intentions must account for, and
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adjust to, the situational and ideological dynamic aspects of practice.57 A singing practice
therefore requires intentional efforts to keep learning what welcome and acceptance mean
as a singing community evolves.
While this study affirms Community Music principles of process over product
and participation over perfection as critical to orienting the practice toward hospitality,
one of the intentional efforts emphasized in the narrative accounts as teaching hospitality
to Inshallah is listening. Between Darkness and Light I claims that the attention needed to
learn unfamiliar songs from non-dominant cultures teaches singers “deep listening,” a
practice that changes both the person associated with the unfamiliar culture and the
community. She suggests the dominant culture learns to listen to unfamiliar voices,
rhythms, harmonies and instruments, and that, as a person of colour, she experiences a
collective of white people who “want to hear” and “want to understand” her culture. This
affirms Higgins and Willingham’s proposal that listening “opens up the potential
opportunities of feeling the “otherness” with authentic and grounded perspectives.”58 By
countering the drive toward sameness which turns difference into exclusion,59 welcoming
diverse cultural and spiritual repertoire summons deep listening in embodied and
affective ways that potentially teaches hospitality.
Utukufu, an immigrant from Kenya, beautifully adds how valuing diverse
narratives alongside singing diverse songs is a “huge welcome,” which for her meant
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there was “no shelving who you really are.” The desire of Inshallah to learn her story and
be led by her ends up “breaking some kind of shell” – the shell which she suggests
immigrants put on to protect themselves from being vulnerable to dominant culture.
When Utukufu perceives an unconditional welcome to her story, language, movement,
and song, she flips the whole community’s idea of guest and host by courageously
becoming an authentic teacher while the choir becomes the one to “not know.”60 This
reversal creates vulnerability on everyone’s part and potential mutuality. When the singer
who is not part of the dominant culture is valued and feels accepted, a vulnerable sense of
belonging follows, and when the one who is part of the dominant culture sings into this
welcome, a challenging “process of becoming” begins to provide the opportunity to see
differently and deepen hospitality. Utukufu demonstrates how in a community music
practice everyone can be teacher and learner, and that song, story, hospitality, and
difference are tightly linked. Deep listening at the boundaries of difference counters a
narrative of white supremacy (in the case of Inshallah) and self-sufficiency by teaching
singers to be attentive and vulnerably open to missing pieces of the human story in our
social imaginary.
Furthermore, The Earth does not Belong to Us describes how singing together
inspires a mutuality of listening where “suddenly you realize you are not just listening to
them to get your note, but you are watching them to get your cues of how to be as a
person.” Acknowledging others with compassion, respect, dignity, love, and hope, as The
Earth does not Belong to Us suggests, roots a singing practice in listening that recognizes
the sacredness of difference. Furthermore, the stories of participants suggest deep
60
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listening that acknowledges difference teaches us to appreciate particularity which
paradoxically deepens a sense of oneness. For instance, over time, Between Darkness
and Light I comes to share more of her story and at the same time to see that songs from
her African American culture can be sung by white singers. Her insight aligns with
Phelan’s research that the body as a common singing instrument rejects the “blunt
binary” of your culture/my culture, allowing the creative ambiguity of “bothness.” 61
This “bothness” sings beyond the separation of my song/your song to “purchase big,” as
Between Darkness and Light I says, and discover in our bodies, hearts and minds that
amid our storied difference, “we are all in this together.”
Notably, in this study of singing practice, deep listening is not only encouraged by
embodied hospitality to diverse repertoire and stories, but by the contemplative nature of
repetitive short cyclical songs which focus the singer on breath and body, fashioning
openness to creativity and centred prayer.62 With embodied and emotional consciousness
raised, short repetitive songs make lyrical pathways to musicking together across
boundaries accessible. Hawn’s clear teaching on the role of short cyclical songs to build
community suggests why some participants notice this structural choice of song for
gathering the community, opening to the Sacred, and deep listening to others, as an
excellent tool to cultivate an embodied experience of unconditional hospitality.63
From the narrative accounts, it is clear that dwelling in embodied hospitality creates a
safe haven of presence and a web of connectedness that emboldens the singer to be
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vulnerable and courageous. Interestingly, this influences how the singer relates to the
community: Stay with Us talks about vulnerability enabling him to tame his Myers Briggs
“J” judgement preference and develop the perceiving side of relationality; Between
Darkness and Light I finds feeling included racially within the choir inspires her to
suspend judgement about others and “create community for other people she may have
chosen to avoid”; and Draw the Circle Wide sees the connection between acceptance
(that is, “no judgement”) and her capacity to be open with others. Significantly, a safe
haven that nurtures vulnerability and courage cultivates authenticity and connectivity,
and at the same time opens the singer to the relational creativity of the in-between singing
space.
Furthermore, what is obvious in the findings is that a hospitality practice where
difference is intentionally welcomed, especially marginalized stories and songs,
encourages not only authenticity and connectivity in the singers, but also solidarity. It is
Until All are Fed’s insight that week after week Inshallah practices a compassionate
model for responding to difference. A hospitality practice not only welcomes each person
to wholeness but welcomes each person to seek the flourishing of everyone. Importantly,
in the seeking of wholeness for others, many participants are freed to accept the excluded
places within themselves or to challenge embedded limits within their traditions, families,
and cultures. In this practice, welcome and difference are necessarily intertwined.
One of the surprises of this study is the stories of singers who speak specifically about
gender fluidity and sexual orientation. The Inshallah stated intention of unconditional
acceptance (without specifically naming sexuality) makes Draw the Circle Wide know all
sexual orientations are welcome in this singing community, Deep in our Hearts know
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their non-binary self is welcome, Between Darkness and Light I “suspend judgement”
when her tradition teaches gay relations are sinful, and Between Darkness and Light II
have the courage to address cognitive dissonance with exclusive familial and religious
teachings. Clearly, when the singing experience nurtures an in-between space, relational
connectedness may shift in unexpected ways which address hidden fears and bleed across
boundaries until there becomes a cognitive limit or expansion. It seems that if the practice
over and over again enacts welcome to songs and stories of difference with inclusive
hospitality, as any one difference is acknowledged, there is a window of light that is
opened to welcome wholeness in other ways. From an acknowledgement of
interconnectedness emerges a persistent call to compassionate response to ourselves and
to others.
As reviewed above, the harmony of hospitality holds the potential to expand the
horizon of the community when diverse narratives and songs are welcomed. Open to the
agency of the Spirit as the singer dwells in the in-between singing space, the singing of
songs from different cultures and faiths summons hospitality, nurturing vulnerability and
courage. This openness and risk-taking fashions authenticity by addressing fear and
judgement. Furthermore, an evolving practice of hospitality that intentionally engages in
deep listening to stories and songs of difference inspires relational choices of the heart
and solidarity with marginalized voices as the imagination expands from the sacred
horizon of wholeness.
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Difference as necessary disruption
What is challenging about relational and hospitable space that welcomes difference is
making peace with dissonance which will inevitably ensue.64 Of interest to this
discussion is that according to Levitin, the musical brain is ready for this. It is capable of
considering multiple perspectives, imagining alternatives, and re-arranging
understandings to affect change.65 This is Um Menino’s experience, and he calls
discomfort “necessary” – as mentioned earlier, he claims it is the “grace of God” which
allows his “dysfunctional eyes [to] see differently.”
Psychologist and theologian James E. Loder teaches that when we encounter
dissonance, we have several choices: we run wanting no part of it, for example, we only
sing our own songs and avoid other songs; we object and distance ourselves, that is, we
make musical and textual changes to others’ music to suit our own purposes ignoring the
stories, meanings, sounds, and way of teaching music in the original context; we shut
down from anxiety, as in, a leader who is anxious for the music to be perfect so that there
is no room for discovery and process when dissonance is encountered; or, by contrast,
when there is a safe haven or “context of rapport,” we dwell in the experience, singing
into dissonance to await what comes from the Spirit’s agency in the performativity of the
in-between space.66
It takes courage, however, to face dissonance within ourselves and with others. What
is significant in this study is that since singing in a safe haven bolsters collective courage
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and vulnerability, and the Spirit continually affirms relationality and wholeness, when
dissonance is encountered, vitality and tenacity emerge as characteristics of the mode of
performativity.67 In Um Menino’s case, his worldview is completely disrupted by
incarnational theology in a Brazilian song that suggests the “Son of God, the Saviour of
the world” is found in the face of every child. However, as he sings he wrestles with the
dissonance of embedded beliefs and over time he finds that “the music sings the words
right into [his] heart.” He exhibits both vitality in his explanation of the wrestling and
tenacity as he struggles week after week to discern what he believes to be true.
As Um Menino demonstrates, the mode of performativity allows the music to sustain
cognitive dissonance or emotional discomfort until insights emerge,68 and similarly,
psychology affirms the role music plays in processing conflicting cognitions as it
facilitates a preference for the reduction of dissonance.69 As we lean into difference, our
knowing deepens; our body and emotions remember. As Loder proposes, it takes time
and going into the world to further interpret and integrate this knowing, but it is no longer
simply a mental debate.70 What is apparent from this inquiry is that, over time, engaging
difference within an evolving hospitable singing space yields a community that begins to
trust the process of creativity and becoming.
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One surprise for me regarding the in-between singing space is that tensions with
embedded assumptions within the social imaginary emerge for participants without
necessarily and consciously being addressed by the content of the rehearsal. All of the
participants expose ways their traditions or communities cultivated judgement and fear
within them -- judgement of self and others, or fear of others and God. The narratives tell
of how singing in an in-between space that opens to the breath of the Sacred and the
thickness of the storied songs creates possibilities to explore one’s own social imaginary.
As common singing and shared humanity are noticed alongside difference, Bambelela
notices other faiths have similar aspirations, Between Darkness and Light I notices white
people as passionate as she is, and Hamba Nathi notices older people who treat him with
respect. Noticing and acknowledging are ways to hold difference gently while singing,
and when this happens singing together softens the edges of boundaries and resists
separation. What becomes apparent is that singing’s experiential way of knowing shapes
an “attitude of the heart” that emerges from relationality which has the capacity to sustain
lingering with ambiguity and paradox.71 Bambelela notices that Inshallah’s practice
allows time to “sit with these things that challenge us,” and it is only after a year of
rehearsals that Hamba Nathi feels that he belongs. This inquiry proposes that a growing
understanding of complexity and common humanity is a direct and unexpected result of
singing together that acknowledges difference.
Lest this singing space sounds like it is void of tumult, it is important to emphasize
the challenges of singing in an in-between space. A practice of adjacency is risky in that
it demands a willingness to not know outcomes. Philip reminds us that a thick hybrid
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space potentially yields freedom or pain.72 It is clear that participants in this study whose
racial identities are the minority in the dominantly white group choose risk over safety by
singing with Inshallah. Hamba Nathi confesses it took three years to even enter into that
space; Between Darkness and Light I confesses that she risked coming because of the
combination of her love of singing and her faith. Both these singers came distrusting the
“category” of white people to be willing to change for the sake of equality or inclusion,
based on their experiences of racism. Over time this changed. However, this did not mean
an end to their experience of racism, even within the singing group, but it provided a
tonic and counter to everyday experiences of racism. Important to recognize is that the
distrust of a category of people is similar for marginalized participants at
intersectionalities not only of race, but also of gender, mental wellness, religion, and
indigeneity in this inquiry. What is helpful for my understanding is that over time the
distinction between individual’s actions and categories of people or systems gains clarity
and singers begin to acknowledge complexity.
This inquiry clarifies that the in-between singing space offers the opportunity for the
community to perform itself into relationship. However, the outcomes are not predictable.
To demonstrate the liveliness of the in-between singing space, I will now speak
specifically about two specific categories that emerge for participants as particular
struggles: interfaith boundaries and Indigenous/Settler boundaries.
Interfaith. The majority of singers find different practices of faith as a way toward
each other, not tools for separation. For example, There is No Child, a “cradle Catholic”
raised to believe only Roman Catholics would “go to heaven,” finds a growing “trust
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across boundaries” that gives her a vision of oneness, and Between Darkness and Light II,
as a Christian taught to “fight” those of different religions, finds difference melts away as
he encounters the tears of Muslim women in response to his singing. Similarly, in the
majority of participants, boundaries created by religion are over-ridden as the sacredness
of each person and their song and story creates space to lean into common humanity
without reducing difference, allowing emotional and embodied consciousness to stir the
imagination. For dominantly Christian Inshallah, when difference is encountered in other
religions, as Knitter proposes, a new way of understanding Christianity emerges.73 This is
true in the stories above and for Humma who expresses her changes as explicitly
challenging Christian colonial formation. Furthermore, as many of the narratives attest,
authenticity and connectivity develop from singing inter-religiously.
The impossibility of hospitality, however, is most striking where tensions are
heightened to expose limits, and this is the case for two participants regarding spirituality.
Utukufu speaks of the paradigm shift from Christian to multi-faith singing challenging
her sense of belonging and she ponders that while the frame held wide to include diverse
religions may feel inclusive to some, to her it is troubling that it may go “to where my
faith is not recognized.” Significantly, for her, multi-faith singing is a paradigm shift; it
turns the experience from worship (which it was for many years) to simply a choir
rehearsal. Religious difference that creates cognitive dissonance, eventually yields
choices. Utukufu knows this.
Hinei Ma Tov as a Jew finds Inshallah a “journey of boundaries.” In fact, she decides
to not sing during the Christmas season when songs make her feel like an outsider. Over
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time, however, she also finds the creativity of singing together to move her toward a
feeling of authentic belonging that leans into the unity she desires. What I notice is that it
is important to continually be reflective, as Utukufu advises, and critically review the
collective identity that is being shaped, while at the same time individually considering
what deepens authenticity. As “boundary-walkers” in a Canadian context, Inshallah
singers recognize multi-faith adjacency as necessary (even Utukufu and Hinei Ma Tov
who struggle with their personal boundaries of singing one another’s songs) and
acknowledge the complexity and unpredictability of outcomes. At the boundaries, the
limits of hospitality meets the disruptive grace of the divine creating dissonance, which is
precisely the liveliness of in-between space.
Indigenous/Settler relations. The prevalence of disruption in Indigenous/Settler
singing experiences in this study is telling. The tension between learned bias and new
encounters is palpable. However, in the company of one another, participants report a
willingness to risk leaning into cognitive dissonance as it emerges. What I have come to
understand is that singing with Indigenous singers shortly after the Truth and
Reconciliation Report and learning the stories of residential schools and the teachings of
the Seven Grandfathers created a thickness of stories that accompanied the rawness of the
musical and social experience for the participants.
A powerful example to ponder is There is No Child, where the stories of Mino Ode
Kwewak N’gamowak (MOKN)’s Indigenous realities create cognitive and emotional
dissonance with the story of her family’s negative experiences on the tobacco farm. There
is No Child finds room to consider new interpretations of relationships as she learns more
about the lived experiences of Indigenous people. The embodied stories and performing
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of relational values brought for her, and for most participants, a bias for connectedness
that invites patience with paradox. She remarks, “Things are not just black and white,”
and calls “reconciliation singing” a catalyst for changing her narrower point of view. The
opportunity to sing deep into these paradoxes week after week creates a lively connection
for There is No Child between song, story, faith, connectedness, difference, and everyday
life that she finds disrupts an embedded colonial worldview. In There is No Child’s case,
singing together creates a space for her to acknowledge the complexity of both family
history and Indigenous history, and to come to understand the systemic realities she had
never recognized before.
It is not surprising that singers who encounter MOKN experience dissonance. The
Indigenous/Settler difference amidst singing together tacitly asks singers to unlearn and
relearn history, and “to respect Indigenous spirituality in its own right.”74 As Young
clarifies, it is imperative that difference is seen as specificity and not deviation from the
norm,75 but as the Truth and Reconciliation Calls to Action indicate, this is still an issue
in Canada. Humma very strongly recognizes the colonial role in her formation in church
and society and states with clarity that her emerging critical consciousness is shaped by
MOKN’s hospitality marked by “kindness,” music accompanied by the drumming of the
heartbeat, and spirituality in the ceremonies. This is the intense vitality of in-between
space. In Humma’s case, it is transformational: healing shame, informing work and
advocacy, and shaping worldview. The decolonizing impact of singing together with
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Indigenous song and singers was not something I specifically set out to explore in this
study. The participants reveal how stories and song hold the potential, as Lee Maracle
suggests, to assist Canadians to “get out of the Knower’s chair” and see differently than
the embedded Settler imaginary.
The above examples from within Inshallah’s story constitute missing voices, racial,
religious and Indigenous. De La Torre makes it very clear that in order to deconstruct the
individualism and self-preoccupation of Western Christianity, stories from the voices in
the margins are necessary.76 This study suggests that when communities sing together,
there is the possibility to be out beyond the horizon of the dominant story. “We are the
horizon,” says The Earth does not Belong to Us. We can lean into the difference between
us, nurturing vulnerability within our shared humanity: teaching us to listen, not run; to
see and not look away, to feel and allow ourselves to be confused.
A settled middle class North American population finds no need in the comfort of life
to be in the margins, and marginalized peoples have few places to be heard. This is
exactly why singing together can be gift. It is clear in this study that difference creates
dissonance with embedded assumptions and becomes a resource as a necessary disruption
to stir the imagination and grow beyond established givens that constrain identity,
relationships, and vision.
Life as performing worldview
The resonant threat entitled “rhythm for life” includes thoughts about the relationship
between rehearsal and the rest of the week, public performances, and singing together as
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practicing a way of being in life. This is the “living into being” of a worldview of
connectedness learned in rehearsal that Este Momento proposes happens in public
performances, work, and everyday encounters. Hess, too, proposes that singing together
that holds dissonance gently in rehearsal, and makes imaginative proposals, continues to
be interpreted and tested in the public sphere and everyday life until a resolution or limit
or awakening emerges.77
First of all, participants describe the relationship of singing together and the shaping
of worldview as a process that is not linear or finished but evolving. Trusting the process
nurtures a hunger for deeper understanding that drives the return to the in-between
singing space. Humma remarks, “Each week I come back and there is more to the same
song.” She, and others, comment on how the experiences of the week add to her
Inshallah-inspired practice of critical noticing and openness, often creating ambiguity and
paradox before newness emerges. In addition, Um Menino describes this weekly
relational rhythm as a “spiritual discipline” and Between Darkness and Light II calls the
juxtaposition of rehearsal with his week and life a theological reflection practice.
Helpfully, Este Momento describes how this rhythm works: when she arrives at Inshallah
to “think about the very core of [her] being and what [she] hopes to be living like,” she is
reminded of her “connectedness” to the larger divine story, to others, and to the larger
self, and then after rehearsal is sent out to “live into being” what she has encountered in
the singing experience, returning again the next week with her life experience to repeat
the cycle. Singing together for these participants is a praxis-oriented discipline of
reflection and action that engages the imagination process as described by Loder’s
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paradigm of conscious conflict, scanning, insight, repatterning and proving.78 The
experiences of everyday life are needed to complete the transformational process begun
by the dissonance encountered in singing together. What I notice is that “becoming” has a
time of its own, as indicated by the frequent use of the phrase “over time” and that
participants appreciate and integrate intentional references to world events and other
singers’ stories. Furthermore, the narratives indicate that the rhythm of rehearsal to
everyday life and back again builds an expectation of singing together as a multidimensional event where renegotiating the imaginary is anchored in a safe haven of
relational connectedness that welcomes difference and engages the thickness of the inbetween space, including the contribution of everyday life.
Secondly, it is noticeable that singing in public performance has the potential to shape
worldview, as many participants tell of ways performativity continues to deepen
understandings of imagined insights from rehearsal, breaks the sacred/secular divide, cocreates new meanings with the audience, and further resists the narrative of separation.
Emphasizing the relational character of performance, Phelan calls performativity
“showing doing” and argues that singers themselves are being changed by what they
desire to show. 79 Until All are Fed says that when she sings certain songs together with
Inshallah in public, she feels she is “making a pledge.” She is both showing what has
come to be and what is not yet, enacting an eschatological vision of relationships and
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deepening a personal pledge in the moment of singing.80 Furthermore, Bambelela sees
how singing in public is performing connectedness and being open to relationship, more
than it is witnessing to a particular “belief in God”; Phelan calls this singing values, not
ideology.81 Importantly, as Bambelela notices, when singers of different faiths sing
together, the potential is for individual identity to find its place in a shared threshold from
which to view the world and sing. This enlarged awareness of self does not deny
particularity, and in fact recognizes irreducible difference, but at the same time furthers
the interpretation of the insights gained in rehearsal by testing and giving testimony to
connectedness, which aids the completion of the process of imagination.82
One “showing doing” for Inshallah that comes up in many narratives is performing
spirituality in public as part of the wholeness of being human and the connectivity that
enacts a vision of flourishing for everyone. In Canada, publicly expressing spirituality
breaks society’s secular frame where the sacred is banished or at best reserved for private
spaces. Furthermore, when people of diverse faiths sing together, as with Inshallah, this
study suggests boundaries arise for some, while for others, the witness of crossing
boundaries signals the potential of each religion to work together for the common good.
The organic and embodied nature of “showing doing” is articulated by There is No Child
when she notices how performing in public naturally extends the prayerful singing at
rehearsal to a widened circle. Notably, performativity allows the singer to continue to
open vulnerably to new meanings in the “showing doing” of performance, but the horizon
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expands to include the diversity of the audience who become part of the sacred song and
in-between space. The narratives in this study suggest that breaking down barriers of
private rehearsals and public space challenges a sacred/secular divide and further affirms
a unitive consciousness and worldview.
Singers are not only being changed by what they desire to show and breaking the
sacred/secular divide, but also by the “relational exchange” with the audience that Phelan
argues transpires in performance. 83 For example, when Between Darkness and Light I
sees the white audience singing black songs with passion for justice, it disrupts her notion
of the “white category” potential for compassionate justice, or when Between Darkness
and Light II notices the Muslim women’s tears as he sings, his heart ignores his learned
discrimination against the Muslim tradition. There is a two-way exchange that comes
alive in performance. Este Momento points out that this exchange is genuine and that the
audience can also be stirred to imagine new possibilities of connectedness. Significant to
shaping worldview, when the audience is welcomed into the singing experience and
becomes “co-creator” in the performance’s meaning,84 there is a sharing in the making of
imaginative proposals.
In this study, singing a common song while maintaining unique personal identities
enables singers to propose a social imaginary that challenges separation, exclusion, and
self-sufficiency and makes room for marginalized voices. In these narratives, this was
especially true of re-learning the stories of Indigenous experience in Canada and
addressing Islamophobia, but also edges regarding Judaism, Christianity, and racism. As
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Nishnaabeg writer and educator Leanne Betasamosake Simpson suggests, it is resistance
singing when performing “interrogate[s] the space of empire, envisioning and performing
ways out of it.”85 In the case of many of the stories in this study, “interrogating the space
of empire” is interrogating how empire’s narrative is buried in the social imaginary and
how performativity sustains the in-between space so that new insights potentially emerge.
Singing amid difference in the public realm creates a powerful witness to
interconnectedness and a collective proposed alternative to the perceived certainty of the
dominant narrative.
Finally, one of the most significant observations for me is that participants suggest
singing together practices a way of being in the world, or in Bambelela’s words, “[It is]
preparation . . . for the way I want to be in the world.” Moreover, Between Darkness and
Light I reports that Inshallah specifically teaches a way of being “socially just” through
compassionate leadership and “paying attention to the marginalized.” Qualities that have
been previously mentioned such as deep listening, interdependence, connectedness,
openness, living with paradox and ambiguity – all these qualities – are nurtured and
needed in an in-between singing space and narratives suggest this models a relational
way of negotiating life’s complexities. Furthermore, the tenacity and vitality of divine
presence and in-between space cultivates the same in the singers. For example, For the
Troubles speaks of the courage she gains by learning vulnerability and openness -- she is
“braver” to engage in First Nations relations and with Muslim neighbours; Between
Darkness and Light II speaks of inclusivity teaching him to see the difference between
individuals and systems in interactions; and Bambelela appreciates that the Tuesday
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practice is modelling how to be open to change at her workplace and to take time with
things that emerge as challenging. In addition, evidence of worldview shifts are explicit
in Between Darkness and Light I being able to go out in the world with a sung mantra to
strengthen her in the face of daily racism, Palestinian Between Darkness and Light II
being able to see the face of God in the Israeli, and There is No Child widening her
cradle-Catholic view of salvation to include all people. Through the relationship between
rehearsal and the rest of the week, public performances, and practicing a way of being in
life, singing together nurtures the potential to perform a worldview of relational
connectedness and wholeness in everyday life and in public performance. The agency
that is cultivated by singing together amid difference emboldens action inspired by a
transformed worldview.
A Word about Leadership: Practicing What You Seek
Since this research contributes to a pastoral leadership conversation, it is perhaps
not surprising that throughout the narratives there are observations about the impact of
the authenticity, connectivity, and compassionate justice of the leader. Particular to this
research puzzle, in addition to what is outlined by Community Music principles,86
participants mention leaders who intentionally engage diverse songs and stories, embrace
spirituality, and exhibit horizontal leadership. I wonder how the dialectic imperative of
relational connectedness and difference that has emerged from this study might
contribute to notions about leadership, that is, equipping communities to live with
ambiguity and paradox and dwell in the in-between space until insight emerges. In this
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section I discuss leadership qualities that support singing with difference amid relational
connectedness as critical to shaping worldview.
First of all, the orienting presence of a singing facilitator who consciously
integrates body, mind, and heart tacitly communicates authenticity relationally. For the
Troubles suggests that leaders have the opportunity to be “bearers of Presence,” Draw the
Circle Wide translates this as bearing “an aura of peace,” and Um Menino as freedom
within “a river of God’s blessing.” All participants are surprised to come to a choir
practice and be invited to bring their heart and faith into the rehearsal space, yet the
narratives suggest that when the leader acknowledges the presence of the divine
throughout the rehearsal, participants are freed to apprehend this presence in their own
particular ways. For the Troubles suggests leaders “hold space” for the community to “be
fully present” to each other and to their God. “Holding space” is a Community Music
understanding of leadership that facilitates the negotiation of “meaningness”87; for
Inshallah singers, this includes an openness to spirituality. While culturally the
sacred/secular divide in polite Canadian society often leaves the expression of spirituality
on the part of leadership to private spaces or within Christian denominations has a history
of patriarchal and colonial dominance, the leader who grounds the rehearsal in an
openness to the sacred experience (rather than a set of beliefs regarded as universal) frees
the singer to form an inner spiritual identity that shapes a vision of wholeness and opens
to renewed awareness.88
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In addition, when a leader models an openness to the “process of becoming” that
music invites and the heart capacity to engage difference with vulnerability, this allows
singers to experience the leader learning alongside them. Just as Hess argues, humility
“cannot be taught” but is modeled, received and lived.89 Furthermore, there are many
opportunities in a rehearsal for a leader to respond with vulnerability, especially dealing
with musicks from diverse cultures and faiths. While as a boundary-walker a leader must
be “grounded, centred, and able to navigate a wide range of challenges,”90 this study
suggests the leader’s willingness to “not know” and “unknow” models a vulnerable way
of being in rehearsal that strengthens the capacity of the group to sing in an in-between
space.
The result of modeling is explained by neuroscience as mirror neurons and by
somatics as body-mapping, encouraging the singer to mirror and map the attitude of the
leader.91 This suggests that if the leader brings all of body, mind, and heart to the singing,
and “exudes grace,” as For the Troubles suggests, the community will be encouraged to
do the same. As Phelan’s research shows, much of authenticity is communicated tacitly,
and it strikes me that the participants’ comments on leadership reflect an unspoken
reciprocity. Being present to the singing experience with authenticity nurtures the process
of becoming for both singer and leader.
Secondly, choices a leader makes in planning and executing the rehearsal echo
Harmon’s understanding of leaders who either move a group toward “sharing space or
89
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fencing it.”92 Hospitable practices of the community will be betrayed if the leader is not
welcoming and open to difference. This includes being open to what emerges
unexpectedly in a rehearsal and turning it toward the overall intent of practicing relational
connectedness while honouring difference. Draw the Circle Wide suggests this will be
exhibited in “encouraging words, emotional vulnerability, and compassionate and
listening ways.” Importantly, leadership practices both overtly and tacitly communicate
judgement or acceptance that makes a path for connectivity, or not.
Connectivity is nurtured by leaders when difference is valued from a perspective
of relationality and wholeness. Until All are Fed’s example of Inshallah learning to see
difference within the choir, and being guided to explore conflicting ideas, shows a
leader’s opportunity to be attentive to disruptive moments without trying to solve them,
for the sake of collective learning. Examples like this point to leadership that is unafraid
of dissonance and willing to transgress the rules of practice to process challenging
moments. They emphasize the contribution difference makes to interrogate how a
practice “is blind to what it produces.”93 Importantly, Hess suggests leaders make space
for difference by allowing ambiguity and paradox to linger instead of limiting
imaginative agency by shutting down difference with hegemonic explanations and
certitude.94
In addition, the narratives of this inquiry have come to expect the role of the
leader to develop a practice of adjacency that nurtures connectivity across boundaries.
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Participants notice pre-disposed intentions of the leader that orient the singers toward
connectivity: critically choosing repertoire, opening to the sacred, hospitality to
difference, vulnerability, and vision of compassionate justice. Pre-disposed intentions of
the leader become part of the culture of the singing community, and combined with
embodiment and sonic hospitality, they hold the potential to deepen the capacity of the
singer to openly engage in the singing experience with vulnerability, which nurtures
open-hearted connectivity.
Finally, these participants indicate leadership that is authentic and embodies
connectivity will further shape worldview if it is making choices from a vision of
wholeness and compassionate justice. For the Troubles notices that Inshallah is not
formed around a set of beliefs, but an encouragement to live “more compassionately and
justly.” Importantly, Um Menino mentions that in order to lead from a “prophetic edge,”
the leader must do her own self-reflective critical work. When Indigenous teacher Lee
Maracle argues that it takes getting out of the Knower’s chair to even see where we are
captive to a dominant worldview95and De La Torre cries for Christians to listen to the
stories from the voices of the marginalized,96 both point to the leader needing to
intentionally choose a practice of adjacency for herself and for the community. Without
the in-between space that aims to be in solidarity with those who are oppressed97 the
community is simply a safe haven that serves the needs of the dominant group, which is
perhaps always the danger. It is clear that in order to recognize inherited interpretive
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categories and practice from an expansive vision, the leader’s task is to do contextual
theological preparation in order to create opportunities for singers to listen and learn from
those who suffer and to remain open to being personally changed by embedded
assumptions that are revealed. The narratives and my own story at the edges of
Indigenous, racial and interfaith relationships suggest contextual theology is a relational
task, where the leader must be prepared to risk and make room for irreducible difference
for the sake of cracking open the dominant narrative and speaking the truth.
Participants express that shared leadership, especially with leaders from the
margins, is a practice of adjacency that shapes worldview, and addresses the leader’s own
becoming. To share leadership requires “epistemological humility” as other facilitators
introduce unfamiliar musicks or tell stories from non-dominant cultures or faiths. Draw
the Circle Wide notices the traditional choir structure is flattened, “It’s not about you are
the leader and we are the followers and we know nothing and you know everything . . .
We are all working together.” Between Darkness and Light I calls it “horizontal
leadership.” She explains, “In the choir it feels like we are learning together – we are
learning from you and you are learning from us. You make that clear and you share that
and tell us that.”
Horizontal leadership is both tacitly and explicitly communicated through
personal vulnerability, deep listening, and a willingness to not know.”98 With this model
of leadership, the leader learns to trust the present moment and gives up control of
knowing outcomes because thickness and performativity in the singing will do its work.
Aligning itself with music’s way of knowing, this kind of leadership communicates a joy
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in discovery, cultivates a capacity to be surprised by emerging insights, and opens to
giving up assumptions. Until All are Fed finds this approach to leadership, to creating
outcomes together, teaches the singer “to be awake and aware and watch.” Este Momento
suggests it is “something about trusting yourself [as a leader] and Spirit to move within.”
Shared leadership with missing voices is what Between Darkness and Light
notices as particular to Inshallah’s practice. She describes it this way: “People who may
be marginalized around the fringe” are invited to lead. This invitation, she explains, helps
her experience others “allowing her to take space . . . and accepting of that leadership.”
She speaks of this impacting her social imaginary regarding both identity and
relationships – “a black women can be accepted as a leader among dominantly white
singers and relationships between black and white folks can be socially just.” This is an
example of what Catherine Bell calls “redemptive hegemony,”99 which turns the roles in
the social imaginary upside down, nurturing for others what solidarity might look like
when there is a necessary dance with difference.
Importantly, Hamba Nathi, a person of colour, points to leadership as being
embodied, and I value this insight. As a leader I have a white body which tacitly
communicates values and power. Hamba Nathi suggests, “When music is led by people
of other faiths and cultures, we learn openness.” Between Darkness and Light I and
Utukufu, both women of colour who at times lead Inshallah, attest to this. As mentioned
earlier, Utukufu speaks of hospitality to her narrative as “breaking a shell” that
immigrants create to protect themselves against dominant culture, and Between Darkness
and Light I speaks of “compassionate leadership” that “actually practices what it is that
99
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we say we are trying to do,” creating a space where over time she trusts the community to
welcome her gifts of leadership. Redemptive hegemony exists when practice is critically
reviewed regarding where power resides in society and the choir, and when marginalized
leaders are welcomed. Attentiveness to the agency of embodiment counters a dominant
culture that denies racism and silences vulnerable voices, and, as scholars of the somatic
turn suggest, creates alternate values.100 From the margins, Between Darkness and Light I
powerfully describes this potential, “It is almost like you are being socially just towards
us and we are learning to be socially just to each other and in our dealings in the world.”
Participant stories emphasize how leaders practice a way of being in the world in
rehearsal and embody the opportunity to be a companion on life’s journey. If the leader
is oriented to seeing how she leads is tacitly communicating values and intent, it will
impact the way the rehearsal is planned and how the leader authentically responds in the
moment. The leader either models interdependence, or not. Este Momento calls it
“practicing connectedness.” In a singing practice, the leader has the opportunity to
examine all aspects of a singing practice to authentically embody an evolving worldview
of sacred connectedness that enacts a vision of compassionate justice.
On this narrative inquiry journey, I recognized I too was being storied by the
participants to deepen my understanding of my pastoral and prophetic vocation in this inbetween singing space. For me as a leader, this study emphasized the value of the
struggle of not-knowing and un-knowing, of wrestling with language that opens others to
the inner realm, and of the on-going ethical responsibility to address power differentials
on my own journey to authenticity, connectivity, and compassionate justice.
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Summary
In this discussion chapter, the findings were discussed with care to integrate
current literature in the fields of theology, community music, congregational song,
performance studies and psychology. Music’s experiential way of knowing set the frame
for exploring how relationality through sound, emotion, and body undergirds the inbetween space with a bias for relational connectedness, while the thickness of the
storiedness of the song through performativity invites an integrated intellect-body
wisdom-emotional consciousness response to disruption.

breath of the
sacred as
horizon of
wholeness
storied songs
as boundary
crossers

counterpoint of
difference as
necessary disruption

harmony of
hospitality as
welcoming
difference

rhythm of life as
performing
worldview

Figure 5: The subversive agency of singing together from a horizon of wholeness

By exploring the resonant threads through the lens of experiential knowing,
storied songs become boundary-crossers, breath of the sacred offers a horizon of
wholeness, harmony of hospitality focuses on welcoming difference, counterpoint of
difference is a necessary disruption, and rhythm of life emphasizes performing a
worldview of connectedness in everyday life. Through these interwoven threads, the
subversive agency of singing together becomes apparent. Furthermore, when a
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community singing practice and its leadership nurture a distinct sacred identity of
relational connectedness, engaging difference as a resource to be embraced and renewing
vision through embodied witness, practiced vulnerability and orientation to wholeness
shape the social imaginary with the possibility of awakened authenticity, deepened
connectivity, and emboldened solidarity. The data in this study suggests that singing
storied songs together from a horizon of wholeness subversively enlivens the imagination
by negotiating and performing identity, relationship, and vision. Never predicted, but
always possible, the resulting alternate narrative creates for the singer a new way of being
in the world.
In the final chapter, I reflect on the narrative process of exploring temporality,
sociality and place that led me to understand the complexity of the storied lives of the
participants and the ways in which this research puzzle highlights the interdisciplinary
nature of my own practice. I conclude with a review of the validity, ethical
considerations, and limitations of this study, as well as the contributions the inquiry
makes and considerations for further research.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
Conclusion
It was my songs that taught me all the lessons I ever learnt;
they showed me secret paths,
they brought before my sight many a star on the horizon of my heart.1
By being attentive to details of past, present and future, personal and social
conditions, and the implications of place in storied lives, this narrative inquiry that asks,
“How does the experience of singing together shape worldview?” leads to insights for
practice. I am deeply grateful for the privilege of re-storying “secret paths” found and
made in singing together with Inshallah that was afforded by the conversations with the
participants of this study. Narrative inquiries do indeed “begin and end in the storied lives
of the people involved.”2
In the end, as at the beginning, this study is about imagination. Important to these
stories, when difference is engaged, imagination is stirred from a horizon of wholeness
alongside singing’s bias for relationality. From the stories lived, told, and now re-told, I
have been reminded that singing itself delights in being a process of becoming with its
own relational epistemological commitments: aural presence calling us to know we are
connected, affective depth creating knowledge of others’ pain and joy, and embodiment
linking body wisdom to the experience. When dissonance occurs due to difference,
music’s relational way of knowing first embraces difference as equally part of the whole,
feels how lived experiences are similar and different, and connects body and heart to
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intellect, acknowledging difference in ways that intellect might simply refute. If anything,
through this Deweyan review of experience I have been charged with greater conviction
that singing together holds a powerful potential to welcome and engage difference.
Initially, because my focus had been centred on the hard work of contextual theological
reflection which is imperative to embody values, and opening to an in-between space that
holds complexity, which is this thesis, the pure gift of singing was taken for granted until
I heard the stories of the participants.
Theologically, too, this study highlights there is a bias for relationality in the
experience of singing together that opens to spirituality. The stories lived and told
highlight the transforming action of the divine toward the expansive whole of relational
connectedness. Significantly, singing enables the experience to be not about the divine,
but an experience of being in God; the breath of the Sacred is not external but my breath
and our breath. The divine invitation to bring the whole complex self into the “living” inbetween relational space where singing has its way continually affirms welcome and
acceptance. At the same time, and the heart of what this dissertation has to offer, is the
need for the singer to negotiate multi-dimensional thickness when difference is offered
this same welcome. At points of resistance and tension at the border of each singer’s
doubts, questions, and wisdom, and at the edges of our collective imagination and
established givens, the performativity of singing in this space, becomes a reality of
singing difference amid relational connectedness. The emphasis on unconditional
welcome and not reducing stories of difference in this discussion points to the subversive
potential of singing together to address the postmodern need for contextual theology and
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critical review in singing practice, as well as to kick-start the hard and necessary work of
disrupting indifference to those who suffer.
The aim of this inquiry to think about singing together with the stories of the
participants yielded understandings of how the stories that emerge from singing diverse
songs stir a narrative imagination and how risking the disruption of difference is
necessary to unlock an imaginative gridlock. Dwelling in the experience of singing
diverse storied songs that become boundary crossers while undergirded by a sacred
movement toward wholeness and singing’s way of knowing that nurtures vulnerability
and courage creates an in-between space. In this singing space, difference is engaged
with tenacity and room is made for paradox and ambiguity so that ritually-framed singing
is freed to negotiate and perform identity, relationships, and vision.
In unexpected ways these narratives also address the social justification for this
study. Society’s imagined construction of separateness and self-sufficiency is clearly not
true in the stories about the experience of singing together. When narrative imagination is
stirred by stories and songs set within the loving wide frame of the divine story that calls
attention to hegemonic certainties and connects everyday life with rehearsal, singing
together grants courage and imagination to the task of living authentically in the world
from an evolving critical whole-seeking worldview in the strength of sacred community.
More than conclusive outcomes, the stories reflect lived experiences that exhibit how the
in-between singing space practices how to be attentive to life’s complexity and possibility
by not being afraid of difference, expecting disruption, and taking the risk to be open and
vulnerable. Cracks in worldview frames come in different ways but what is common for
these participants is that singing together inspires rather than generates absolute truths,
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invites rather than demands action, and creates an in-between space for growth and
disrupting givens that models a way of being in the world.
One surprising revelation of this narrative study is that participants over time
learn to trust the process of becoming that emerges from in-between singing space,
trusting, each in their own way, that singing storied songs create “secret paths” to teach
what is needed to un-know and not- know, to be accepted and challenged, and to access
the “horizon of [the] heart.”3 Narrative thematic analysis of the stories turns out to protect
the whole story of each individual as resonant threads are explored, which creates the
opportunity to see a collective hunger for authenticity and connectedness within the
themes. The narrative paradigm helps the researcher to return to the story to interpret the
theme.
What I recognize in these stories is that each transformation described began with
dissonance – not raw dissonance held in isolation, but dissonance held in a community
with predispositions toward the sacredness of all life and an in-between singing space
where spiritual and sonic hospitality nurture vulnerability and courage. In each story,
singing together provides a relational and sacred way of seeing difference and performing
connectedness that precedes cognitive analysis, inviting body and spirit to accompany the
mind on the path to new insights. When different interpretations of realities are
experienced through stories told or songs sung, dissonance creates an implicit invitation
for the singer and the leader to get out of the “Knower’s chair,”4 listen deeply and
vulnerably, and wrestle with traditioned imaginaries.
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In this interdisciplinary study, there are glimpses of theologies of the inbetween space of singing together that are not bound by dogma or the exclusion of
spirituality but are embodied theologies that intentionally allow for experiential
knowing and musicking that intentionally opens to the realm of the sacred. When
agency emerges from singing together at the boundaries of race or religion or
culture and lends courage for the journey or opens the imagination to possibilities
of change, this is doing theology. When singers and leaders begin to trust the
mystery of togetherness and the depth of sacred presence to have a thickness that
will stir the imagination, musicking becomes a sacred practice. This study proposes
that theologies of the in-between space of singing together ignite a courage to sing
bravely into the unsettledness of not-knowing and un-knowing. As sonic, affective,
kinesthetic and sacred proposals lean into wholeness, the performativity of singing
together holds the struggles with difference until insights emerge. The hope of
theologies of in-between singing space is that these insights will awaken love for
oneself, deepen love for others, and renew a compassionate and just vision for the
whole world, but there is no guarantee.
In each narrative account, it is clear that the in-between singing space is
never the same--from song to song or singer to singer or week to week–and that this
liveliness is the promise and risk found in theologies of singing together. There is a
necessary place for the weight of oppressive dominant narratives and the pain
within our individual stories and our world to be felt and heard in song and story
when we are “boundary-walkers.” And there is a necessary place for the joy and
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beauty of difference to be sung and welcomed if we aim to offer unconditional
hospitality. This is the in-between-ness and thickness of the singing space.
Therefore, theologies of the in-between space of singing together come with
relational ethics that for singers and leaders continually emerge. In those
unpredictable moments, we are offered invitations to struggle with and explore the
limits of individual and collective social imaginaries.
Understanding how singing together practices authenticity (claiming identity),
connectivity (being vulnerable and open to more relations), and solidarity (singing toward
the vision of the freedom of all) deepens the implications for my leadership practice in
ways that have been reviewed in this inquiry. The interdisciplinary interests of this study
bring spirituality to community music principles, community music principles to
congregational song, and experiential knowing to theological considerations. While not
the explicit goal of the study, the shared stories raise questions regarding how practice
can continually and more intentionally stir action that lives itself out in solidarity with
those whose voices are missing from dominant society and those in the margins who are
oppressed.
It is important to note that the experience of singing together can only secondarily
be expressed in print – one would have to sing to know. Still, to review what has been
written, storied songs teach deep listening, the breath of the sacred provides the loving
wide frame toward compassionate justice, the harmony of hospitality builds courage and
vulnerability, the counterpoint of difference teaches tenacity and disrupts assumptions,
and the rhythm of life “lives into being” the insights of rehearsal. True to the aim of this
study to seek an understanding reviewed with critical consciousness, this study has
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deepened my understanding that when a community singing practice nurtures a distinct
sacred identity of relational connectedness, engages difference as a necessary resource,
and renews vision through embodied witness, practiced vulnerability and orientation to
wholeness will shape the social imaginary with the possibility of awakened authenticity,
deepened connectivity, and emboldened solidarity.
Singing together holds the fragile possibility of creating open imaginative spaces
where an alternate narrative is shaped amidst the chaos and oppression of systems of
dominance. We so need a love of neighbour ethic, a generosity of spirit, and a collective
vison of wellbeing for the planet – the need is urgent in our time. The stories in this
inquiry have shown the transformative potential of singing together in an in-between
space where narratives of difference are consistently present amid a practice that
embodies relational connectedness. Singing together, in this way, holds the potential to
subversively offer a counter-imagination that shapes worldview by embodying and
performing the persistent hope that as co-creators with the divine and humble members of
the whole Earth community we can live into being an alternate narrative.
Validation
Looking back over the research process, this study adhered to the narrative
paradigm, keeping stories prominent in all aspects of the research and attending to
temporality, sociality, and place. However, as outlined in Chapter Three, it is important to
validate narrative research based on criteria for narrative analysis that confirms
trustworthiness: persuasiveness, correspondence, coherence, and pragmatic use.5 To
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persuade the reader of my trustworthiness, I began with narrative beginnings in order to
weave my own storiedness into the research, claim my complicity in dominant culture,
and present my personal, practical and social justifications for the research. As I had
hoped, the relational nature of Inshallah supported organic conversations with
participants that were open and forthright, and when tears or silence arose I attended to
participants with care and respect. A depth of story emerged as we spoke that allowed
tensions and challenges to be named alongside experiences of freedom. This was the
hope of engaging in narrative research in my dual role as director of Inshallah and
researcher. The final research texts that emerged from the interim texts are rich, and the
outcome of the analysis accents how there is agency in both telling stories and the
experience of singing together. It was an honour to be in conversation and to work with
the stories we co-constructed. For my part, I found writing about leadership, because it
was about my leadership, the most challenging, but as it surfaced in every account it
became necessary to tell that story too to persuade the reader of the relationality in this
experience and the vulnerability of the researcher who is also re-storying her life as
narratives are co-constructed. The question of power relations remains for the reader as
articulated earlier. The reader by this point will have discerned if the participants’ lived
experiences emerged through the relationality of the narrative process as represented in
this writing, if the researcher is changed by the process, and if a witness to wrestling with
embedded assumptions, recognizing experiential knowing, and countering hegemonic
practices has emerged to justify the study.
The second criteria according to Riessman is correspondence, validated by
member checks of the co-constructed narrative accounts. In several instances, there were
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further conversations to clarify meanings or to add insights that emerged after the initial
conversation. The checking continued until both participant and researcher were satisfied
with the narrative account. It became particularly important to check the data that
described aspects of identity that were different from my own identity. At the end of the
process, I now see how critical the on-going member checks are to have credible data
from which to work.
Thirdly, themal coherence is thick and rich in this study. The themes are
interwoven and at the same time particular. The themes of story, sacred, hospitality,
difference, and everyday life are negotiated repeatedly throughout the study while
intentionally leaving the individual story intact. Using a narrative paradigm helps to
ensure that every aspect of this inquiry is narrative and using narrative themal analysis
helps to validate the coherence of the study.
Finally, this study could easily become the basis of other studies, as I have
included a thorough understanding of methodology and the narrative accounts which
were final research texts. Resonant threads from this study could also be used to conduct
studies in other community music or congregational song settings, which potentially
would yield alternate results. In sum, the trustworthiness of this research is validated by
persuasiveness, member checks, coherence, and pragmatic use.
Ethical Considerations
Confidence in attending to ethical considerations in this inquiry was confirmed by
the approval of the Research Ethics Board (REB), but one unexpected consideration
emerged as narrative accounts were being reviewed. It became obvious that while
anonymity would be ensured by using pseudonyms and the removal of identifying
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information, and all precautions regarding confidentiality as outlined by the REB would
be followed, participants by their specific categories (race, religion) would still be
identifiable to at least the other members of Inshallah. Participants recognized this
possibility, were directly asked if they were agreeable to continuing, and were still keen
to be part of the inquiry. This is another reason that member checks were critical, and, in
fact, member checks developed my understanding of the ethics of cross-cultural and
multi-faith research and the need to clarify meanings across various identities.
In fact, regarding ethics, it is continually important to remember, even in the
carefully-followed explicitly-saying-so work of Narrative Inquiry, that throughout
the study the researcher is doing relational ethics and always performing acts of
interpretation. What I noticed in the experience of this study is that it takes a
lifetime to unpack the ways that dominant culture and Christianity have taught me
“to know” in order to make space for multiple interpretations, paradox, and
ambiguity, which confirms that the in-between singing space is a welcome
transforming turn-upside-down space for me and makes me attentive to the ethics
in research when there are power differentials that cannot be left to an REB form.
Limitations
The obvious limitation of this study is that this inquiry is limited to a purposive
sample of singers committed to engaging in community singing in a setting that embraces
spirituality and leans into social justice. In Chapter Three, I previously explored the limits
of the research design to include the small sample size of the total number of singers, the
single conversation instead of having several conversations with each participant to
deepen understandings or explore gaps and places of silence, and the fact that the
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dissertation is a written representation of experiential realities. Looking back on the
process I recognize the storied lives and landscapes of these sixteen participants and the
stories we chose to explore together is truly the inquiry – “people in relation studying
people in relation.” However, as narrative inquiry represents multiple subjective realities,
not objective realities, one of the limits of this study is that individuals highlight identities
that reflect difference in ways that speak to categories of people but there are not
numbers of participants to represent those categories. Thus, this study is very limited in
scope and must be understood as interpreted stories of particular lived experiences rather
than representative of categories of people.
One limit I see differently at the end of this study is the limited amount of
narrative research experience I had when I began. When I look back on the process, I see
how each decision along the way impacted the next step of the research journey. While I
do not feel I compromised the limits of a narrative paradigm, I see the value of research
experience and continuing to review relational ethics to guide the process.
Contributions
This narrative inquiry makes a contribution to the fields of practical theology,
community music, and congregational song from an interdisciplinary perspective,
attending to story and critical consciousness. For practical theology, it considers the role
of singing together as a contextual theological event, that is, doing theology, and
contributes to studies that seriously engage the intersection of music and theology from a
praxis-orientation and leadership perspective. It also attends to the lack of narrative
studies in the field of practical theology and congregation song, offering stories that
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explore the call to live in the “in-between space” in singing practice and challenging
leaders to seek out missing voices.
Furthermore, this study contributes to a gap between the fields of community
music and congregational song theory and practice. While using the theoretical
exploration of Higgins’ proposition of boundary-walking, Phelan’s bothness, and Philip’s
in-between space, this study provides a focused narrative inquiry on how singing together
stirs the imagination to shape worldview and practices a way of being in the world. For
researchers, this narrative study gives storied examples of redemptive hegemony and
deep listening in a community singing practice that affects change. Studies in
sociological imagination and world construction may also benefit from this inquiry.
Further Studies
As follow-up to this particular inquiry, a sample of Inshallah with a larger number
of participants, a second round of interviews with focus groups, or a second interview
with participants, even now, three years later, would yield the opportunity to dig deeper
into themes that emerged, especially the topic of difference. An interesting population to
explore would be those singers who have left Inshallah due to discomfort with difference.
In addition, building on the interdisciplinary nature of this study, studies of singing
communities, congregations, or leaders to explore the themes that have begun to emerge
from theologies of in-between space with theories of community music in this research,
especially the themes of hospitality as attending to difference, experiences of dissonance,
the impact of shared leadership, and performing worldview would develop critical
postmodern conversations in pastoral leadership, congregational song, and community
music studies. In particular, I am curious to learn from those who identify from edges of
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difference around faith, indigeneity, race, and sexual orientation how intersectionality
affects social imaginaries in singing communities, and to pursue on-going studies in how
to decolonialize singing communities and where implicit bias exists that I still do not see.
This study suggests leadership must be attentive to its own limits. Finally, a missing
conversation in this worldview study is the relationship with the Earth community; a
research study asking how does singing together shape an understanding of relationship
with the Earth and all its creatures would extend the relational connectivity and vision of
this study.
While a narrative paradigm fulfilled the justifications for engaging in this study, a
different methodological approach on the same topic, such as grounded theory, case study
analysis, or mixed methods, would yield further insights into how singing together shapes
worldview and leadership practice. In addition, comparative studies regarding worldview
expressed in other community music or congregational choirs would expand the
understanding of how worldview is shaped by singing together.
Final Comments
What I had forgotten in this long dissertation process is what I knew. The
narratives expose that experiential knowing creates conditions which invite re-visiting the
meaning of lived experiences and offer a layered storied version of reality to be
considered. In the end singing together provides a tool to summon the unconscious,
granting the imagination new ways of seeing that shape identity, new understandings of
others that challenge assumptions, and powerful visions that bubble up from deep within
–visions we never before could have imagined. In Christian understanding, this is the
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musical playground of the Spirit, sonically embracing our broken and boundary-marked
bodies, minds, and hearts, and singing us into wholeness.
As I come to the conclusion of this dissertation process, I see that there is one
more in-between space to consider and that songs are teaching me once again. In the
introduction I included two songs that had shaped my social imaginary in different ways,
and I now see that the safe haven of “Accentuate the Positive” can be transformed by
adjacency to the song “Between Darkness and Light” that acknowledges how I have
changed. Responding to the sacred call to wholeness, a practice of singing together
accentuates the positive of deep connectedness and interdependence, eliminates fear of
difference and change, and latches on to vulnerability with room for ambiguity and
paradox in the process of becoming. With vitality and tenacity, a practice of singing
together that seeks to “open windows of light” and “plant seeds of love” across
boundaries does not mess with the seduction of a dominant narrative that proclaims
absolutes, but risks messing with the not-knowing and un-knowing requests of
Mister In-Between.
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Appendix A
Narrative Accounts
Bambelela
Singing together is hope
joy of shared song
witness to possibilities
embodiment of common longing
resistance to closure
habit of singing into being
opening our hearts
A faithful Lutheran all her life, working now with newcomers to learn English as
a second language, Bambelela joined Inshallah “to be part of this thing that was joyful”
and because of her love of music. A founding member of Inshallah, she suggests that her
experience has changed and deepened over the years, realizing that besides joy, Inshallah
is also “a place to bring sadness and look for all kinds of signs of hope.” She summarizes
her experience this way,
It’s singing songs of faith and singing as part of belonging. This group of
people that I belong with, that I’m doing something active and productive with,
seems to make a difference in people’s lives--in our perspective of where there is
hope and in how we can be involved in making that hope real for others.”
Belonging, for this singer, leads to “feeling not alone,” sharing stories, and the
courage to witness together through singing in public. Significantly, she speaks about
witness as more than right belief -- a thought that runs through our conversation, “And
it’s not just a witness to my belief in God … it’s a witness about this bigger picture-about how we need to be open and be welcoming and try to understand, even if we think
it’s different than our own perspective.” She says that singing together with Inshallah
“has really helped me to do that. It has challenged me sometimes to do that.”
She speaks particularly about singing with the leadership from the Muslim and
Jewish facilitators. She explains, “So, it’s not like I’m not aware that there are lots of
differences in the world, but here we are with the differences right in our choir . . . and I
think when I sing this--how does that affect them?” She gives the example of singing a
hymn with her home congregation and noticing how she has been shaped over time to
critically hear the theology by being more aware of how it might be heard by other faiths.
She recounts, “We sang a hymn that we have sung for years, Lift High the Cross, that felt
so joyous and now yesterday I felt like I don’t know if I can sing this because of the
triumphalism . . . it sounded too evangelistic and I’m in a different place.”
For this singer, she sees how singing together across difference allows her to
understand better the struggles within other faith communities. She recognizes that the
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“habit” of singing together over time nurtures in her a desire to “be open to just
understand that there are other views” and helps her to bring the “witness of being open”
to her workplace.
Interestingly, she connects witness to singing laments. She says that the lament
We Wait for You challenged her faith and worldview because she came to Inshallah to
“sing joy!” Now she sees how naming this part of life allows her to sing the “feelings that
are not joyful that we often have,” and to express our active “waiting for these changes
for the better” in the world. She clarifies, “Waiting is not just wallowing, it is already
hope.” She maintains, “We need to have joy . . . but it is good to be able to sing laments
when your heart needs to sing them. And then I think there is maybe a witness in that
too.”
Bambelela finds that a way to broaden worldview and counter the narrative in
society where “everyone is striving for success and to have as much as they can” is to
point to the contextual stories behind the songs, especially what “day to day life” is like
for others. She sees in the stories that “they are singing for the world, just like we are”
and “they are singing when they experience difficult times, just like we are.” She
suggests the stories cut through feelings of Canadian Christians that think “we are the
best” and consequently she says humbly, “This opens my heart.” Furthermore,
Inshallah’s focus “to hold people in awareness in the midst of their struggles” is helpful,
but she feels it also then stirs “a need for action,” and sometimes she asks, “Is singing all
I can do?”
While this question lingers, she holds that the practice of singing every week
keeps stories like those of Indigenous peoples “in the forefront of our minds,” and
teachings like those of Mino Ode Kwewak N’gamowak offering us “a different
perspective that somebody else is seeing.” She emphasizes that learning and singing
together with Indigenous neighbours is about building relationships, not an effort “to fix
something.” An example of how this has shaped her and resulted in action, she says, is
that she is “talking about it more” with her own children.
Grateful to have both a home church community that supports her and the
Inshallah community, Bambelela says that Inshallah “pushes my borders” and “grounds
me” to “spread what I am – to be more aware of what’s on the margins, the edges, and
that’s singing the circle wide!” She speaks of writers like Richard Rohr encouraging her
to think deeper. She humbly speaks of current questions about faith and the role Inshallah
plays to provide a space to wrestle with faith questions and “learning from others and
seeing that their spiritual path is real too.”
In our conversation we talk together about changes over the years and how, at the
heart of Christianity, Jesus is for the flourishing of all, and yet Christianity is often
defined more narrowly. She appreciates Inshallah’s practice “to spend time sitting with
these things that challenge us . . . to go deeper into thinking about how these songs and
words affect people.” She shows her reflective nature and her desire for all to flourish
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when she identifies one question that sits with her, “Is there something that is keeping
others [non-whites] from joining us?”
With care, she describes how she is not afraid of singing with people of other
faiths or hearing their songs because it is not about believing everything but sharing and
connecting with the One who holds us all. She explains,
If they are saying it’s okay for me to join in singing [the song] with them--and
really the thing that I’m hearing is they have the same desire for peace and for
justice for all people as we do, and they have that same desire to have a
connection with something that’s greater than ourselves as well--I think it is okay
to sing with them, to join them in their song. And I hope that they can join me in
my song … but I’m going to be more careful about what my songs are that I am
asking them to join in.
In fact, the practice of singing together, Bambelela feels, helps practice interdependence-how to be in the world with others. She explains,
Sometimes the songs are very hard to sing because of the emotion--it just wells
up. So, I think that’s the other good thing about singing in choir because they can
carry it when I can’t and that is okay. And that’s a good model for the world, I
think, for living in the world . . . when I can’t do my part, there are others that will
continue.
Bambelela calls Inshallah a “spiritual practice” that nurtures and models these
kinds of things, “preparation in order to be out there the way I want to be in the world.”
She finds singers, instrumentalists and leaders are open and resist closure by “trying new
things.” She finds singing with others, like Mino Ode Kwewak N’gamowak, is a “good
example” of what is needed. In all of this she sees that singing together as a spiritual
practice is about modeling being open to change. She says, “And I think we keep
practicing our faith. The way we sing it now may not be the way we sing it next year.
And that speaks to my faith too. Where I am now may not be where I’ll be in a year or
two--I may be in a different place.”
The song that captures her worldview is one that Inshallah has sung from the
beginning and shows her in-it-for-the-long-haul open-to-change orientation to life. She
says that “Bambelela” (in English, “Hold on”) reminds us that “no matter what . . . we
need to never give up on the way things can be better, the way we can help each other,
the way we can support each other, the way we can learn about each other.”
Between Darkness and Light I
Singing between darkness and light
shared leadership inspiring community
common purpose suspending judgement
listening teaching hospitality
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lyrical pathways re-making embedded assumptions
loneliness loved into belonging
across the racial divide
beyond sexual orientation
amid religious diversity
widening the circle that embodies love of God and neighbour
The reflexive practice of this high school French teacher, who has lived in Canada
most of her life and is rooted in a Jamaican heritage and Christian faith, is evident in the
depth of our conversation. Between Darkness and Light I begins, “I thought Inshallah
was just going to be singing, but it is doing a lot more than I would ever have imagined!”
She describes how Inshallah has shaped her in a holistic way: “So really what the choir
has been for me has been a mix of some key elements in my own personal life that come
together in this choir. You know, social justice, music, my own personal story as a black
woman, my strong spiritual core, and then a love of people and being with people. So, all
of it!”
While she talks about many aspects of Inshallah, she never loses track of singing
together as the thread, the glue, the experience that shapes her learning and
transformation. She smiles broadly when she says, “I love music. I love singing.”
However, Inshallah’s intentional hospitality has been significant, too. She explains, “We
deliberately do hospitality in this choir. In fact, it is the best place where I have seen
hospitality done . . . you and other people deliberately show respect, inclusion, um …
people really listen.” And then she interestingly links respect and inclusion to the music.
“When there’s a new piece of music from another part of the world – people listen. They
want to hear. They want to understand. They want to appreciate.” The Inshallah singing
practice is shaped, she believes, by listening, as we learn new kinds of music. She
suggests that because of this, we are teaching singers hospitality; that is, the act of
listening is hospitality. She adds that hospitality is nurtured by “the environment in which
we sing, the ways we relate to each other, the attention we pay to the music, and the
music itself--in terms of the choice of music.”
The combination of singing together and hospitality, she argues, creates
community, which this singer knows well from her youngest years, “In Jamaica . . .
everybody is your auntie or your uncle; everybody is looking out for you. There was
never a sense of aloneness for me.” But reality in Canada has not been the same, “I’ve
really always felt that I was on the fringe and that has brought me a lot of sadness in my
life . . . I caught myself thinking: How is it that I am on the fringe when I am the kind
who just wants to be in there with everybody?”
Notably, this singer speaks of Inshallah creating a “place of acceptance.” She
says that “the spiritual aspect of the music” sung together in a hospitable environment
with a “very mixed bunch” created community at a time when it could not be found in the
dominant culture at work or in the city. She remarks, “I love the strong sense of
community--it feels like a place where I belong to something.”
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In addition, this singer links the experience of enacting a common love of singing
and love for God as a powerful pathway to create community over time that is beyond
beliefs that limit engagement. She has been challenged by simply singing together with
people who are different in some way but want to sing the same love for God and
neighbour. She gives this example:
My experience of my church community has not been one that is open to
dialoguing about sexual orientation . . . There are people in this choir who are
gay, and . . . I have been conflicted for a long time . . . what I’m learning is that
people love God whether they are straight or gay or queer or anything! Human
beings love God. And God created all of us. So, if I can love God the way I do,
then my lesbian friend can love God as well, the same way that I do.
In this singing community, it is apparent that she feels free to take time to discern what
she thinks, and that she suspends judgment, “I'm just going to suspend it and do the work
that we are doing together. And I am trusting that God will make it clear to me.” She is
clear that as her worldview changes, singing together helps her “to create community for
other people who otherwise [she] may have chosen to avoid.”
Between Darkness and Light I gives another powerful example from her Inshallah
story: “White people have certain ideas, like other people have ideas about each other,
based on our experience of racism or prejudice, and I had some ideas out of my own fears
and out of the way that I have been treated.“ But people in a small town where Inshallah
sang shook her embedded thoughts. She describes the experience this way:
And I looked at them [the audience] and, somehow, I had the feeling that these
people, they really care. They care about the refugees. They are here. They just
seemed – we were just so in sync. And I thought . . . you know what, it is wrong
to think that white people don’t care, that white people don’t love people of
colour. I mustn’t think that way. It’s not true.
That was an example, more than anywhere else we sang, that I thought,
“Oh my gosh! As a black woman, who has felt like they don’t want me, they
don’t accept me, they don’t care about me, I wouldn’t want to be among them,” it
made me think--I could be among them. These people are cool; these people care;
these people love humans. And I felt kind of like--okay. Okay! That was profound
for me.
She passionately expresses how being in Inshallah facilitated this experience. “What I felt
was that we as a choir, and me personally as a black woman, found community with the
people who lived in that town.”
Then, she gives a second example of how her ideas about white people singing
repertoire from black cultures changed by singing together with white people. She says
that when she became friends with Inshallah singers and noticed the mix of Inshallah’s
music, she thought, “These [primarily white] people are singing these songs and I think
they care about the message in the song as much as I do!” In this case, developing
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relationships with some of the other singers created a lens through which to view the
racial divide, so that this singer saw the potential for good in a collective of white people
in a new way.
In fact, she notices how the choice of music was part of how she came to
become engaged in Inshallah. She remembers, “The first time that you had us sing “O
Freedom” and there were a couple other Negro spirituals, I just cried because I thought,
‘They are singing songs from my tradition’ . . . and I felt immediately again that I’m in
the mix; that our songs are in the mix.”
This singer has a sense that the task of the choir is to “own all of the songs.” She
speaks with conviction:
They are not just Negro spirituals for the blacks. Everybody is coming together,
and everyone is appreciating all of the music. That to me is the magnificent work
of the choir. It’s not just yours or mine or whatever--it all belongs to all of us. We
can all purchase big. We can all enjoy it. We can all value each other. And our
own worldview, my worldview is changed in that all of this music is mine and
yours and ours--we are all in this together.
She feels that Inshallah embodies this oneness and gives others the chance to be changed
when we sing out in the community. “When we are out there, we are sharing with the
world that we are one,” she says. “We invite people into that oneness with us.”
Her understanding of the choir’s impact grew when she realized the social justice
aspect of singing together: “Later on I realized we are doing social justice work, we are
dealing with charities, and we are paying attention to people who are marginalized--all of
this through the music that I love. It felt like a marriage of two important things--justice
work and music together.” She emphasizes that this combination is “one way the choir
really does affect our worldview . . . through this music we are getting something that as
we leave practice each week and return to our daily dealings with others, we can live
out.”
One song this black woman carries with her is “Between Darkness and Light”
because it acknowledges the darkness of racism. With sadness she recalls experiences
throughout her life, describing the darkness in this way:
The darkness for me has been feeling like I have been the victim of racism,
systemic and individual, personal. And the darkness has been the sadness that I
feel, and I wouldn’t say hatred, but a feeling that if I didn’t
have a relationship with God, maybe hatred, towards the dominant culture. And
so that’s a darkness that I carry.
She also describes the light: “And then the light is this desire to just be with people and
love people and I don’t care about your ethnicity and your colour, or whatever.” By
naming these realities, she says this song offers her a mantra:
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Like sometimes when I am leaving my house and I’m talking to myself I say,
“between darkness and light.” Or if I go out and I experience something, and I
catch myself saying--that’s the darkness, you’ve got to walk this line and you
have to kind of not let the darkness take over and bring the light in. So, it is a
constant battle . . . I acknowledge the circumstances, but I am choosing that for
every white person who treats me bad, two minutes later there is a white person
who opens a door for me.”
This kind of complexity, to hold more than one story, she feels, has been modeled
at Inshallah by shared leadership. She does not believe in “hierarchical leadership,”
although she sees how she has been socialized into it. She remarks,
The leadership that I see that you are exhibiting in the choir is unlike leadership
that I have seen anywhere else. . . . My value is this more horizontal kind of way
of dealing … it’s not just the songs that we sing, the contexts that we learn about,
the environment that we create, but it is also the leadership style that I think really
allows a lot of this to happen. You are actually teaching all of us how to be
leaders in some way. And I think that is different than leadership I have seen
before.
When asked to describe what this looks like, she suggests, “It is shared. In the choir it
feels like we are learning together--we are learning from you and you are learning from
us. You make that clear and you share that and tell us that.” Between Darkness and Light
I calls it “compassionate leadership . . . that actually practices what it is that we say we
are trying to do. It is almost like you are being socially just towards us and we are
learning how to be socially just to each other and in our dealings in the world.”
This singer notices the shifts in her own courage to share in the leadership:
One of the things that I have noticed personally is that you have invited me to do
things and now I feel confident enough to offer to do things. That’s different. I
have not experienced being ‘invited’ to do anything anywhere outside of the
choir. And I have always thought that I have a lot of capabilities, but they are kind
of hidden, and so again I feel like the choir is deliberate about inviting people who
may be marginalized around the fringe.
Her sense is that “the leadership has been purposeful, inviting people, and then the choir
has been accepting of that leadership.” She tells how taking the risk of leading helped her
see that others were “open to allowing her to take space that wasn't given before.” She
explains that while before she didn’t feel like she could “take the space,” now “it felt safe
to push myself in.” Between Darkness and Light I concludes that this kind of leadership
“makes people want to sing! Other leadership can make people nervous to sing.”
When asked about “making space” for the multi-faith presence at Inshallah, she
puts the larger purposes of the divine ahead of her Christian frame. She says,
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I think about Jesus and how he lived. . . these are just people – who love God -they will have to figure out the Jesus piece . . . I am just going to deal with you as
another human being. . . I really do focus on ‘we are one.’ We are going to sing
together. We are going to treat each other well. . . If I can’t sing with you, I can’t
work with you, because I work in a place where people are different, and then I
can’t work with them, or I’m on a bus where people are different--you know what
I mean. . . .
And when I think of the choir, if we asked, “What would Jesus do?” he would
say, “Come. Everybody, come sing.” If we are doing that--that is higher than the
dogma. When you strip away all the dogma--we all just want to be together, we
want to love each other, we want to treat each other well, we want to feel
accepted, we want to have a good time together. And I think that is what the choir
is doing, and that is what people are attracted to. That is
the work that the choir is doing above and beyond--through the music.
For this singer, each person will have to figure out their own spiritual path, but what is
clear is that common humanity, love of God, and love of singing together is enough to
know on Tuesdays at Five.
Furthermore, Between Darkness and Light I speaks powerfully of this diversity
within the unity of the Inshallah practice when she suggests, “The choir reflects back to
us what we could be. . . and helps us think about what we are.” She includes disruptive
experiences as potentially offering insights. She suggests that some of the texts of songs
point directly to this. One of those is “When You Walk from Here.” She says, “When we
sing that song, we are reminded as a choir that we must walk a certain way--that we carry
this thing that we have within the choir--this hospitality, this inclusivity and acceptance -out into the world!” Shaped by singing together, she suggests, we see more clearly our
role in society, and leave to “walk with justice, walk with mercy, and in God’s humble
care.”
Between Darkness and Light II
There is an alternate path to be made by singing together
God in the smiles and tears of the singers
God in the spaces of my mind and heart
holding me, shaping me
beyond inherited hate
Neighbour in the song and story of the Israeli singer
Humanity in the tears of the Muslim refugees
windows of light, planting seeds of love
between darkness and light
A Palestinian-Israeli Arab Christian, originally from East Jerusalem, this young
man has sung with Inshallah since coming to Canada four years ago and has made a
major contribution to Inshallah through his stories about life in Jerusalem and by teaching
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Arabic. In our conversation, Between Darkness and Light II speaks openly about his
transforming worldview that he claims is rooted in singing with Inshallah.
He begins, “From the first day I felt like I belonged at Inshallah.” He describes
the feeling of belonging this way, “It is the music, but it has something to do with
standing next to each other--the community--with people reflecting and singing, and the
beauty even of the kids running around you. Everything going around you--it is just the
atmosphere there. It gives you a different sense.”
The combination of the atmosphere and singing inspires not only a sense of
belonging for him, but also a reflective space and a way to focus his thoughts:
I felt like it was a time of reflection and thinking about my week and thinking
about running my life. Different songs make me think about different things in
life . . . I sometimes find it hard to sit in my room and reflect on my own. I get
distracted easily. I’ll be reflecting and then suddenly I remember I have to do
laundry. [we laugh together] And it happens all the time. But at Inshallah, I don’t
think about anything else. I think about the song.
Interestingly, he notices how setting an intention before singing is often helpful for him.
He recalls, “A lot of times when readings happen, or we sing a song while we think about
what is happening in the world around us, or we think about a special person or
somebody’s needs, it helps me reflect more.”
Furthermore, he suggests, it is both the fact that he is singing and singing in a
community that makes him reflective. He gives the example of singing a familiar Arab
Christmas carol at Inshallah, which is sung every Christmas Eve in Jerusalem:
“It made me reflect on my past life experience growing up . . . it made me know
myself better, because I never really thought about things that I did in the past . . .
Some people think, ‘How can a song make you think?’--but actually, it is actually so
true. I experience it.” This singer is clear that for him “Tuesday is a mid-week
reflection, and then it is a time of singing as well.”
One of the powerful transformations that he talks about is that reflecting in the
midst of singing together ended up challenging his familial and cultural beliefs. He
explains, using an example of a song that Inshallah sings:
Take “Between Darkness and Light,” for example. I always thought I was
Palestinian, and I never thought about what I think about the Israeli side. . . Never.
. . I always thought about the relationship, that it’s bad, like what you hear in all
the history as you grow up listening to things. But, the story of “Between
Darkness and Light,” the song itself, it made me actually re-think, re-see my
neighbour, which is my Jewish neighbour--which I could only see as an enemy
growing up.
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He goes on to describe with passion the personal discoveries he has experienced through
singing this song and meeting the Israeli composer face to face:
It was through this song, and when I met Daphna [the Israeli composer] . . . that I
realized: I am human -- they are human. We are neighbours, and we share a lot in
common. And the fight is bigger than me and them. And we just want to live
peacefully. There are people that want to fight and there are people who want to
live peacefully. And I kind of find myself with the people who want to live
peacefully. I still stand with the oppressed, that’s for sure, but the hatred view to
the other side . . . made me think--Why do I hate without thinking?
He adds, “This song actually did help me a lot. I was going in one direction and this took
me to another direction.”
At this point in the conversation, he hesitates and says, “There’s another thing.
And this is kind of a hard thing.” He then proceeds to speak with emotion about another
shift in understanding:
I also grew up in a place where gays and lesbians are not accepted.
But, actually, being in Inshallah, just being there, I feel like I kind of opened –
I accepted and I felt like I turned completely 180 degrees to the other side on this.
I saw the beauty of everything around me, including this. [I realized] we are the
same. Everything, the same. It was great. That was something big that Inshallah
changed in me.
He clears his throat, and I can see that he wants me to really understand what he needs to
say:
There are so many things Inshallah did actually help me see, and reshape
my thinking about life . . . A big thing is that I come from a place where we
are just set in our ways (he laughs). If you are like me, okay, then you are my
friend; if you are not like me, then you are my enemy. That’s how we were raised.
So, if you are from a different religion--then we should have fight.
That’s how I grew up.
I then hear how the combination of his university education and Inshallah inspired
him to take courses in other cultures and faiths and to ask questions about what he had
been taught about others who are different: “So, it did take me to a place in life where I
want to have a relationship with others; I want to connect more with them and be open to
people and share with them, share our differences and learn from each other. It took me
from one place in my life to another, which was so much different than my family.”
Further to these shifts, he explains specifically how singing with others has
inspired him to reframe his theological understandings:
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I grew up in a faith community where we would only sing Christian songs and
songs about Jesus. And when I first started Inshallah, it was challenging for me to
sing songs from a different tradition. It was wow--it’s not Christian.
Faith for me was--if you are Christian then you are saved by the grace of salvation
and that’s it.
But, actually, being with others made me think about - okay – what about
the others? Are they saved or not? . . . What does it mean to be saved? And I came
to the point where salvation means unconditional love. Agape love. It doesn’t
mean to believe in the person of Jesus Christ as Saviour of your life [in order] to
be saved. But I came to this point that if you love unconditionally, if you forgive,
you are saved. Like in the Bible, Jesus says if you want to be saved, you have to
follow my teachings. And some people took it as you have to believe in Jesus.
But, actually, the teachings are all about love, and even if you become a different
faith, if you love unconditionally and forgive others, then you are saved.
He says very strongly, “We are all the same,” and recognizes that this understanding
changed his faith in significant ways: “It took my faith to a different place. I accepted
more people. I realized that the mission of me as a person is not to try to convert
somebody or make them believe the same way I believe . . . but it’s about sharing in our
work together in the world -- to be life in this world together.”
Before we proceed to another topic, he is excited to tell me about Inshallah being
a place where he sees God in new ways:
[Inshallah] helped me see God in a different way. Some songs when we sing it, I
see joy in front me, and I see God smiling; and some songs when it is sad, I see
God crying in front of me. That was like--something that I realized. I remember
what I was wearing that day. (he laughs) I think it was a cold day and I think I
was going through a lot in my life and I think it was near the time when one of my
grandfathers passed away (maybe the week before or the week after) and we were
singing a song and I kind of saw God crying there. So, it was a different way of
seeing God.
I suggest this might be expressed as being the embodiment of God, incarnation. He is
quick to say yes, but to clarify, “Incarnation, and finding that through a song.”
Between Darkness and Light II suggests, also, that the experience of seeing God
and others differently continues to be impacted by experiences of singing together in the
wider community. He tells this story:
I remember the one night at City Hall downtown Kitchener, and I think we were
singing Laylat al Milad or one of the Arabic songs we sing. I was singing and this
older lady--probably the age of my mom (I knew she was a Syrian refugee from
the way she talked to me afterwards)--she was crying. I felt every single tear
coming from her. I was looking at her and at one point my voice couldn’t even
give anymore because I was exhausted from how much she cried in front of me.
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I’m sure that she would prefer to be in Syria with the rest of the people, but that’s
not an option at this point. She was crying, I think, because . . . she lost some
family and she lost her home, and she had to go through everything, all the
struggle of being in a refugee camp.
I feel like when we do sing in Arabic, the language that the Syrian
refugees can understand, it brings joy to them even if it brings tears. These tears
have some joy – the refugees feel more welcome in a place where they don’t
understand the language that much and they don’t know if they can call it home
yet. . . And it actually did give me a sense of how much there is suffering in the
world and how much . . . we can give.
As he speaks, I am moved by how much the joy of giving and offering hope through song
has become more important to this singer than clarifying a particular belief statement.
This is evident in several of his stories, and also how he understands his interactions with
others. He gives the example of leading the Muslim song of welcome “Tal Al Badru”
with Inshallah at a fundraiser for Syrian newcomers:
When we sang “Tal Al Badru,” I saw the refugee lady [in the audience]--she was
listening--it was joyful for me to see her. She was sitting and singing with me
[from her seat] . . . We made a connection to each other. People thought I was
Muslim, and I didn’t even say I was Christian . . . And always people ask me,
“Did you have good Ramadan?” And I said, “Ya, I did, it was perfect!” . . . It’s
amazing how small things like this can bring joy to people’s lives.
As he tells this story it reminds me of what he said earlier about his mission being not to
convert, but “to be life together.”
The song that he says best sings his worldview clarifies the significant role that
singing together plays as it carries over into his everyday life:
“Between Darkness and Light” shaped a lot of my views about what is my
mission in this life and what am I called to do. Am I called to hate? Am I called to
build borders between me and other people and me? But then, this song came to
me and as I sang it more and more, each time I sang it, I got different reflections
and different things for my life.
I remember I was so mad about the death of the Coptic people in Egypt
and . . . it brings to my mind: how do I do this--how do I open the window of light
in a situation like this--and how do I plant the seeds of love? It’s challenging. So,
this song I always take it with me whenever problems happen. If I’m going
through a lot of things in the week, a lot of sadness, a lot of school stuff, I ask,
how do I still have a place where I can open the window of light?
At the end, we sit quietly together for a moment and then this gracious, humble
young man smiles and shakes his head as he looks at me and he says, “I can see myself
four years ago, and I was so different. And I am still growing. You keep growing.”
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Deep in our Hearts
Spaciousness, “big space,” loving space
to make mistakes and begin again
to hold intersectionalities
to tell stories and listen
to sing prayers together
to envision our common purpose
singing the journey to oneness
to wholeness
with experiences of the heart
In the midst of a career change from elementary school teacher to
psychotherapist, they joined Inshallah. With a lifetime of experience in singing choral
and sacred music, and now as one of the co-directors of Inshallah Kids, it was moving to
see Deep in our Hearts discover new aspects of the experience of singing together as we
talked. Our history together includes an exchange where they invited me, as the director
of Inshallah, to think about my language around gender, specifically around pronouns and
inclusivity. In our conversation, I thanked them for their courage to speak with me about
this and for their grace when I mess up. We agree that in these interactions we are
practicing the way we want the world to be.
They begin, “For the first three weeks of walking in and singing with Inshallah, I
had tears. (pause) It makes tears now.” Attempting to explain the tears, they suggest, “It
touches a more raw, sacred or religious or spiritual, whatever word you want to hold that
with, a more raw experience for me.” They posit this might have something to do with
being “a community singing within a community” that is not made up of primarily
trained singers, but one where “everyone is coming there from a reason in their heart.” In
addition, they explain that the rawness of the experience has something to do with the
grass roots origin of the songs, “There is a different complexity to the meaning when
someone is singing for their own liberation.” They link this to the value of story:
In my experience, the story [behind the song] is an expanding and expansion of
my awareness and of my ability to hold that story. Someone who has lived it has
shared that personally with me, and then has given me permission to share that
story with other people. And all of that gives me a window open into the reality of
somebody else, into the longings of somebody else, and into the joys and the
sorrows of somebody else that I can hold very lightly and very carefully as I am
singing that song.
In their experience, song is an expression of the emotion of the lived experience
of another:
[Song] is an expression of the wholeness that I have not lived . . . I haven’t lived
the experience of the person who wrote the song--and they are giving their
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personal voice to it, their personal story … or a cultural story that they are willing
to put out there for everybody to hear.
They exhibit a deep respect for the narrative behind the song and the potential for
connection or abuse. Inshallah, they say, has deepened their understanding of
appropriation.
There is so much care taken with how the songs are brought to the choir, with
how they are taught within the choir, with the stories that are shared around that,
with the overt acknowledgement that you have been asked to share this song, and
with talking about the struggle to find a Canadian voice within this world song
community. My awareness has been heightened with that. So, when I am singing
or listening in other places, that is a lens now that I am looking through.
They admit that the line between appropriation and sharing a song is complicated. “There
is constant negotiation of where that line is, I think, in terms of who is bringing the song,
who is offering, who is receiving, and it floats, that line floats. And you are right that it
needs to be held with care.”
I sensed a freedom and delight in this singer when they spoke of combining song
and faith. They explain that they grew up with grandparents who were United Church
ministers and that a significant worldview shift for them with Inshallah is that sharing the
songs does not have to be proselytizing or protecting vested interests. They reflect,
It’s me feeling like I can have a bigger space to share me, to share these spiritual
feet that I stand in, that I can take that out and share that with people and have no
investment in how it is received--not even knowing how it is received at all, but
simply focusing on the sharing of that in a wider way. And maybe it’s the not
being invested in how that’s received that’s been shifted. And maybe part of that
too comes back to sitting with those hundred people on Tuesday nights--all of us
coming from different places and different backgrounds with different ritualistic
practices, with different (perhaps not fundamentally) religious belief systems, and
[still] having a common voice.
I resonate with how they talk about the common voice as a space, “a space which is held
large enough, wide enough, broad enough, deep enough, with enough love to hold all of
those intersectionalities between all of us and within all of us.” They marvel further that
the wonderful uniqueness of Inshallah is that people can share things that are important to
them with those who hold differing views.
At the same time, the common experience of “communally singing prayer, and
then taking that prayer forward into action during the rest of the week . . . is a joyful
expression of that common place that we all hold within the Inshallah community.” They
notice that the communal prayer emphasizes justice, love and hospitality, and they name
this commonality by the songs they identify as best singing their own worldview. Until
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All are Fed and Between Darkness and Light anchor their activism and Deep in our
Hearts “holds the belief that we are all one.”
Throughout our conversation, it is clear that an environment of openness and
curiosity, seeking and questioning, and a “willingness to walk with” create experiences of
acceptance for this singer, and make songs like Miren que beuno (Behold how good it is
to be together) tangibly “hold that big meaning of Inshallah.” They are certain that it is
not about how many people are together, but that we “breathe together” and celebrate our
togetherness with the whole world. The message of oneness with all of humanity is even
more impactful when the Jewish song leader is layered into the meaning for this singer.
They explain,
Hinei Ma Tov offered me a Jewish voice that I hadn’t had the opportunity to hear
before. And to not only have it delightfully and so beautifully and enthusiastically
taught and shared, but to touch the same meaning as the Spanish song and the
English Christian text, it brings--it’s making walls disappear.
They remark that this oneness is “the same message that I'm being offered again and
again through different lens and different traditions, but it’s ultimately the same
message.”
Being shaped by singing together also arises, for this singer, from the dialogue in
rehearsal that “deconstructs the song and then reconstructs the song.” They distinguish
between the dialogue surrounding the singing of the song, the song itself, and then the
opportunity for solidarity through singing together:
I am humbled by the fact that I really have only my own experience to live. . . and
so how can I embrace the fullness of somebody else’s journey? The dialogue
gives me that, but it’s the song that holds the wholeness of it. It’s through coming
together for that hour and a half to sing the music that I feel like I am being the
opportunity to sing my walking beside somebody else’s experience, my walking
beside somebody else’s pain and longing and joys and celebrations. In my
singing, through my voice and somebody else’s story, which has been condensed
into a song, I'm then given the opportunity to stand with them.
This singer points to the people who have spoken from their original contexts within
Inshallah: Indigenous, Jewish, Japanese, Central American, and their ‘gracious
willingness’ to tell their personal stories. They conclude: “It’s a place where that
openness is welcome always. So, the song--that’s what it is--the song is the anchor for
everything: it’s the story crystallized and it’s our expression crystallized. The story is the
vehicle for all of that--the input and the output.” They are visibly excited by this stream
of thought, and then poignantly point out that as they listen to others’ stories, there is
room “for people then to be willing to hear my story.” Importantly, they suggest that
these stories all sit within the Divine story.
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Part of the sharing of story is realized, they explain, when the director says, “Turn
and talk to someone about . . .” or when, as often happens with Inshallah Kids, “our
intention with the singing of the song or our connection to divinity” is explicit. They
confess, “This is what Inshallah is for me. It’s that prayerful place where I can touch this
[the divine] and I know everyone else is doing that as well.”
As we near the end of the conversation, they mention the impact of the weekly
ritual of coming together to sing. “I think this practice, the weekly ritual, allows time for
those little seeds that are planted to grow . . . it allows me to have that time and space to
build deeper connections.” They notice the interactions with others week after week, “If
that was once, I would only have a surface understanding,” but they speak compellingly
of how the repetition of the same song from week to week causes the meaning to
“become broader and deeper.” They describe the layers of meaning that evolve from this
practice and then delightfully summarize this way: “And so it becomes a growing place”
and “allows some of the songs to become touchstones . . . and the roots to be planted
more deeply, and the plant to grow larger!” Widening the conversation to what is going
on in the world, they suggest, “There are many narratives happening in the dominant
culture right now and I see the Inshallah narrative as this beautiful, beautiful story that is
not married to an ending, open to the unfolding of what this world needs and what this
world offers in its wholeness.”
They describe the dominant narrative in the culture as one “where some people
are becoming more isolated and building walls and blaming others.” The alternate
narrative they find at Inshallah is a “narrative of hope.” They compellingly describe this
hope as not an “I just wish” kind of hope, but a “my feet are on the ground walking
towards this” kind of hope. They emphasize, “Walking this hope into being. Into be-ing!”
Conclusively, they say, “And that is what the narrative of Inshallah feels like to me. It’s a
big voice with that inclusive welcoming radical hospitality, radical love.”
They poignantly point to their own non-binary life as an example:
It’s you being willing to say, “Sure – I can say soprano, alto, tenor, and bass
instead of women and men”; it’s the seminary saying “other” on the application
form. And that’s just one little me, one marginalized group over here. There are
so many big stories in this world and Inshallah feels like it is holding the space
with the ability to embrace all of that.
It is no surprise by the end of this wonderfully engaged interview about singing together
that they conclude with a sense of wonder saying, “All the bits and pieces get to come
together into one place on Tuesdays--it connects social justice activism and spirituality-and I get to sing this journey that I am on. I get to sing it!”
Draw the Circle Wide
More than a choir
singing with our souls
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God’s loving embrace
an aura of peace, of acceptance, of welcome
risking as we sing
not perfect, uncertain beliefs, questions
drawing the circle wide until all are heard
I am welcome because you are welcome
I often receive reflective comments from Draw the Circle Wide after a rehearsal,
and often in the form of poetry. A mother of five children and a volunteer in the
community, she is very enthusiastic about singing with Inshallah. Over the eight years of
singing together, her kindness and interest in others has shaped the welcome of the
community. At different times she has shared her struggles with mental health with me
and I have watched her actively lean into her fears in our singing context.
The dominant theme she weaves throughout our time is her experience of
welcome and acceptance. She says repeatedly that there is no judgment singing together
at Inshallah, evidenced by no auditions, no demands to believe the same things, and no
negative assessment of the musical product. She is freed by the fact that “you come when
you are able, you leave when you have to, and you attend the events that fit into your
schedule.” She shows her self-awareness when she remarks, “Singing ‘everyone is
welcome’ makes me know I am welcome too” and “demonstrating an openness to all
beliefs means mine too, and my questions, and my not knowing.” She sees a strong
message of acceptance in this practice, “Wherever you are in your spiritual journey, your
faith affiliation, your mental health, your sexual orientation--it doesn’t matter--everyone
is welcome, and you never feel stigmatized.”
Open acceptance is counter-cultural, she says. “It is easy to get caught up in the
stress and heaviness of the world, and guilt and shame,” but at Inshallah, “When we come
in--I feel energies--I can feel that aura of peace, that aura of encouragement.” The culture
of encouragement and gratitude, she says, “lifts the spirits.”
Then she makes me laugh as she says, “When I first started I thought--is this choir
for real?” She laughs too and says, “That’s because it wasn’t what I was expecting. It’s a
spiritual experience.” At Inshallah, she says, “We are singing with our souls.” She
continues, “When you go to Inshallah our soul shines through more than what we are
wearing or what our job is, or what our family situation is . . . so we are all there as souls,
and it’s a totally different kind of feeling.”
Linking spirituality and belonging, Draw the Circle Wide suggests that singing
together at Inshallah is a “place to be heard into being,” and “you feel a sense of
belonging and acceptance for who you are.” Later in the conversation she says it again, “I
don’t have to prove myself or measure up to anything or reach a certain standard.” For
this singer whose mental illness would tell her she doesn’t belong, she powerfully
remarks, “It is really wonderful to find some place where you belong.” She elaborates so
that I understand:
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With depression, just getting to a practice is such a big deal. You might be
continually late because it is hard to get out the door, but you are able to come
because you are not penalized for that. So, if I can’t get out the door easily
because I have too many rituals to perform [OCD], then I can still come, even
though I’ve wanted to be there early. And when my perfectionism attacks me, I
can still come, knowing that I will be welcomed.
Interestingly, this singer feels that challenging the choir to listen and learn songs
by rote counters perfectionism and focuses more on participation and understanding the
message rather than getting right notes. In addition, when singers are invited to share with
someone next to them, this singer finds you both gain courage and hear other
experiences. She feels she has gained courage, and that courage is more possible when
singers feel accepted.
Draw the Circle Wide is convinced that singing together enables you sometimes
to see the world differently. She puts it this way: “When you begin rehearsal you leave
the emotional baggage at the door” and sometimes when you are leaving “your baggage
is taken away on a conveyor belt! You don’t have to bring it home anymore. That is a
really cool thing for me.” She feels that this shapes people in the way they want to be in
the world. “At Inshallah there is an aura of peace that we are drawn to, and we want to
carry this aura with us as we go back out into the world . . . and work on love not hate.”
She describes how the structure helps, “We close with a prayer or reflection and then
share a sign of peace. That’s a really wonderful way to head off back to wherever you
came from.”
When she describes how she has learned to wrestle with songs that might reflect a
differing view from her own, or a troubling word, she sees the link between how we sing
together in all our diversity, and how she then lives: “I just think it is a great training
ground for life if we can learn in a safe place that if something doesn’t quite fit us
perfectly, then tweak it a bit until it is comfortable for you. Then, take that [way of
responding] out into the world where the world might not be as gentle and kind, but you
have practiced it.”
Furthermore, when singing together, she says, you learn to work like a team; this
too can be transferred to our way of living in the world. She explains,
And it’s not about you are the leader and we are the followers and we know
nothing, and you know everything. It is not like that at all. . . It’s more like a
team. We are all together. We are all working together. We are all in the same
boat. No one is more or less important than the other--which I think is so huge in
this society. There is so much of--I have more money so I’m more important; I
have more letters behind my name, so I am more important.
The factors she would consider to influence the meanings she makes of the
experience of singing together include: signing to express the music--this singer finds it
helps occupy her mind, which “if it doesn’t have a healthy place to go, it goes negative, it
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goes ruminating”; singing in other languages--adds an element of “pushing into
something” and helps her interact with others in the wider community; and movement-frees her body. She sees how good it is that others teach us the languages and “laugh with
us as we pronounce things.” Here she says something important about having shared
diverse leadership, “I think it helps us touch the song even deeper, and that they are from
all parts of the world and we are united with song. We really are all human beings on this
earth without all these man-made boundaries.”
When Draw the Circle Wide looks back on her spiritual journey, she notices that
freedom to hold her own idea of God, whether that is in the images of nature or the
gender language that is used, is significant to shaping her worldview.
This one church I went to said “Father God, Father God, he, he, he” as if it was
pounding in my ears. They were going through a time where they were really
pushing that. And I felt that I wasn’t able to choose for myself how I would view
God and I was being told this is the way. I find that God, the Almighty, Creator-whatever you choose is above labels--so for me personally, I envision God as She
only because of my past. So, I see God as She and I find that to me is very
comforting. With the songs, reflections, and the prayers with Inshallah I feel very
free to connect with God in however I see fit for me personally and it’s not
judged, and I’m not being told that you need to see God this way or leave.
I sense the silences behind these words. She mentions struggles with biblical
interpretation and church services where you are told what you should believe. She says,
“I would like to think that God loves everyone no matter where you come from, and so I
find that Inshallah is welcoming to wherever you are on your faith journey.”
A song that has shaped her worldview is Bambelela, which means “never give
up.” She explains, “It’s universal . . . it’s a very powerful song that I think can reach
every single person and they would all have a different story of how that song touched
them.” She mentions how she could sing this with the transgendered person with whom
she was just talking, who feels very alone, or with Indigenous singers, as we did for
Attawapiskat.
Then Draw the Circle Wide gets personal again, “And it is so deeply powerful for
me in the mental health vein, never giving up, that it causes me to cry inside.” She
describes a recent experience, “I found hearing the Mi’kmaq stories very moving and as I
told [Elder] Nancy . . . I was crying because my journey is different, but the same--united
in this world.” She exhibits this solidarity and personal knowing as she signs for me a
verse that she made up to Until all are fed that speaks to mental health stigma:
Until all are heard we sing out,
Share your story, speak your words,
To your life it matters each and every one,
We sing until all are heard.
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Having a place to sing these words together, for this singer, shapes a worldview that
another world is possible.
Finally, she highlights the song Draw the Circle Wide as singing her worldview.
From what she has said throughout our conversation, it is obvious that this song deepens
her passion and affirms her commitment to inclusivity: “I just think that everyone should
be included. There is so much loneliness in this world, and people feeling like they don’t
belong, or they don’t fit in, or they are non-traditional. There is so much judgement.”
This singer’s insight comes from her own journey. “I struggle with loneliness in a big
way as part of my mental health cocktail. Having a choir like Inshallah to walk into
Tuesdays at Five is something I look forward to. In fact, I miss it dearly when each
singing term ends and there is a pause before the next term.”
While singing together offers a common experience, part of the Inshallah
experience for this singer is visiting with other singers. She recounts, “I often stay after
practices and connect with a few words as an opportunity to get to know others just a
little bit more. I have meaningful conversations with Inshallah friends while on bus trips,
overnights, local concerts, and out and about.” Interestingly, over time she sees herself as
valuable to creating the community at Inshallah. She says, “After being part of Inshallah
for many years, I look forward to deepening this sense of community and offering a
sharing ear.”
As we negotiated the final research texts, Draw the Circle Wide made a point of
adding the importance of leadership in shaping experience. She feels that the leader of
Inshallah “brings an aura of spirituality and peace” through “encouraging words,
emotional vulnerability, and compassionate and listening ways.” Expressing gratitude,
this singer explains that the leader’s “heartfelt caring” embraces the choir as a group and
each person individually, reminding [her] that there is goodness, and good people, in this
world.”
Este Momento
Singing layers of connectedness
questions held over time
sharing with each other
stories of diverse faiths and peoples
tearful sung prayers
trusting Spirit to work within
songs transformed into daily witness
living into being, living into community
God’s reign will surely come
Este momento!
A Presbyterian minister, a lover of life and God, this singer has been someone
who has taken many ripples from Inshallah into her ministry and often she quietly shares
insights with me. With clarity and conviction, Este Momento begins, “Singing with
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Inshallah is different than just singing with any other choir.” While there are “a lot of
layers that create an overall sense,” which she outlines quite clearly throughout our
conversation, she says that amid everything there is a “deep desire to be connected.”
First of all, she notices that the “invitations are constantly there for us to
experience a deeper layer of connection. We are invited with encouragement to ‘turn to
your neighbour’ and say what a song means to you, or to try a foreign language, or to
listen to a story about the people behind the song.” She describes the beginning of
rehearsal executed with paperless music as “leaning into ourselves and into our
wholeness as Inshallah.” For this singer, it is significant that “there is not an assumption
that we are connected because we are standing side by side.” She feels that underneath
the practice is an understanding that “if we want to be connected, then we have to begin
to embrace the challenges” that are offered.
In the seven years of singing with Inshallah, this singer has become attentive to
the “becoming” aspect of singing together, both for individuals and the community. She
quotes Muslim singer/songwriter and Inshallah singer Dawud Wharnsby who says that he
has “sung about the hope of being connected, but by being part of Inshallah he realizes
it’s not just singing about it, as if [that hope] is something apart from us, we are living it
into being.” She feels that this speaks to the transformative power present when these
songs are sung in community, by community, for community, “a space is created for the
possibility of transformation, of a deeper knowing, and of a call to learning and greater
compassion, as well as a challenge to act.”
When I ask her about singing with people of different faiths, she exclaims, “I love
it! In a perfect world we would always be together. I think it is a wonderful gift that
[these singers] have brought to us.” She also tells the story of one woman who sat beside
her to sing and said she “didn’t have any faith” and that she was “just working through
stuff.” Este Momento sees that having a space where “there is a safety net that has already
been created … that we are intended to be vessels to hold God’s joy and peace and love”
makes it possible to “live into being” a community with diverse orientations to faith, even
as we hold uncertainties.
Significantly, she remarks that her personal experience of deepening
connectedness goes with her into the world. “So, for myself, I go away from Inshallah
and I continue to live this into being in various groups.” She opens and closes her
meetings of Session at church with song. She speaks about facilitating groups with
impromptu singing, having learned at Inshallah that you can gather with song “without
creating fear for people, to bring them into relationship that’s safe and also a little bit
challenging, but that is going to stretch people.”
Describing her own leadership of song, she admits that there is a risk in singing a
cappella or without a book, but there is also “something about trusting, not just trusting
yourself, but trusting Spirit to move within” that frees the leader and the community. She
explains, “That is what you hope for, and that is what I get fed with when I come to
Inshallah, and when I go away, I can carry a little piece of that with me.” In fact, she
continues, “It opens up the imagination to opportunities in daily life.” She gives an
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example of learning a Jewish song and then being asked to do a funeral for a family
whose children had converted to Judaism and being able to offer this song. In addition,
having learned some Arabic songs, she was able to sing “Salaam Aleikum” with new
refugee families. She puts it this way, “So you never know when there is that little piece
that you are going to take, and it’s going to open a door or create a relationship that you
didn’t know you needed.”
Convincingly, she also speaks about the public events where we sing with the
audience. A retiring minister in her congregation said, “You can’t really call that a
concert, it was more like a witness.” She agrees, “We are not just singing these words and
bringing them, we are living into being what being connected looks like.” She gives the
example of when she first heard Inshallah sing and witnessed the signing of a song. She
noticed how the risk of signing (learning that language!) created another opportunity for
connection that invited someone into the singing.
In addition, she believes that singing together holds the potential to inspire those
who witness connectedness when we sing. She recounts how her host in Lunenburg on
the Inshallah trip to Nova Scotia was inspired by our concert when the Mi’kmaq elder
spoke to see that she “didn’t know anything about [the] local Indigenous people” and that
she could learn about and get connected to the Mi’kmaq too! From this experience, Este
Momento saw the way Inshallah singing events, such as the time in Lunenburg, are put
together “with the intention of creating connectedness where there presently is none.”
One of the questions she realized we ask in our planning with partners is “Who are the
neighbours you’d like to get more acquainted with?” She finds it is the same question that
audience and singers can be inspired to ask.
As a “very private person,” this singer contends that connectedness is not
“automatic,” and that it is counter-cultural but intentionally nurtured at Inshallah.
Just by the fact that when we come together, we start off with some pieces where
we are all looking up, and we are looking at one another, and we are invited to
move out, so it is not just about me. I’m singing and I love singing, but it’s me
looking out, and I then really want to invite and connect. I don’t think that is our
tendency. I’ll tell you for me, it is not my tendency.
However, as a contemplative person, she does expect to be shaped by the singing
experience. For her, singing together provides space to be reflective, “When I come to
Inshallah and I’m listening to what we are singing, I think about the very core of my
being and what I hope to be living like and living into being where I am.”
Some songs are particularly meaningful for her. She experiences the vulnerability
that the music of “For the Troubles and the Suffering” nurtures and sees that it creates a
prayerful response “where we are more fully trusting that Spirit, Creator, God, Energy,
however we see that.” She notices the combination of how praying for the most
vulnerable when “we are the most vulnerable,” enables “feeling our way forward.” This
is creative space. She explains, “It’s one thing to acknowledge that there is pain and
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suffering in the world, and it is another to embrace it in a way that you feel there is
something you can actually do to assuage that, and to put that balm on it.”
Another story about this song deepened her connectedness and prayer. At a
conference where Inshallah was singing, there was an invitation to meet someone new
and ask about their story and their needs. In response to speaking with a pastor from
Liberia, she remembers with emotion:
And there was this need beyond imagining. I remember I was in tears and I came
home, and I looked up where Liberia is. I spoke about it with the congregation
and I’m thinking: I live very comfortably--I have clothes, food, water, shelter,
peace. This man--oh my goodness--and I think that that particular song for me
keeps me grounded and it enables me, and it keeps me humble.
In Este Momento’s assessment of the layered singing practice at Inshallah,
connectedness is “lifted up so consistently that you are going to get connected somehow.”
She feels strongly that meeting others set next to their songs and hearing their stories,
invitations to do the blanket exercise to enrich understanding of First Nations, and
opportunities to sing at places where we explore or re-think how we work with refugees
or our understanding of Muslims--all of these potential connecters “impact worldview,
which in turn impacts how we live.”
Two songs sing her worldview. First, the Congolese song “Malembe
tokotambola,” for which a paraphrase is “We know God’s reign will surely come . . . As
long as we work, pray, and sing.” She explains, “I believe we have to do our part . . . and
this is what we are doing, we are “living into being.” Secondly, she finds the song “Este
Momento” inspiring. “I have people say to me: I thought someone should say something
or do something, but I just didn’t know who? This song reminds us of the Psalmist’s
words – this is the day! I believe we can embrace and make this very moment a time
when something can be done to make a difference.”
Speaking so passionately throughout our conversation to the ways singing
together is affirming and challenging, she compellingly adds one final thought at the end.
She takes her time to say this, and in that shift, I recognize the storied life and
compassionate heart behind all of these words. Este Momento lovingly adds, “It is
healing to know that someplace in the world there are people who are seeing and hearing
and trying to respond as faithfully as they can to do something that will somehow make
the world a little bit better.”
For the Troubles
God’s surprise emerging through
threads woven across time and space
melodies singing connections
bodies freed to dance
stories stirring the heart
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risk, vulnerability, integrity, presence
loving communities holding difference
singing peace
Mentioning the word “surprise” several times in our conversation, this gracefilled singer is very oriented to looking for the newness of the Spirit’s presence
challenging and stirring her heart. “It’s the surprise of God in the midst of it all that keeps
changing my worldview and reshaping me,” For the Troubles says.
Now a Mennonite pastor who has sung with Inshallah for over eight years she
begins by saying, “I think what was most surprising for me was when we started
exploring the context out of which songs emerged . . . I had never thought of the story of
the people whose songs we were singing . . . [this] began shaping me.” She tells the
following story. Her seminary project in 2009, where she learned more regarding songs
from the Congo, surprisingly connected with her congregation in 2017 when they
realized the refugee family they were sponsoring was coming from the Congo. In
addition, some years before, her congregation had learned the Congolese song, “Malembe
tokotambola,” and before knowing the origin of their refugee family were inspired to
sing it again. She marvels,
For me it is the piece of how God has been woven so mysteriously and so
graciously through this story. Why the Congo? I don’t know. I’m curious about
that. But it has certainly expanded my understanding of God in the world and how
I have seen the world. It’s not so distant and fragmented--we are far more
connected than how I used to understand that. The Congolese story has been one
that has been stirring in me over ten years almost!
In addition to the context behind the song, another story reveals the “surprise of
God” within the embodied sung prayer of the Inshallah community itself. She reflects,
“All of a sudden we just took each other’s hands and we just sang, and there was
something about being joined together that somehow we were making peace in the midst
of our singing.” Singing together matters, she feels. “There is something formative--we
are all in this together, we are not just our single entities.”
For the Troubles adds that the growing sense of community within Inshallah
nurtures freedom, including “learning to be more expressive through my body,” and this
nurtures “risk-taking and vulnerability” which she “takes back into life and ministry.”
She remarks, “I am braver to try some things in my own leadership context, because it’s
the practice that builds that up within me, I would say. I just feel far more . . . free in that
way.” This singer concludes that the courage and freedom she gains by singing with
others is in part because it is a regular personal and collective experience of risk-taking
and vulnerability.
Interestingly, while it is a formative spiritual experience, her insight about singing
together with Inshallah is that it is “not centred around a set of beliefs,” but rather an
encouragement “to live more compassionately and justly.” She explains, ”I don’t
experience that we are gathered around a set of beliefs, but that we come as we are and
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we are welcome for all we bring, and we are free to encounter God, the divine, as we
experience that to be.” For this singer, who is a pastor, singing together with Inshallah is
a time when she is free to fully enter in: “The Tuesday nights is about a worship service
for me. I don’t have to be in charge.”
When asked about the “how” of being shaped by singing together in the midst of
this “worship experience,” she mentions several elements: bringing world events into our
time together, building community through sharing stories and group trips, and even “the
humility around getting our tongue around some very challenging languages.” She
believes breaking down barriers and assumptions for herself and the whole group has
been a result of singing together with other faiths. She sees how it has enriched her own
faith, “The hospitality that is extended to all, I think, comes through. And I think the gift
is that we recognize that we have far more in common than differences. It’s that act of
peace-building . . . it helps expand my experience with God or how I’ve understood God-a lot of things. It has been far more broadening than anything.”
Singing together outside of rehearsal, she believes, is also about peace-building.
There is no longer a division between sacred and secular:
I think of when Inshallah sang at Peggy’s Cove and we sang, “The Peace of the
Earth be with You” . . . Singing it there with water and sky and rock and
lighthouse and a community that didn’t know who we are and we didn’t know
who they are and watching them join in--that was significant around the peacebuilding piece for me. I think that is a piece I keep living into.
For the Troubles continually makes links between her experiences, whether it is in
rehearsal, her church, or singing in public, and how these experiences impact and shape
her own life. She reflects on this particular song and says that it connects to “where there
are broken relationships in my own life.” She is clear that singing it together “has been
far more than a song--it has been a deep prayer--very much a deep prayer.”
With conviction, she gives several examples where singing together enacts the
hope expressed in the song. She says that as we sing “Christ our peace, you break down
the walls that divide us” with the Indigenous drumming circle or the West African group,
“We are not just singing that, we are embodying that.” She has deep insight into this,
“When the narrative of the culture is so fragmented, we continue to hear the call ‘we are
one’ in the song.” She feels the same when we sing, “Deep in our hearts there is a
common vision, a common song, a common story.” She finds these songs challenge her
spiritual life and give her words to pray when there are none.
For this singer who is beginning to relearn the history of Canada, a significant
impact has been learning to hold the complexity of Indigenous-Settler relations. As she
has learned more through singing together with Mino Ode Kwewak N’gamowak and still
connects with non-Indigenous people who carry strong negative feelings about
Indigenous relations, it is complicated. She is able to see the need for more learning and
says, “And so I hold the animosity and distrust that is there alongside my learning . . . and
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then wonder what are the teaching moments that I could even bring to my congregation
around that.” She recounts the same “holding” with encounters with Muslim artists who
speak the “hard word” that is needed for non-Muslims to hear. She is grateful for the
relationships that Inshallah has nurtured with both Indigenous and Muslim communities
that have given her pathways to begin “drawing the circle wider” in her ministry.
Singing songs which are prayers help this singer consciously hold the
complexities of life. She speaks of her “heart” song, “For the Troubles and the Sufferings
of the World,” as offering this. She recounts, “I often use the words ‘We pray for peace,
the blessed peace that comes with making justice’ in congregational prayers, but there is
something that touches a deep place in me when we sing that song because it
encompasses so much--the troubles and the sufferings of the world.”
What is true for this singer is that through Inshallah and her experience of deepening the
prayer and justice connection, she has also deepened her understanding of the
foundations of her own tradition. She reflects, “The peace-making and justice, that is so
connected with my Mennonite identity and theology.”
To all of these thoughts about being shaped by singing together, she ends with an
intentional comment about leadership, which is no surprise as this is what she herself
studies. She asks it as a question: “Do you know that you are Inshallah’s pastor?” She
goes on to say that leadership shapes worldview. Leadership that “exudes grace” shapes
others to do the same. “When we see integrity and presence, it invites us to live into it . . .
It’s not technique, but it is identity and integrity and authenticity.” In her own wise
gentle-strong pastoral way she offers a word to me and speaks to the possibilities
effective leadership shapes in others, “You are ministering out of your giftedness and
who you are. You are there in your integrity and that invites us to be there in our own
integrity too. You are present, your gracious stance inviting us to be fully present with
one another and with our God. Thank you for holding space open for the Spirit of God to
freely move.”
Hamba Nathi
The journey is long
when race and age make barriers
but singing and drumming
with a strange white and older family
offers a healing balm, a new beginning
where harmony embodies community
and difference teaches openness
for the sake of walking together
As a vibrant young man with a resonant voice and a love of drumming and
leading global song, in one short year Hamba Nathi speaks of becoming a part of the
Inshallah “family.” As he explores with me how singing together has shaped his
worldview, he speaks of his background in music-making, his faith as a way of life in his
family, his decision to not do a music degree, and at times he identifies his experience as
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that of a person of colour. The thread that weaves through our conversation is a sense of
gratitude and humility for the opportunity to sing and drum, to teach and learn, and to
begin again.
With openness, he remarks that his hesitant beginning with Inshallah was fueled
by age and racial difference, and with musical “all-or-nothing” fears. It took him over
three years to join Inshallah. He says that his fears had been shaped in part by an
American small-town experience where his family and “an adopted kid” were the only
people of colour in town and he was a teenager trying to fit in. He names the move from a
multicultural city to that small-town experience as leaving remnants of “bitterness”
within him, and a view of white people as unable to be open to difference. These feelings,
combined with his hesitancy to get back into music, and his age compared to the older
Inshallah singers, made accepting the invitation to sing with Inshallah a risk. He says, “I
felt a little insecure about making myself vulnerable again, because when I’m playing
music and singing -- that’s when I’m the most vulnerable.” I can see from his tone of
voice and his face that his story expresses a wound that was rooted in a deep longing to
be accepted for who he is. He speaks quietly and I recognize the importance of his words,
“This has been so refreshing. Getting to come here [after six years in that small town.] I
now know that a small handful of people are not always the representation of everyone
else, [but] it’s really hard to see that sometimes if that is all you are seeing for years.” He
pauses and then remarks with a smile that a year later, after he did “step in,” he doesn’t
even think about the difference of age or race, “We are just a bunch of people, people
coming together.”
This shift in seeing Inshallah differently happened, he says, because other
musicians were receptive, open, helpful, and open to creativity. More than that, they
accepted him and gave him confidence. He recalls, “Part of me when I walked in
thought--What am I doing? I’m the youngest kid in this group of older musicians! . . . It
was extremely humbling.” He speaks clearly about his Inshallah experience,
It has been a community where I can express myself--in the most comfortable
way--with people I would never ever expect it . . . It’s a learning experience. It’s a
time when I can teach something and I can share. But the way the music happens
and the way those educational moments happen so organically--it’s really cool.
Enjoying both drumming and singing, he observes how the band members model
a willingness to learn from each other. He comments on two of them, “It’s really funny to
watch their brains work because they’ll just toss ideas back and forth.” He finds that the
openness to creativity communicates openness to ideas and participation. Also, when he
experiences the same songs he has sung with another group, he notes that he has to be
open to doing things differently, which he describes as “not disruptive,” but demanding
openness.
I notice how committed this singer is to the idea that the music itself creates
openness. “Music is more than words,” he says. “Music is harmony.” Beautiful words are
important, he suggests, but “something has to move me through the harmony.” He
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emphasizes that it is important to “let the music speak.” The harmony, he explains,
“embodies the community we seek.” One example he gives of creating harmony is when
we sing together “Between Darkness and Light,” having been taught by a Muslim singersongwriter or an Arab who is his age. He suggests that when we are “led by people of
other faiths and cultures, we learn openness.” He also believes this teaches us to put
others first, which he sees as congruent with the Christian worldview on which he was
raised.
As we continue to talk, I notice how easy our exchange is, which speaks to me of
his open heart. It is not surprising to me when he, then, speaks of Inshallah as “a family
that embodies the word community.” He suggests that Inshallah is about “the things
we’ve done and the relationships we’ve built.” Furthermore, he describes his experience
of Inshallah as his “zen place where I can feel peace.” He continues, “That’s how I feel
now when I’m sitting with the djembe on Tuesday nights. I wish it could be longer.”
When I ask what song speaks his worldview, he names a few and then talks about
“Hamba Nathi” (Come walk with us, the journey is long). It is a South African freedom
song that he leads at Inshallah. It is a great example of his love of African harmonies and
percussive freedom, but given our conversation, I hear also his own lived experience,
even in his short lifetime, of the long journey to inclusivity and belonging.
At the end of the conversation, he tells a poignant story of being with other
musicians of colour leading music at a conference in Virginia. These young people were
feeling the impact of the racial difference in a completely white conference and a town
filled with Confederate statues. In addition, while shopping in town they found Ku Klux
Klan memorabilia being sold. He describes how in response to seeing these items, they
began humming and then singing “Hamba Nathi” in the store. Surprisingly, the
storekeeper, having appreciated the singing, and hearing their feelings about the KKK
material, put all the merchandise away. He recalls how that made him feel, “It was hard
to see [the racial difference]. It was hard to be there to do that conference, but that
moment in the antique shop, that made it! . . . We moved these people.”
This moving story connects with an earlier comment this singer made about the
importance of being part of a community that strengthens each other to speak out or sing
out. He finds this with Inshallah, “It’s a community choir, so when we can do things out
in the community and actually engage people, I think that is really important.”
I am inspired by the hope that Hamba Nathi has for Inshallah:
[Inshallah’s] not 50 percent people of colour, but it’s 75 percent global music that
we are doing . . . As much as I would like to have more people of colour – it will
happen. It’s going to happen [because] we’re being intentional about the message;
. . . you’re being intentional about that message that you are sharing.
In articulating his dream, and seeing the role of intentionality, this singer exhibits how he
has grown and been shaped in a safe space where he can be himself and make music in
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community. He concludes, “Inshallah is the best thing that has happened to me since
coming to Canada. For sure.”
Hinei Ma Tov
As love sings at the boundaries
with a heart for others
and the ruach of the Jewish soul merges
with transcendent moments
the deep unity of belonging
blossoms into our sweetest selves
We met initially through a mutual friend who knew we both were women of faith
that loved music. She is Jewish; I am Christian. She is a retired early literacy/special
education teacher and teacher leader, and a member of Temple Shalom, a Reformed
Jewish synagogue in Waterloo. From her earliest years, HInei Ma Tov “was always a
song nut, and a song leader.” She is full of joy and passion when she teaches the Jewish
songs to Inshallah; I am grateful that she is willing to share something more of her
personal experience of singing together.
As we begin, she offers an honest reflection on her year and a half experience of
singing with Inshallah as “an on-going journey of boundaries and finding out what feels
comfortable . . . and wonderful.” She describes her first impressions: “It was shaky at
first. I found it--I wasn’t sure--it was overwhelmingly Christian. I liked the international
message, and the international flavor of all the different countries, and your earnestness
of trying to be open to all the different needs of people . . . [and] people were very kind . .
.” I can see from her search for words that she is trying hard to find how best to describe
the complexity of her experience. For instance, she enjoys learning from the Muslim
singer/songwriter and the Christian Palestinian but, she says, “singing Christmas carols
feels like turning my back on my heritage.” She has worked hard at negotiating these
boundaries and says that she solved the Christmas challenge this past year by taking a
break from Inshallah from November to January.
For this singer, a feeling of belonging is important, and so she helps me
understand that “certain phrases trigger certain memories of being an outsider or not
being part of the whole.” She provides a context for these triggers:
I think I am super sensitive just growing up from my family experiencing all that
trauma in the Holocaust. I am super sensitive anytime where I feel I am not quite
safe, because Jews were known as Christ-killers and it makes me feel unsafe
when we sing Christmas songs, or sing praise to Christ. It doesn’t make me feel
like I belong.
She is clear about this pain, and yet she also links belonging to being creative together.
She smiles as she says, “The more I come, the more I feel like I belong to Inshallah as a
group, because we are forming together and we are creating together.”
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As we talk about different people experiencing boundaries, we agree that the
Inshallah space is “stretching and expanding people.” In the end, she stubbornly holds
that “there is more exciting learning and life-giving qualities that can come out of this
than the challenges.” She explains how her worldview is linked to Inshallah:
“The life-giving part of Inshallah is the ideals of us all being one and unified together
with God. And helping one another understand each other. That’s really important to me.
That is part of my purpose in life . . . not excluding anyone.”
Specifically, she is hopeful that others will come to know more of Judaism
through singing together with her. She is longing for people to know “that we are not any
different really. We have the same heart, and the same soul, and the same love.” She
speaks in detail about this hope:
I’d like to think I am making a difference as kind of a representative of the Jewish
people, the ruach, the spirit of the Jewish people, and the very best of the Jewish
people, which is inclusive and not insular, and trying to rise above our fear. . .
It makes me feel really affirmed that I make a difference in your lives. If
knowing me creates a more humane human being, so that when people are
listening to Jewish jokes that are against us, or a Holocaust joke, they won’t just
laugh along and they’ll say, you know, that’s pretty offensive . . . Ruth’s not bad,
and she’s Jewish, so why are you making fun of Jewish people!
When I asked her if being the only Jew (or one of a very few) ever felt like a
burden, she said, “To be fair I have always grown up as one of the only Jewish teachers
in our board, and as one of the only Jewish families in my small town of Midland. We
were always kind of there with our Christian friends and our non-Jewish friends and
trying to understand each other, so it’s not totally foreign to me.”
Hinei Ma Tov expresses her hope in humanity with enthusiasm:
I think [Inshallah] is an opportunity to share my heart, and actually once I share
who I really am with them, they share who they are, and we really meet and say
we are one!! We both want the same things. We want social justice and we want
to heal the world; we want to help each other and to understand each other; we
want empathy and compassion for all people. There are no trashy people! We are
blessings.
As she talks, she does lament that there are not more Jewish people who sing with
Inshallah or who might join her in sharing these Jewish songs with others. She remarks,
“So I thought it is just a shame that more Jewish people don’t make a point of doing this.
I don't quite understand why not.” Another time she says, “I am just sad that I am the
only person.” She makes a strong point, “You can’t have me singing way over there in
Temple Shalom and you singing way over here. It doesn’t do it! We can do it in
community, but boy it is pretty powerful when we share each other’s songs!”
Several of the powerful songs that this singer has shared with Inshallah are
by Debbie Friedman. With warmth, she describes the liberation that this composer
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embodied for her and for many others within the Reform tradition:
I have a feeling she was the leader of creating beautiful liturgy that was feminist
and egalitarian--very much into the God who is not only male, but female.
Shechina--the female breath of God. Singing about it is so uplifting to us women
because it means we are included and equal, and on equal-footing, and in fact we
could take a hand at leading.
And her songs hit a chord in both females and males; it uplifts all of us. It
makes us feel, I don’t know, it’s not just a punishing--there shouldn’t be a
punishing God. It’s a God of love, but also strength within us. That’s where God
is. So, it’s very empowering. I guess, Debbie Friedman to me is right now the
person who I want to share the most with you.
She follows the reference to “strength within us,” by talking about the Jewish
New Year, Rosh Hashanah, and the importance of new beginnings. She speaks of this
year being a time to “heal my inherited family trauma and to be truly free.” As she says
this, she weeps, and we are quiet together. In time, she offers, “I think music has always
been my way of being in the moment, and being close to God. And giving a gift to God
and to my family and connecting me to my mom and dad.“
Then she makes a connection with Inshallah, “That’s what I love about us--we are
trying very hard to be in the moment with music. I do think the music is the way to the
transcendence . . . I think music is pretty profoundly the best way I know to reach the
moment--to be right purely in the moment.”
Linking several important aspects of the singing experience, she articulates what
facilitates being “in the moment.” First, she is trusting that “all of these writers that you
are choosing are somewhat--they are enlightened--they want us to feel transcendence
when we sing it instead of just paying lip service.” This is what she feels about Debbie
Friedman.
Secondly, she sees the significance of intentionality, which is what she seeks at
synagogue and Inshallah. She gives examples when she says,
I really appreciate it when you centre us right to an issue or the song,” or,
when you say, ‘Would you speak the name of someone who is in need of healing
in your heart,’ so that you are right there giving that person your love. You can’t
be somewhere else doing that. You are right there in that song. You are thinking
healing, healing somebody. So, it is deep unity, I think.
When Hinei Ma Tov says “deep unity,” I recognize the theme that has emerged
throughout our conversation--deep unity with God, within ourselves, and with each other.
Having heard about the aspects of singing together that impact her experience, I
ask about the songs themselves. It is her passion for human flourishing that comes
through to me when I ask her what song sings her worldview. She remarks, “Between
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Darkness and Light” makes me weep because it was these two women who created it,
and to hear it makes me cry. It just seems so important that we have peace.” She adds, “I
love all the ones where there are drums--they really speak to me because I love dancing. I
love all the ones from Africa; I think that they come from oppression and I can really
relate!” In addition, she sees the link between story and song and her work with
newcomers, “And I don’t mind singing the Arabic songs because I want to learn all about
the people I’m working with--the Syrian refugees--I want to learn about that.“ She finds a
kinship with the Syrians. She says, “I think there is more that stirs my heart with that
culture; I feel like they understand me more than even you--and you live in Canada with
me!”
When we finish our conversation, she concludes that she will keep coming to
Inshallah because it has the potential to be “expanding” and provides a space where we
can “blossom into our sweetest selves.” When I say how much I appreciate the idea of
that phrase, she tells me that it is a prayer from the Jewish liturgy, and she adds, “Yes! By
just being in the same room singing the same songs, we can grow into our better selves
and into our most social justice aspect of taking care of one another!”
Humma
intentional community
risking newness, crossing boundaries
complex rhythms dancing wildly against oppression
Humma, she sings
until singing together shapes generosity
imagining liberation
knowing love
This passionate in-the-moment lover of music describes herself as a rule breaker
and a creative spirit who found welcome and acceptance in singing together with
Inshallah. “Inshallah has built an intentional community,” Humma says, “so it is a pretty
safe place to be yourself.” She suggests that it has been freeing and reminds her of her
early camp years where “you can wear pajamas to chapel – who cares! You are just
there.”
Believing “we all hunger for intentional community,” this singer shares how the
weekend away singing together in Montreal with Inshallah offered this to her. “It was the
beginning of an awesome feeling of how we can care about each other. And it was nice
to be just me again, and try to figure out who that is independent of all those other roles [I
carry].” She feels it is belonging to this community that reframes her lifetime mantra of
“You can’t do enough” into possibilities of “Maybe I don’t have to act all by myself,
because I can’t do it all by myself, and you’re not meant to do it by yourself.” She
experiences this glimpse of hope time and again, “because,” she says, “there are 130
others in the room” who are singing with her towards peace and justice.
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Looking back, she sees that she grew up in a “pretty white world” shaped by
colonialism that included “racist attitudes and discriminating behaviours.” She feels she
was raised on “post-war dehumanizing attitudes” and gives an example from her early
Anglican experience. “Church was all about us great white people looking after weaker
other-coloured people.”
Humma also attributes church life (including the music) as forming her “guilty
person” identity which she describes this way: “I will never, never be worthy, and it’s my
personal fault there is hunger and pain and suffering in the world.” She says, “It came as
a package: Do good, it’s your job. And, Jesus died for you, so you have to work hard to
pay back for his having taken the blame for your sins.” She pauses and resumes with
emotion, “And then you spend the rest of your life trying to be good enough to make up
for Jesus’ sacrifice . . . the whole perfect thing.” She sees how anxiety and “fear” limits
engagement: “I was raised on the fears of others, I know that. And I think that was from
my family of origin and church.” In contrast, in more recent years she has experienced
“sharing and kindness in a whole different way with Indigenous and other non-white
people.” She concludes, “We [White Anglo-Saxon Protestants] are afraid of intimacy.”
Reflecting on her religious history, she suggests that her worldview has changed
from being a “benevolent helper” to an attitude of “my liberation is bound up with
everyone else’s!” She gives hints of how she has changed over time with Inshallah in a
story about singing the song, “For the troubles and the sufferings”:
First, I am thinking about those poor people in South America, and then I hear
your story about how these people are standing up to oppression in their own
countries and I’m admiring their strength. Through all of this, neighbours are
disappearing and they are standing up and dancing dances against oppression.
And I’m thinking--I am NOT the one who is going to save these people. They
have a lot to teach me!
Humma feels understanding the importance of the context behind the songs is
critical in shaping formative questions like, “What does the song mean? Where did it
come from? Why would I want to sing that language here in white Kitchener? Why is it
important for me to step out of my language comfort zone? What is that going to bring to
our worship?” Emphatically she says, “Unless we have that context, I don’t think we
should be singing those songs.”
What she also notices is that it is the music itself which shapes her--the simplicity
of the Indigenous song (without rules) “mirroring your heartbeat” and the complexity of
the Argentinian music “communicating the fiesta spirit that will liberate and the
complexity of the work involved in the process of liberation.” She speaks of the
instruments “evoking a soundscape” and the embodied reality of singing. “You
internalize [singing] because it has to go through your body. And it becomes more than
an intellectual exercise--it becomes part of your matter. So, it’s no longer an idea; it’s
matter.”
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Humma’s story includes the insight that “hardship is part of building your
worldview because it is not easy to be uncomfortable. And to grow, you must experience
discomfort.” Aspects of singing together that have been challenging for her are lyrics that
turn a familiar song and image “on its head” and reframe the embedded way of seeing
herself and the world, and when people who have different identities speak their truths
and tell their stories set next to the songs we sing. Encountering the Syrian spoken word
artist who spoke hard realities from the perspective of a newcomer to Canada and the
truth-filled stories of the generous Mi’kmaq women are two examples she gives from
Inshallah experiences, and she also speaks of conversations with Inshallah singers who
are from other cultures who help her understand through their “cultural frameworks.”
Florence and her friends that she brought to concerts brought Africa alive for me.
And Mariko [from Japan] has brought things alive for me that I couldn’t get from
a book. Joy [Indian theologian] hasn’t talked much about her country of origin,
but you can tell when she speaks that there is a different frame of reference that
she is working from.
Humma sees the connection of these encounters with others to worldview: “I read politics
like I never did before. I know where more countries are than I ever did before. I picture
people from around the world differently now—stronger, more resilient, not in need of
saviours but allies.”
Singing together, for this singer, has also provided an open space to deepen
spirituality “without a lot of the rules of religion.” She explains:
I feel like it is a space apart from [religion]. . . it’s not Jewish and it’s not
Christian and it’s not Muslim and it’s not Buddhist … it’s something in the
middle, which is the commonality that we all have – without all these rules from
that one and this one. Though I worship in a Christian church, I do not think of
myself as only a “Christian” anymore--I came to the divine through Christianity
and I am thankful for those roots, but there is more to my spirituality now.
Inshallah gives me a community where a wider expression of spirituality is
acceptable.
At the same time, she speaks of the benefit of singing with singers from other specific
religions to see “a different picture but still one that shows we are all talking about the
same stuff.” She does not feel Christianity should feel threatened, “I don’t think Jesus
wanted us to worship him but to worship God. I don’t think spirituality or faith is so
much about those people who showed us the way to the divine. It’s about how you are
moving towards the divine now.”
Noticing difference for her isn’t just about other cultures and faiths. She tells of
the children who are in our midst when we are singing, and how watching their joy
reminds her of our commonality: “They don’t know about all this discrimination crap . . .
we are just people!” Also, when Annie, the dog, comes to rehearsal that makes her think
about connectedness “with all of creation.” She describes the encounters with difference
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this way, “If you are willing, it’s a place where you can be transformed. It’s body. It’s
mind. Its spirit . . . it’s the variety that makes it accessible.”
Humma describes how the “practice” of singing together supports an evolving
worldview: “And then I go out in the world and I go to work, and I'm learning more and
I’m interacting in more situations and then I come back and maybe how I relate to the
song changes because of what I have experienced there.” As a public health nurse, she
speaks of her work with racism and oppression and anti-bullying, and then through a
wonderfully detailed story she tells of struggles and insights that led her to have
leadership in her agency’s initiative to teach their staff about colonization and its impact
on the health of Indigenous people. She reflects on how singing together with Mino Ode
Kwewak N’gamowak influenced this: “Meeting the women has been so enriching. I’ve
made a point of going out to cultural events . . . and I feel like I am getting a bit of
knowledge of the Indigenous community and how it works through my connections
through Inshallah and through work now too.”
When summarizing the details of the weekly practice of singing together she is
particularly struck by the value of repeating the same song. “A week is a good time to go
away and ponder something and then come back to it. And think about it some more. And
maybe talk to the person who said something really challenging to you.” She finds it
significant that the leader asks a question regarding something that the song raises and
that there is opportunity to “discuss it with each other and pray on it.” She smiles, “You
know how many times I have heard those songs, but I still get something different from
them each time . . . because I’ve gone out and lived it and come in with different
perspectives.”
The songs that she says particularly sing her worldview are “Este Momento”
(which she plays on the congas), “For the Troubles,” and “Humma.” Then she adds,
“‘Humma,’ because it is a heartbeat.” She explains,
Kelly and the women say it reminds us of all the children who didn’t have their
mothers when they went to residential schools . . . [it’s also] how I used to go to
sleep when my husband and I were first married--I put my head on his chest and
then just listened to his heartbeat. And when children are in the womb--that is
their soundscape. It’s so fundamental to human experience.
By the time our conversation has finished, it strikes me that the depth of
story that we have constructed is really a narrative about love. She takes a deep
breath and, through her tears, she tells it this way:
Music has always been hugely influential in my life. I remember my Sunday
School teacher who played a tenor ukulele taught us the song, “Love is something
if you give it away.” I never knew what the hell that meant, for years and years
and years, but I think now Inshallah has finally taught me what that means.
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Stay with Us
Singing together in the dark, in the light
seeking authenticity
comforted by mystery
community undoing certainties
vulnerabilities making possibilities
moved by harmonies
God amid space, prayers, stories, songs
hope found in widening the circle
This singer-librarian has sung with Inshallah for several years and I appreciate his
generous open way of entering into the community. When Stay with Us began singing
with Inshallah, he recalls, “It was all about the music!” However, he “quickly learned that
it was not like other choirs” when he realized that the choir rehearsals are not a “means to
an end” but rather “the rehearsals are the end.” Familiar with learning songs solely for
performance, he is inspired by the connection between people in this choir. He even
suggests he comes for more than the music: “The music isn’t always closest to my ear,
but that doesn’t matter because it really isn’t the point to me.”
Significantly, the key factor for this singer is God’s presence. He says, “I know
that God is around us and works through us and loves us and that this is the authentic
place to be.” He experiences an intentional orientation to being authentic in the collective
of the choir and the leader. He describes it this way, “We are trying to experience, to feel,
to love, so I don’t run [when it gets uncomfortable] because in my heart of hearts I know
this is where I want to be.”
With intent, he talks about a fair amount of discomfort with aspects of Inshallah:
especially movement and activism. He remarks, “The walking around when we sing--ah
man--it hurts at one level, but I support it a hundred percent!” and “When I interact with
[the activist in the choir], . . . academically I think she is right on, but I can’t always get
myself there!” However, he views the discomfort as part of how he hopes he will be
shaped. This is how he sees it:
I guess I am hoping that between the singing, the uncomfortable parts, and the
people I meet in the choir--I am hoping inch-by-inch, millimeter-by-millimeter, I
will move. I will become more comfortable in these spaces I know academically
to be right, and, in my heart, I know it is right, but based on my past and who I
am, it’s not always immediately coming to my mind and my hands.
As he reflects on how his worldview is shaped by singing together, he suggests
that Inshallah is a place where he gets to work on the “judging” side of his upbringing,
moving closer to “perceiving,” referring to Myers Briggs typology. In part, he says,
because he married outside of the faith and ethnic tradition in which he was raised, he
sees more clearly how the Christian Reformed and Dutch traditions formed his J
orientation. There was a definite “Christian Reformed worldview” so that “feeling and
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expressing faith” was not specifically encouraged in his background. Music, however,
encourages feeling and expressing, as he vividly describes:
When I hear a piece of music, I’m listening for the bass line, and the guitar, and
how the chords work together, and words are always secondary. If I remember a
lyric, it is by happenstance because it was the tune. And so, oftentimes when you .
. . work through the lyrics and lean into the words, I really struggle with that . . . I
hear Brad playing the piano much more than I hear the words. I hear the
harmonies.
He gives the example of the song “Stay with Us”: “I can’t even sing it anymore--I
just tear right up and stop singing. For me it’s the music--but words, I guess, are there.”
He gives another example, this time Schumann: “I will listen to it over and over again
because it is the way he wrote the chord progressions that I just love.” And he speaks
about the pedal note, “I love the pedal note, even with hard rock (Led Zepplin or Genesis)
when they have that pedal note all the way through – that’s what gets me.” For this
singer, the music touches his heart.
Interestingly, he says, “The sum of the parts influences me.” He describes looking
around the room and seeing “all of these people from different walks of life coming
together and I love it.” And singing in the public spaces, he admits, does a similar thing:
“It allows other people to be forced to listen to something whether they like it, or know it,
and they are participating.” He is moved by this and is “wondering if the people in the
audience are [noticing] the same thing – that’s an older person, young person, black,
white … and that we are singing together.” For this reason, he hopes someday there will
be a singer in Inshallah who sings with her niqab, so that it is obvious that a Muslim is
part of the choir.
It is clear when he speaks so animatedly about the Inshallah tours and the time on
the bus that he loves the people and “getting to know someone when you are forced to be
with them.” He connects this to singing together--then you “know the stories” of the
people singing the songs. He puts it in a delightful way that shows the joy he finds in
singing together,
“I like ‘Öppna Din Dörr’ just because I love the muppets – there is a muppet
quality about that song and it just makes me happy . . . I love being around all of
these people. You sit down and you talk and people across from you are singing,
and you see, and I don’t know their names, but you smile, and you nod.”
It is important to him, he adds, to say that “Inshallah is not a practice, it’s a time
for worship. You somehow figure out how to practice in there, and you make it fun,” but
he also notices that every week the song can have a different story attached to it that
deepens the meaning. Stay with Us remarks, “Every week it’s related to so-and-so’s
health or what is happening in Syria or something like that.” He finds the connections
enrich the worship aspect of singing together.
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In addition, this singer is aware that the spaces in which we sing impact his
experience. He remarks about Keffer Chapel where we regularly rehearse, “I love the
feeling of quiet, the light, the mystery, the ‘catholic-ness’ of it.” He says that he
remembers all the different spaces in which we have sung: “I have a list in my head . . .
lighting, space, architecture is a huge thing for me.”
Furthermore, considering the dominant Canadian culture, he contrasts Inshallah:
In the dominant culture you have groups of people who are very certain of their
approach or convictions to a certain topic, and I find that Inshallah is collectively
not afraid to show its vulnerabilities or to say “Oh, we were wrong” or to say
“Let’s try this and see how it works, and maybe we’ll learn from this something
different.”
He appreciates the humble and spiritual intent of Inshallah’s practice, “I feel there is an
openness to say, ‘You know what, we don’t have the answers. We don’t know a right
approach, but let’s just sing through prayer and try and see if this is what is right.’” That
is how he personally approaches his questions when Inshallah widens the circle to
include Indigenous and multi-faith songs:
For myself, again, Inshallah does what I think needs to be done. I don’t know if I
necessarily have always been there mentally and theologically. I struggle with it
at one level, because my Christian upbringing is to not water down the faith, but I
see very good theologians and thinkers and speakers in all denominations talking
about multi-faith, and historically, you work and live with people of other faiths. I
think within Inshallah you said, or someone said, this is who we are as Lutherans
and we are open to others. And I think that is what we have to do. I don’t see any
other way around it.
Recognizing how his worldview has changed, but not a person given to big epiphany
moments, he describes his worldview as slowly changing to where he is today: “A lot of
these little stories--I am pretty certain they have all added up collectively to where I am
now and it will just bring me further.”
Moved to tears when he speaks of singing “Stay with Us,” the song Inshallah
often sings at the death of a loved one, he describes how this song sings his worldview:
The combination of the tune and harmony of Stay with Us … It brings me up into
the air above us in the chapel and I feel it gives me this . . . connection with the
divine. Harmony and stillness and candlelight, and juxtapose the darkness; sad
stories, and the peace that you can only get from God in sad times; all of that!
And then the story that we are singing it for--that moment.
I hear him say with tenderness how as the community sings, the sorrows of life are held
in the harmony and the light where he experiences the presence and peace of the divine.
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This transformative experience shapes his worldview--God comes here and now in the
midst of all that life brings. And God comes through the music!
The Earth does not Belong to Us
acknowledging-listening-singing
renewing the balance
dusting off the lens
baraka1
This man, this singer/songwriter, came to Inshallah intrigued by the choir’s name
– why an Arabic name for a Lutheran seminary choir? The Earth does not Belong to Us
ended up staying for three years, sometimes teaching songs and most often singing along
with the tenors. His facility with Arabic and Muslim faith practice helped Inshallah
welcome Syrian newcomers with song and made Inshallah Kids a welcoming space. His
storied life includes worldwide performing and published poetry and songs, although he
will not tell you that at first; you will first get to know his humble, open and seeking
heart.
“Inshallah has definitely helped me find some peace with my worldview,” he
offers at the beginning of our conversation. He then describes his shift from Christianity
to following Muslim faith practice over twenty-five years ago, and with that change, his
shift from a culturally and geographically narrow worldview to the rich diversity found in
the Muslim world. He reflects that over time the “extreme global diversity” of the
Muslim community brought along with it not only theological opinions, but “political
baggage” that for him, over time, “high-jacked his quest for a better understanding of his
purpose, philosophically, spiritually, and theologically.” Being the social activist
constantly discussing “statistics of historic battles, global conflicts, and body counts”
often linked with faith, “took the soul out of him,” and left him with a feeling that “if you
are not political then you are not implementing your faith properly.”
In addition, after living abroad in the midst of the political turmoil in Syria, Egypt
and Pakistan, he recounts his frustration and judgement of the Western world when he
returned home to his own “place of privilege.” He describes his “very universalist
approach to faith” as being jeopardized because of distrusting his own culture and
upbringing in Canada. He exclaims, “Life’s purpose seems to be all about the latest deals
at Walmart!”
When I ask him how singing together might have addressed this inner conflict, he
speaks of “human connectivity” bringing back the balance.
Coming together to sing with people--with real people!--the experience fosters a
connection of hearts. We don’t all have the answers, and we’re not together
Baraka is an Arabic word that means blessing, the “breath of life” flowing from the
divine.

1
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pointing fingers at each other or anyone else. We are together to simply
acknowledge our interconnectedness: the way we acknowledge the territorial land
that we are on, the way we acknowledge the personal lifestyles of people who
may be in the choir, the way we acknowledge the diversity of who we are, the
way we acknowledge how strong some sing and how some struggle with how
they sing.
Specifically, he says that singing beside others challenged him to examine some
embedded assumptions about Canada and its diversity, “to stop looking at the world in
such a black and white way.” He describes how “acknowledgement with respect and with
dignity, and with compassion and love and hope” means “you no longer can be looking at
the world in black and white anymore. You cannot see people as just numbers anymore,
because suddenly you are sitting next to someone who you care about.” Interestingly, he
says that while you are listening to other singers in the group to get your note, “suddenly
you realize you are not just listening to them to get your note, but you are watching them
to get your cues of how to be as a person.”
From that realization, he concludes, “As much as Inshallah is about singing, it is
as much about listening.” He feels this is critical:
Maybe it is not our job to be sorting out the histories and politics that differ
between us. Maybe, as humans, it is our job to be able to sit with each other and
see each other as a people--to begin our relationships with respect by at least
acknowledging that we are different, and we are going to have different opinions,
but we need to be close with each other. Our connectedness is really important in
life.
Using the powerful metaphor of a lens, he suggests that singing together with
Inshallah “helps to provide another lens with which to view the world. That lens also
helps you gage how dusty your existing lens is and how much you need to clean it.” He
explains, “It often seems that the media is our only lens on the world . . . and often that
lens can be a big magnifying glass that is distorted in so many ways.“ He suggests that
singing together “makes it easier to recognize that the negative generalizations we see in
the world and the negativity that is magnified in the world isn’t the common story.” For
this singer, singing together with Inshallah has been a way “to reconnect with people
locally who have that clear lens, and a way to carry that lens with him” wherever he goes.
The Earth does not Belong to Us smiles at the “crazy metaphor,” but indulges me
just a little longer. “The lens will continue to get dusty and dirty, or could even crack, so
we may need to recalibrate our prescription from time to time. We may need to sing into
other issues, and it may be difficult.” He very much believes in the need for recalibration
and says of Inshallah, “Even in three years I have seen so much recalibration in the choir.
It’s beautiful. And that is what gives me the hope to know that singing hope into the
world isn’t a stagnant thing. That it is a very living thing.” He says part of the key is to
think globally and act locally, and he is grateful that Inshallah provides him with the
chance to act locally while he is singing all over the world.
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He is emotional when he talks about the songs that have meaning for him and I
recognize there are silences behind his words. The song, “The Earth does not Belong to
Us,” stirs him to speak of the Quranic teaching of the purposefulness of diversity, and the
need to sing against empire: “All of our faith traditions, even the empires of Islam and
Christianity--they have gone that route of expansion through empire--and for me that path
is so contrary to what our teachers and our prophets and our messengers taught us. I just
can’t understand it.” He pauses and then speaks tenderly about the song “Stay with Us”:
“A child is afraid of the dark because they don’t know what may be hiding there, and
usually there is nothing to fear. But if you can feel someone is next to you, then you
know you are okay, and I think that song does that for me. It’s kind of a very big group
hug when we sing it. “
The third song that this singer mentions is the Cherokee Morning Song,
“Wendeyaho,” taught to Inshallah by Mino Ode Kwewak N’gamowak, a local
Indigenous drumming circle. He mentions the impact of singing it every morning, “It is
very much a part of my morning worship, so it has really become a part of who I am.” He
recounts that the song went from being sung together at Inshallah to being part of his
daily devotion to sharing it with large Muslim gatherings. When he leads it at
international events, he invites people to think of the connections between this song, the
Muslim prayer practice, and what is going on in their homelands, as a way to shape a
worldview focused on “oneness and the Creator.” He tells me how this song has also
travelled with him to the Appalachians where some Cherokee still live, and how a Jewish
singer there also knew the song, so they all sang into this powerful connection –
Cherokee, Jew, Muslim, and Inshallah. I see how moved he is by sharing songs that
deepen our connectivity.
This singer/songwriter is clear that the experience of singing with Inshallah is not
just “escapism” because it enables him to see the good in others when he’s in other
places. In his storytelling way, he tells me a folkloric story about a little Turkish hodja
whose wisdom is that “you will see what you expect to see.” He affirms, “Singing
together helps me to change. It provides me with a much more positive worldview about
humanity.”
In the end, this singer is convinced that the singing practice of Inshallah has
helped him see the world differently because of the combination of “one part worship,
one part local community and one part trying to help others be inspired toward action. In
the midst of this experience,” he proclaims, “the baraka comes.” [Baraka is an Arabic
word meaning blessing that speaks to the “breath of life” flowing from the divine.] He
feels singing together with Inshallah is “completely in line with the traditional Muslim
experience and fulfills the responsibility not just for personal worship, but also for the
social betterment of society.” He adds with his wry smile, “Or maybe it’s just my
perspective, but I’m in good company if I’m with Jesus, Mohammed and Allah.”
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There is No Child
singing is prayer
courage emerges, community grows
sing
and then act
do something
Through a newspaper article, this singer was drawn to the premise of the choir,
and, loving to sing, she says, it sounded fun, invitational, and not too “persnickety.”
There is No Child describes herself as “hooked” on the first rehearsal: “Once you are
there, it is a different place. It’s a different place because it is prayer, it’s community, it’s
music, and it’s the world.”
Her spiritual devotion comes through in her narrative. She longs for the focus of
singing in her “little church choir to be off the performance and centred on prayer.” She
notices that Inshallah practices this prayer-ful approach and feels that the “practice of
praying the songs” means that when we sing out in the public, the prayer “is just naturally
part of it.” She explains, “It’s like this is the final step to the song. We’ll get the music,
timing, notes, parts, and then in practice you say, ‘Let’s sing it together and pray it.’
Then, when we sing out [in public], that’s what we’re doing – we give the whole thing.”
Experiencing singing as praying in rehearsal and in public has been formative for this
singer.
With insight, she articulates that the major shift in her life that has resulted from
singing together with Inshallah has been consciously acting out her faith. She expresses
sadness about the gap between the social justice writings that are a rich part of her
tradition, but never make it “to the pulpit or to our music.” She mentions songs like
“Until all are Fed” and “There is No Child” from Inshallah as her “heart songs.” Inspired
by these lyrics she says, “How long will we pray? We have to keep doing it until all are
fed! . . . and there is that one part of the song that says God will hold us accountable who
share no care or cost!” She suggests quite openly that in the past she might have “written
a cheque” to respond to injustice, but in more recent years she has found ways to live
“more authentically,” to act. She makes a direct link between being formed by the
experiences with Inshallah and now working with Amnesty International, a women’s
networking fundraising philanthropic group through Mennonite Economic Development
Associates, and volunteering at the local women’s prison.
Full of a sense of growing courage and agency, There is No Child now sees her
place in the world differently, “I can pray for peace through this song. I can sing. I can
lead singing to shift [an] experience from one of remembering to an active engagement
today!” She gives an example of being in the Holy Land on a pilgrimage where she led
songs from Inshallah which helped the group see beyond the biblical and historical side
of the pilgrimage to the current political situation and the need to pray for peace. She
says, “And I wouldn’t have thought about that as much, nor been as brave to bring it up,
certainly not have taught the music, without the choir experience.” She is convinced that
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through the stories behind the songs, and the different languages, singing prayerfully with
others deepens our knowing and our courage.
This singer is sometimes surprised by the connection singing makes between the
original far away context and her own context. She gives a powerful example of singing
“For the Troubles” as a prayer for those in Brazil and at the same time for the women in
the prison locally where she volunteers. She also finds joy in the connection the simple
repetitive songs have with her grandchildren who know several of them now--she calls
them “little love songs for the kids.” She feels she cannot help but sing these songs which
now live in her heart when she experiences the stories of the women’s suffering or when
she sings a lullaby to the children. The songs bridge work and play, pain and joy, far and
near.
She speaks about learning the origins of the songs and singing towards injustice
helping her over time to live with ambiguity, “to see how things are not just black and
white.” The poignant example she gives is of the tobacco farmers’ relationship with
Indigenous tobacco farmers. She explains her own family’s negative experience, “The
Indians were a problem because in the tobacco thing they were selling cigarettes and they
were undermining our industry.” Many years later, singing together with Mino Ode
Kwewak N’gamowak, and being with Indigenous women in the prison, she confesses,
“You see how it has impacted real live people in front of you who have a different life
because of these things.” She calls singing the catalyst for her capacity to change her
more narrow point of view and hold the complexity, “A lot of it is exposure and
participating in this reconciliation singing. We want reconciliation. We don’t want to
have this conflict; this cloud hanging over our history . . . It’s complicated, but it’s good.”
Reflecting on her small-town Ontario “maybe self-absorbed” community and her
Roman Catholic upbringing, There is No Child speaks of how singing together can shape
someone else’s view of another culture or religion. She recounts her mom’s experience of
hearing Inshallah sing in Arabic with Muslims and listening to the Muslim stories:
She saw another picture here. She totally did. My mom, the farmer’s wife from
little old Langdon, came out and probably thought she was going to hear some
good music, which she did hear, but she heard this whole message that we had in
there. She said, ‘Ya – why can’t we all just get along? Wouldn’t the world just be
a better place?’“
As a practice over time she feels that singing together has been what has allowed
her to move from a Catholic worldview (which many Catholics, she says, have no chance
to expand because their education, church and work are all within a Catholic framework)
to a more expansive worldview. She absorbs the teachings from other faiths as interesting
and no threat to her own tradition. She finds that it “focuses what is common in us.” She
is tired of division. She exclaims, “We are all people! We are all human!” And in a mix
of her Catholic tradition and new understanding, she says, “I don't think for one minute
that when we get to heaven we will have figured it all out! I think we are all going to be
surprised at how much truth there was out there!”
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There is No Child trusts the experience of singing together as an indicator of the
values that others hold in common with her. She explains, “We have been singing
together a long time, and we are all so different, but we are together.” She sees the
“gentle shifting” in understanding that has broadened her consciousness of common
values about “integrity, compassion and stewardship” with people of other faiths and
denominations. She recognizes she has also become more critical of the “arrogance”
towards others that she can experience within her own church. She says, “We hold much
more in common than our difference.”
Our conversation is filled with hope as she speaks of cultural, religious and
generational diversity in Inshallah. “Isn’t it great that they [the students] sing with all this
gray hair and middle age plus!” She sees that for Inshallah, in different ways, the
experience of singing together to shape a trust across boundaries keeps emerging. “We
are all here and we cross these generational, denominational and all this; pick one:
gender, race--we cross it all. And here we are. What do we do? We sing, together. That’s
hope for the world.”
With a laugh, that I heard often throughout the conversation, There is No Child
gives a wonderful summary of how she has been transfigured over our ten years of
singing together, “As a cradle Catholic who thought the kids at the public school weren’t
going to heaven, to feeling secure in my faith and being open to other traditions--that’s
quite a bit of movement!” She calls Inshallah, “saints on earth” and “heaven on earth.”
She explains, “The feeling of being together and loving God together and caring for each
other and everyone out there . . . it’s a glimpse into a greater experience that we are going
to have in heaven.”
Um Menino
fully present, singing together
lyrics challenging worldview
music calling beyond mental debate
vibrations shaping what I can become
over time
gently loved
my heart expanding
in the river of God’s blessing
A faithful attentive tenor, married to another singer in the choir, shares with me
his love of singing and talking about religious practice, kriya yoga and struggles with
depressive moods, and his earliest years in Brazil, speaking Portuguese and low German
in his Mennonite Brethren family. The characteristic that I remember most from our
conversation is the tempo--Um Menino takes time with all his stories. His contemplative
nature is very present in his thoughtful comments, and also in his careful listening and
processing. We speak of the sadness of the death of our sisters and we laugh at the
absurdity of how narrow some views can be. His faith practice is evident throughout the
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conversation as he quotes scripture and theological thought, and by his expressed desire
for his life to reflect Christ-like love.
While he has a long history of singing in choirs and music-making being fun, he
says, “What was different about Inshallah was the spiritual aspect. That was unique for
me in choirs.” The integration of the spiritual with making music for this devout man is
life-giving, opening him to a sense of belonging and well-being. “Singing would just
connect me into connection, into belonging and being part of something that is wonderful
and creative,” he remarks. This is in contrast to his comments about “not fitting in” in
family or church circles, or his own assessment that he took a “strange path.” He has a
theory about this:
As we sing, the whole body vibrates, not just the vocal cords. The whole body
goes into movement, and that vibration for the whole body is very health
producing. It’s not just in the head--it’s in the toes and the knees. It’s all in there,
and the vibrations that I produce, and everybody produces around me, they all
shape what I can become. They tell me what is possible for me. There is an
identity to be had by being at Inshallah.
Furthermore, Um Menino links belonging to “becoming,” through the “spiritual
discipline” of singing together. He explains, “I am not singing by myself, but there is a
collective singing. Producing and fitting myself into this larger harmony, this larger
vocalization of people, it’s participation in my spirituality because my soul loves singing,
and so I become.”
One of the revealing aspects of our conversation is that he recognizes the
complexity of this process of becoming. He holds a deep sense of “change over time.” He
suggests that acceptance in a group that gathers each week, and leadership that is
“inviting and comfortable expressing spirituality,” has a significant impact over the years.
He sees that choosing to give himself to the singing experience shapes becoming too. He
explains, “My giving is in being present and in choosing to engage and to extend
myself.”
The way we gather at Inshallah is something he has noticed from the beginning--it
is not with talking, but with singing. He suggests that this is “awesome” and that the
songs that are chosen “teach openness and acceptance” right away. He speaks with such
conviction as he says, “If you are here, you are part of us. If you are here, you belong.”
Um Menino has a beautiful way of describing how his experience with Inshallah
has expanded his heart:
The baby starts out loving the people around, and then gradually as we grow older
our love increases and includes more and more--uncles and aunts and
grandparents--they are all included in this love. And then most of us have a few
other places where we are loved. So, then comes Inshallah where now we belong
to something bigger. All these people they are not the same skin colour, some of
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them are kind of weird, and so my heart just expands, and it includes all the
Inshallah people. And then all of a sudden as we sing international, and I am
singing in Arabic, just a few words in Arabic, and I begin to see that all those
people speaking Arabic--they’re not so different from me! So, very gradually and
slowly, I am starting to make Arabs part of my love.
The combination of singing songs in other languages, learning the stories behind
the songs and singing with diverse people, along with reading philosophy, studying
theology, and volunteering with newcomers, he says, causes his heart “to expand to
include more and more people.” This problematizes his earlier family of origin religious
beliefs that declare only some people are worthy of salvation, or that “the Indians were
farther removed from God than the blacks in Africa, and they were just plain bad
people.” In his earliest years in Brazil, he says a common understanding was that you
would “round them [the Indigenous] up and shoot them!” He can hardly believe he is
saying these things as he shakes his head, but he says, “So, we came here [to Canada]
with that same mentality.”
Um Menino describes how singing together with Indigenous singers this many
years later challenged him. In his head they were okay, but in his gut they were not! He
recounts, “I could feel my stomach going--this is risky! Who knows where we are going
here?” But he kept singing, and he found safety in numbers at Inshallah, and over time
the Indigenous too became part of his love.
These new more expansive understandings are not easily integrated into everyday
life. He gives several examples of how his inclusive worldview that refuses closure has
caused tensions with friends and family. Yet, he is grateful for community and for
prophetic leadership that chooses music to address the issues of our time.
As we talk, I appreciate his robust understanding of the liminal time we are in, the
“dance between darkness and light,” the “in-between,” as he says. He speaks of a need
for “prophetic” leaders who will “stick their necks out,” work on their own impediments,
and “let the river flow.” It doesn’t surprise me that he has visions. He offers, “I see this
huge river we are in. It’s the river of God’s blessing and it flows right through you,
Debbie Lou. There is hardly any obstacle, any big rocks--anything that gets in the way. It
just comes pouring through and it shows. And it comes out of your face. That is what I
am seeing.”
Theologically, he sees singing together as opportunities to hear the questions of
God and the response of God. As a spiritual discipline, as prayer, singing together, for
him, is a discipline that brings God’s grace--which is not always comfortable. In fact, he
speaks of the song that most sings his worldview as one that was disruptive theologically.
He describes the experience this way,
And when you first started singing it, I was looking at the origin of the words:
Look in the face of the child – there is God looking at you! And I thought—that’s
not in any of my theology!” But I really enjoy the song, and I say--it’s a call for
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me to open up--to open up my dysfunctional eyes and start seeing with different
eyes. And I am singing beside somebody and I say, “Isn’t the theology of the
words bothering you?” And then there is no response. Nothing. Either he is deep
in thought or is not interested in the words. Interesting! I couldn’t get around it.
It’s not just … I couldn’t get around it! And that’s the point. It’s not just all
comfortable – the Inshallah time. That’s a good thing!
Significantly, Um Menino was willing to keep singing the song week after week as he
wrestled with the meaning of it for his faith, and now he sees how it has shaped him.
At the same time, he wants me to understand that it’s not just the words that shape
worldview, “Music gets us beyond the mind,” he says, and offers an example from
singing with his family:
Our father had a stroke and half of his body was paralyzed. His right side
functioned, but he couldn’t speak – he tried and then he would laugh at himself
because what he was hearing was not what he was trying to say. It was so awful. .
. And then we would get together and we would start singing. And he would sing
all the verses just exactly the way they were, and he would sing his tenor line just
like a well person.
As I listen to Um Menino tell this heartfelt story, I recall his earlier comment that
singing together opened his heart to know he belonged and to loving others. With warmth
and wonder in his voice he concludes, “Music comes from a different route in the body
and brain, and the music sings the words right into our hearts!”
Until All are Fed
Singing together
a rope to hang onto in the river of life
creating a sacred space of acceptance
opening my heart to difference
sitting with uncomfortable moments
until wounds are healed
and all are fed
A recently retired teacher enrolled in a Spiritual Direction program, and a lover of
singing, this participant is very aware of how singing together and spirituality are
intertwined. In our conversation, it is evident that Until All are Fed is particularly
observant and reflective. She notices the hospitality at Inshallah: hospitality that
welcomed her upon arrival and poked holes in her assumptions from past memories of
the church and the university, and hospitality that invites her regularly into a space where
the ethos is “to see and encounter others.” She finds this ethos is “modeled by the leader
and enacted in individual conversations.” Within this space she has learned to welcome
parts of herself, like the poet and the mystic, and to watch how others welcome those who
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are different than themselves. Compellingly, she says that singing with Inshallah has been
an experience of “creating a sacred space” and “opening my heart.”
She recognizes several aspects of singing together that are true for her. She feels
the music itself shapes her. “Even when I had issues with church dogma, I could usually
find a connection point through the music. That’s where I think the purity and mystery
comes through.” When the words are not meaningful, she turns to the music and
harmony, which often holds her when the dogma cannot.
She knows that singing together shapes her because it creates memories that are
carried with the songs that keep working in her. She recalls, “Any time I sing Bambelela I
think of the kids from Attawapiskat, and sometimes I sing it as a prayer for them by
myself, because we sang it into the camera right to their faces.” She finds it significant
that the singing we do is linked to service. “We sing for hospice, we sing to develop
better relations with Indigenous people, we sing to support refugees.” These memories of
the songs sung in public spaces connected to “action” also continue to make meaning for
her.
A teaching she has gleaned from Inshallah is that not knowing outcomes creates
possibilities and being uncomfortable is necessary for growth. She gives examples of the
leader saying, “We are comfortable with being uncomfortable,” and “Just be aware,
things will unfold.” In other words, she says, you are teaching us as we sing that “it’s
okay if everything doesn’t go according to the agenda. We need to be awake and aware
and watch.”
Until All are Fed also recalls when a spoken word poet performed what some
experienced as disruptive words at an event where we were singing, and how Inshallah
was guided to hold tensions of different points of view as they processed this event. She
says that by debriefing the experience, singers recognized that while we sing the same
songs with passion, “we are not all at the same place in terms of our understanding of
global issues” and this provides “a good reminder to do the discerning, but watch the
judgement piece.” She believes the music has shaped Inshallah towards “more openness
toward viewing other people and perceiving flaws without being judgmental.” For this
singer, the integrity of the group is legitimated by respect amid diversity.
Meeting people makes a difference, she believes. Until All are Fed describes
singing together in Jerusalem and the deep joy in a Jewish man’s face, and with new
Syrian refugees and their tears when we sang in Arabic: “Meeting people . . . it takes it
from theory into reality, into practice.” She emphasizes that “when pushing your edge
and exploring new groups of people [being] out in the community doing different things
and meeting different people helps to foster . . . compassion.” This, she concludes, is
how “the music changes its meaning.”
She speaks of the “frightening pace” at which the culture has changed, but also
recognizes that encounters of singing with others are “opening our hearts” and shaping “a
willingness to change.” She describes how capacity grows:
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So, the fact that we have Mino Ode drum with us, and that people experience that
drumming and that feeling, and develop the sense of caring for those people, then
that opens our hearts and we are ready for the next stage of something. And that
we can hear Dawud (Muslim) sing and feel the beauty of that. It’s that we have
the opportunity to sing things from different religions, and as we actually meet,
befriend, and are befriended by people from those traditions, they become family
instead of categories.
She speaks about a time when she met her own “edge.” “I felt upset and betrayed
and hurt . . . and I just kept chewing it over and knew I needed time.” Then she says she
talked with several people within the choir and realized, “We are talking about a whole
different model,” a compassionate way to respond to difference in community. She
explains,
It is like this safe place; it’s like a rope that goes through--no matter where you
are swimming in the sea, put your hand on it and hang on, and you might be
coming from a different direction, but it can hold you together and can remind
you … and still that music is that point you come back to that hangs on … in a
way it is developing intimacy. It is allowing the group to be more real with each
other.
Until All are Fed says that “because music resonates our centres,” singing
together balances us. She sees this impact on others too. “When we come in on Tuesdays
. . . and we do our first kind of welcoming and stuff just drops away, singing together
creates a sacred space.” With warmth she describes singing together as “a sense of
something sacred being built.” She says something shifted in her relationship with the
divine. “I have come to understand that feeling a sense of love and gratitude, while
holding a note, or while hearing a chord die away at that cathedral in Guelph, that’s
prayer. And to be in that place creates something beautiful.” Aware that this community
where she sings is shaping her, she calls it her church. “It is worship in the way that for
me worship should be. It’s not about what is specific to us, it’s about how we are
included as part of something bigger.” She ponders: “If we can see that the cosmos is
evolving, and see that species are evolving, can we not allow religion to evolve?”
For her, Inshallah embodies what she calls “true generosity” where the giver and
receiver are “at the same level,” not that we are doing something Worldview is formed,
she feels, when the power of music brings people together and provides the potential to
see each other as equal human beings. She saw this singing down East with the Mi’kmaq,
which was a powerful time for many of “shifting from feeling guilty regarding
Indigenous relations” to “seeing the potential to listen deeply and then to build authentic
relationships.”
Until All are Fed continues, “If there is one thing we are really good at, as a
group, it’s walking the talk, and really meaning it from the heart. And you can’t fake that.
You can’t. And we are guided that way.” She mentions the responsibility and impact of
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engaged, reflective leadership upon shaping worldview, which she feels requires doing
“inner work.” She comments that I am not afraid to show emotion, which to her seems
“more honest and real” and exhibits “open-hearted acceptance.” She says, “I notice you
watch, and you know when someone needs your time and attention, and when they need
a little push . . . and you find what people do well” and give them opportunities to share
their gifts. She appreciates the music selection and suggests it needs to “continue to push
the edges as fast as it can go,” but comments that “energetic communication is critical:
“It’s not what you do (curriculum or choosing the songs), it’s not how you do it
(strategies or where do we situate people), it’s how you are while you are doing it.”
This singer feels the song “Until All are Fed” sings her worldview and her belief
in an evolving world: “When I sing it, I feel like I am making a pledge. I am seeing what
is happening in the world and I’m responding to it and I’m doing something about it, and
I’m doing it because my heart says--until this is done … and it’s a way of recognizing
that evolution.” For her, the words of this song are inclusive and “could be sung by
anyone anywhere.” She sees how adding lyrics that speak to the issues we are addressing
keeps widening the circle. Once she was powerfully moved when singing this with Syrian
newcomers. She speaks with conviction, “I thought: Yes, I am not shutting up. I am
going to keep singing this song. You can’t do one thing and think you are done. It is a
constant thing. It’s a process. You can’t give up!”
Utukufu
E Mungu Baba,
Amid the challenge of changing contexts
where is home?
songs disrupt certainties
newcomers polish presence
surprise catches us off guard
let love inspire us
we are your children
Spiritual care practitioner in the community, associate professional faculty at
Luther, Pentecostal pastor, writer and storyteller, this Kenyan-Canadian woman has been
part of the transformation of Inshallah through her song leadership and stories. Utukufu’s
reflective spirituality and her belief in the power of singing together undergird our
conversation as she ponders her experience of Inshallah.
With curiosity about a group that sang African songs, a little intimidation because
she didn’t read music, and an excitement about singing in a choir again, she describes her
first rehearsal, “I think I was surprised. I came thinking I will just test the waters. I’ll sit
at the back and see if I can belong. Is there room here? Or maybe just listen. There was a
feeling of ‘grab’ that pulled me right in the deep end, and I just loved the experience!”
From that first time, she says, “Inshallah became a place of belonging.”
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Utukufu describes how it was exciting at rehearsal to realize a song was coming
from Africa, “I would recognize the words and then they would start the singing and I’d
think—yes, it is!” She tells two stories of African songs that made a strong connection
between past and present in the two countries she calls home, Kenya and Canada. Her
stories affirm that the songs themselves are not the bridge (music on a page), but it is the
community singing them that brings them to life and connects her worlds in ways that are
“beautiful” and “touching.”
She explains how it wasn’t long after she started singing with Inshallah that she
was asked to share something about the songs from her region that we were singing. She
remarks that the invitation to share is significant and feels welcoming, “Sharing stories is
a great tradition in my heritage, in my background. It means--it’s a huge welcome-‘Come in our midst and let’s hear more about how you know it, how you understand it.’”
She says that telling about the context of a song, or helping with the language, or leading
the song and sharing her story “is a privilege, always.”
She helps me understand, however, the risks she was taking when sharing the
songs. She sometimes felt inadequate regarding the “capacity or technical knowledge” to
describe how the music on the page might be different than what she knows by heart,” or
teaching movement when “within the African context, I don’t fall within the spectrum of
those who really move” and so feeling she wasn’t “doing any justice to Africa” in that
moment. However, she recounts that over time something changed when she saw that she
wasn’t teaching African dance to Inshallah, but rather giving the community “the liberty
to move.”
Utukufu generously shares her reflections in this way, “As an immigrant, I am not
very new, but I have been here long enough to know that you really fully don’t belong,
and you really fully can’t bring who you are here, so you just shift that and try to learn
what is expected of you to be here.” However, she explains, “Inshallah was a different
context where there was no shelving who you really are.” The key was her feeling that
what mattered most was “we want to see who you really are.”
She continues,
So, that was a breaking of some kind of shell . . . And that is how I could bring
my instrument [kayumba] to rehearsal because I felt this is where you really--I
will use an African terminology--where you do not baptize it and make it look
better, show them your best face. This is where they just want you--who you
really are. We say, “your middle name.” They are just asking you to bring your
middle name.
When you are baptized you are given a first name that tended to be an
English or European name, but then there is that given name that at the time of
birth or season or anything related with your group, or your tribal family, and it is
the family name. So they say when you want to give your baptized name, like
that, your pure name -- then you give your very polished smooth side of yourself.
But then they say, the baptized name just dropped, and we saw your given name,
in other words, you don’t need a cover, you are just yourself.
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With a warm smile, she says, “So I think when I stepped into Inshallah, I could give
myself permission to drop my baptized name and use my given name.” She is clear that
this was not because it was easy, but because “Inshallah kind of opened up and said,
‘Here you have something of value. It might not be big, but however small it is, it is
welcome. It is appreciated. It is wanted.’”
Trying to understand this “breaking of the shell,” I ask her how she got the
message that she had something of value and that she was welcome and wanted. She
replies,
Oh, I think it was very pronounced. You led that. When you called me and asked
me to share something . . . and you consistently would incorporate me. I feel like I
am a leader here. But then there was [also] the individual one on one
conversations--[singers were] curious to know more and hear more. . . And they
would say -- it is great to hear more about this and to have you helping us
pronounce these words. It was humbling, but it was really great.
Together, the community spoke the welcome that Utukufu describes as humbling.
In addition, she sees how her stories and the songs themselves hold the potential
to shape the worldview of the group:
There are songs that help us know, or that bring people, put faces and names or
events in what would have otherwise been just a country on the map. They would
just have been Haiti or Kenya, but then you sing this song and that country comes
alive--it jumps out of the globe! And it becomes this country where people live
and breathe, and they have great things and certain needs. So, Inshallah kind of
pulls certain countries of the world and opens the door--“Öppna Din Dörr”--you
don’t think of that country the same after that.
Thinking again about her own experience, she articulates how the spiritual
experience of singing prayers allows her “to go deep.” She explains, “When I first came
in, I came with my perspective and assertion that these songs they are worship, they are
not just an activity – they are worship, so they are prayers. They come from inside and I
direct them to my deity.” She shares how these songs are powerful because after
rehearsal they are “shared in community events and you go home, and you sing them
again or you sing them at certain times in life.” These songs keep her way of being in the
world aligned with her connectedness to God.
She then offers that as Inshallah expanded to include singers and songs from other
faiths, there were “songs that brought a degree of discomfort.” She explains, “I think I
hadn’t had time to process what that would be like and what that would mean for me.”
She describes it as shifting from “singing that is prayer to singing that is an activity.” She
also sees how it could be confusing for newcomers to enter Inshallah thinking it is
Christian worship and then find out “that maybe it’s not and maybe it’s just singing songs
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. . . and then maybe they feel they don’t belong.” Then she says, “I have to admit that
towards the end of these ten years the entire choir was--it was a paradigm shift. It was a
feeling of things shifting.”
She is quick to say that change is inevitable, and good, and welcome, “It just
means growth.” She explains, however, that “when there is a group transition, there is
need for individual assessment to see where I right now belong, where is this place, and
how do I fit in the new place so that I’m not out of step.” Furthermore, she suggests, “It’s
possible that the dominant culture is also shifting. It is Canada as a whole. It’s just the
context where we live with so much more immigrants coming in, and diverse community
. . . Like you are driving on the 401 and the 401 is moving-- you are shifting in an already
shifting context!” She imagines that the best strategy in the midst of this shifting context
is to be reflective and to “wait and see what you have really become when the process is
reached.”
Furthermore, the on-going transition in worldview that she is experiencing in
Inshallah aligns with what she is encountering at work, and she sees her question to be,
“When do I feel like I am stepping too far from where . . . I feel my faith is being
overstretched beyond where I won’t recognize it?” And then she describes the tensions
between wanting “to stay grounded somewhere, and be able to reflect with others, but not
to stretch too much.” She concludes, “It is a parallel journey that I am still working on.”
A powerful insight from her particular background is, as Utukufu explains, the
Kenyan experience of singing as a way of life--they sing all the time, while “doing daily
tasks, at births and deaths . . . [singing is] part of the way of being together.” This is not
what she finds in Canada, except, interestingly, she feels Inshallah is breaking that frame
by singing songs of faith in public spaces. She reflects:
It’s almost like bringing it out and sharing it. Breaking that potential of an
imaginary barrier where you only sing songs of faith in certain places, in certain
ways, or maybe just in your homes. So there is a degree to which Inshallah is
trying to bring this to the public . . . songs of faith, but not confined to certain
places so you have to go find them. They are brought out to where people are in
the marketplace, in their places of learning, in schools, or at city hall.
While some may find it new or challenging to sing faith in public in Canada in
our time, she says that in Kenya she is quite used to songs of faith being sung in public
spaces. She gives the example of the song “Utukufu,” with words like “Glory to God
and peace on earth/people live in peace/we are your children/Jesus Lamb of God, have
mercy” as an anchor for the heart of the Kenyan people, as it is for her story and
worldview. She suggests that the song “Utukufu” represents them well as “the shared cry
of everyone--we just want to do right by God and have peace with each other and share
love, and God to lead us as a people.”
While telling these stories of Kenya, Utukufu exposes her heart for God and her
homeland, and at the same time she highlights both the public nature of Kenya’s religion
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and Inshallah’s breaking the “imaginary barrier between private and public” that she sees
in Canadian life. She ends by inviting us both to remain reflective and to ponder the
impact of singing together on the collective questions that people are encountering in our
context.
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APPENDIX B
Research Communication
1. Data for Sampling Selection
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY – Data for Sampling Selection
Singing Worldview: A Narrative Study
Principal Investigator: Debbie Lou Ludolph, PhD candidate, Waterloo Lutheran Seminary
Advisor: Dr. Mark W. Harris, Principal-Dean, Waterloo Lutheran Seminary
Dear Inshallah singers,
Thank you for expressing an interest in participating in the research study regarding Inshallah. As
explained in the introductory letter, the researcher will interview a diverse sampling of 12
Inshallah singers selected by the research advisory committee. To that end, please indicate your
interest by filling out this simple demographic page. The identifying information you provide will
not appear in the final report but be used by the research committee to select the participants. It is
hoped that a diverse sampling will allow the researcher to explore the variety of experiences that
occur within Inshallah.
I have sung with Inshallah for ……. years.
Age Range (check one box) 15 -24 [ ] 23 – 34 [ ] 35 – 44 [ ] 45 – 54 [ ] 55 – 64 [ ] 65 + [ ]
Ethnicity
I have lived in Canada all my life [ ]
I was originally born in ……………………
Language

I speak these languages fluently ……………………

Religion (respond to those appropriate)
My faith tradition is ……………………….; denomination/sect/branch …………………
I would describe myself as:
[ ] active in my tradition
[ ] moderately active in my tradition
[ ] associated but not active in my tradition [ ] disrupted relationship
with my tradition
[ ] spiritual but not religious
Other comments:
Thank you very much.

Debbie Lou Ludolph, Principal Investigator
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2. Information Letter
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY -- INFORMATION LETTER
Singing Worldview: A Narrative Study
Principal Investigator: Debbie Lou Ludolph, PhD candidate, Waterloo Lutheran Seminary
Advisor: Dr. Mark W. Harris, Principal-Dean, Waterloo Lutheran Seminary
Dear Inshallah singers,
You are invited to participate in a research study. The researcher, also the director of Inshallah, is
a doctoral candidate in Human Relationships in the Pastoral Leadership stream at Waterloo
Lutheran Seminary and has chosen to do a narrative study of Inshallah.
The purpose of this research is to better understand how faith-based community singing shapes
worldview, that is, how singing together shapes the participant’s relationship with God, other
human beings and all of creation, and how then singing together informs the way the participant
lives life. The objective is to understand the experience of the singers in Inshallah through the
stories that emerge about singing together, in particular, the stories where worldview has been
shaped and how this has happened. The aim is to deepen the researcher's understanding of this
phenomenon and to use reflective engagement as a means to gather data that will influence
practice: the researcher's and those the researcher teaches.
Once you have read this information letter, if you are interested in participating, please send back
the signed consent form and the attached demographic sheet within a week, which will aid in the
selection of a diverse sampling of 12 participants by the research committee. The advisory
committee is comprised of Dr. Mark Harris, Dr. Mary Joy Philip, Dr. Lee Willingham and Dr.
Daniel Maoz. The selected participants will be individually emailed and asked to select an
interview time from the suggested dates. To participate in this study, you must be available
between August 8 and August 18, 2017.
The appointed time and place of the interview will be confirmed and the participant will engage
in a 60 - 90 minute-long conversation that will be digitally recorded. In order for the interview to
be digitally recorded, consent will have been given on the signed form. The interview will begin
with the consent process being reiterated, asking whether there are any questions, and reminding
the participant that they can conclude the conversation at any time without prejudice. The
conversation will be open-ended with the purpose of understanding how the experience of singing
together in Inshallah shapes worldview.
Following the interview, the researcher will draft a narrative account of the stories that emerged
in the interview, with all identifying information removed to protect the participant’s privacy.
This draft will be reviewed by the participant to verify quotes, facts, and that the story reflects the
conversation. The participant will be asked to give final consent to the use of part or the full
narrative account as written by the researcher, by signing the final part of the consent form.
There are limited risks to this research, but the potential of minimal psychological or emotional
risk could arise from asking participants to reflect more deeply on their experience. There is an
additional risk because of the dual nature of the researcher as researcher and director of Inshallah.
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It is important to note that this research depends on diverse personal responses that create a rich
description of the experience and call for respectful interactions that allow for difference. This
will require clarity that the researcher and each participant are now engaged in a narrative study
that is seeking deeper understanding of the experience where the participant’s particular story is
what is sought. If there is any need for follow-up conversations due to emotional or
psychological consequences, the researcher will be available or seek alternate conversation
partners to address the need. All consent forms will be written in English.
It is expected that through this research study the researcher and the participant will discover
together a deeper understanding of how singing together shapes their lives. The researcher will
benefit by understanding explicitly the various factors that contribute to shaping worldview when
singing together; this will impact the researcher's practice and teaching. The research will expose
the complexity of the phenomenon of singing together in postmodern times and contribute to
studies examining dominant narratives in Western society, which could potentially influence
practice. The study will contribute to narrative research in the congregational song and
community music field, as well as support studies in social construction.
Participation in this study is voluntary, and participants have the right to refuse to answer any
questions, to refuse to be recorded, or to end the conversation at any time. During the research, no
participant’s information will be shared with another by name; pseudonyms will be used orally
and in written accounts. All direct quotes, facts and dates will be verified with the participants.
With 130 members of Inshallah, it is still likely that in the 12 narratives of this study, the stories
may be identifiable -- this will be discussed with the participants and included on the signed
consent form. In addition, the narrative inquiry participants will have the opportunity to review
the drafts to approve the account of the co-constructed conversation. The draft will be modified,
if necessary, never for the purpose of simplifying the complexity of the participants, but to make
visible to the reader their storied lives or to meet the request of the participant to remove aspects
of the narrative they no longer wish to include in the data.
Digital recordings of the interview will be kept on a separate portable hard-drive, double
password protected, and secured in a locked office. They will be kept in this secured place after
the successful completion of the dissertation to potentially contribute to further study. Hard
copies of field notes and transcribed material will be password protected and locked up as well.
All written material will remove identifying information and use pseudonyms. The researcher and
the research advisory committee will review the personal data on the demographic sheets to
determine the sampling to be studied, after which the demographic data of the non-participants
will be destroyed. The researcher and advisor are the only ones who will have access to the
interview data collected from participants. The researcher will keep the de-identified interview
data locked in the office after the successful completion of the dissertation to potentially
contribute to further study.
If you have questions at any time about the study or the procedures, or you experience adverse
effects as a result of participating in this study, you may contact the researcher, Debbie Lou
Ludolph, at Waterloo Lutheran Seminary at 519-884-0710, x4132. This project has been
reviewed and approved by the University Research Ethics Board (which receives funding from
the Research Support Fund). If you feel you have not been treated according to the descriptions
in this form, or your rights as a participant in research have been violated during the course of this
project, you may contact Dr. Robert Basso, Chair, University Research Ethics Board, Wilfrid
Laurier University, (519) 884-0710 x4994 or rbasso@wlu.ca
The preliminary findings will be shared with you through email, hopefully by September 2017.
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The final narrative accounts will be part of the researcher’s dissertation, and also contribute to
articles and workshop presentations.
This information letter has been sent to each current singer in Inshallah. The researcher looks
forward to hearing from you if you are interested and available. Thank you for considering this
request to deepen the understanding of how singing together shapes worldview.
Debbie Lou Ludolph, Principle Investigator, PhD Candidate, Waterloo Lutheran Seminary
3. Informed Consent Statement
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY-- INFORMED CONSENT STATEMENT
Singing Worldview: A Narrative Study
Principal Investigator: Debbie Lou Ludolph, PhD candidate, Waterloo Lutheran Seminary
Advisor: Dr. Mark W. Harris, Principal-Dean, Waterloo Lutheran Seminary
You are invited to participate in a research study. The purpose of this research is to better
understand how faith-based community singing shapes worldview, that is, how singing together
shapes your relationship with God (or your name for the Divine), other human beings and all of
creation, and how then singing together informs the way you live your life. The objective is to
understand the experience of the singers in Inshallah through the stories that emerge about
singing together, in particular, the stories where worldview has been shaped and how this has
happened. The aim is to deepen the researcher's understanding of this phenomenon and to use
reflective engagement as a means to gather data that will influence practice: the researcher's and
those the researcher teaches. The researcher is a doctoral candidate in Human Relationships in the
Pastoral Leadership stream at Waterloo Lutheran Seminary.
Information
1. Once you have read the information letter, if you are interested in participating, you will
send back this signed consent form and the personal demographic sheet within a week,
which will aid in the selection of a diverse sampling of 12 participants by the researcher’s
phd advisory committee. The advisory committee is comprised of Dr. Mark Harris, Dr.
Mary Joy Philip, Dr. Lee Willingham and Dr. Daniel Maoz. The selected participants will
be individually emailed and asked to select an interview time from the suggested dates.
To participate in this study, you must be available between August 8 and August 18,
2017.
2. The researcher and you will agree to a time and place to meet for a 60 – 90 minute
conversation that will be digitally recorded. In order for the interview to be digitally
recorded, consent will have been given on the signed form. The interview will begin with
the consent process being reiterated, asking whether there are any questions, and
reminding the participant that they can conclude the conversation at any time without
prejudice. The conversation will be open-ended with the purpose of understanding how
the experience of singing together in Inshallah shapes worldview.
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3. Following the interview, the researcher will process the data and draft a narrative account
of the stories that emerged in the interview, with all identifying information removed to
protect the participant’s privacy. This draft will be reviewed by the participant to verify
quotes, facts, and that the story reflects the conversation. You will be asked to give final
consent to the use of part or the full narrative account as written by the researcher, by
signing the final part of the consent form.
RISKS
There are limited risks to this research, but the potential of minimal psychological or emotional
risk could arise from asking participants to reflect more deeply on their experience. There is an
additional risk because of the dual nature of the researcher as researcher and director of Inshallah.
It is important to note that this research depends on diverse personal responses that create a rich
description of the experience and call for respectful interactions that allow for difference. This
will require clarity that the researcher and each participant are now engaged in a narrative study
that is seeking deeper understanding of the experience where the participant’s particular story is
what is sought. If there is any need for follow-up conversations due to emotional or psychological
consequences, the researcher will be available or seek alternate conversation partners to address
the need. All consent forms will be written in English.
BENEFITS
It is expected that through this research study the researcher and the participant will discover
together a deeper understanding of how singing together shapes their lives. The researcher will
benefit by understanding explicitly the various factors that contribute to shaping worldview when
singing together; this will impact the researcher's practice and teaching. The research will expose
the complexity of the phenomenon of singing together in postmodern times and contribute to
studies examining dominant narratives in Western society, which could potentially influence
practice. The study will contribute to narrative research in the congregational song and
community music field, as well as support studies in social construction.
CONFIDENTIALITY
During the research, no participant’s information will be shared with another participant by name;
pseudonyms will be used orally and in written accounts. All direct quotes, facts and dates will be
verified with the participants. With 130 members of Inshallah, it is still likely that in the 12
narratives of this study, the stories may be identifiable -- this will be discussed with the
participants and included on the signed consent form. In addition, the narrative inquiry
participants will have the opportunity to review the drafts to approve the account of the coconstructed conversation. The draft will be modified, if necessary, never for the purpose of
simplifying the complexity of the participants, but to make visible to the reader their storied lives
or to meet the request of the participant to remove aspects of the narrative they no longer wish to
include in the data.
Digital recordings of the interview will be kept on a separate portable hard-drive, double
password protected, and secured in a locked office. They will be kept in this secured place after
the successful completion of the dissertation to potentially contribute to further study. Hard
copies of field notes and transcribed material will be password protected and locked up as well.
All written material will remove identifying information and use pseudonyms. The researcher and
members of the research advisory committee will review the personal data on the demographic sheets
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to determine the sampling to be studied, after which the demographic data of the non-participants will
be destroyed. The researcher and advisor are the only ones who will have access to the interview data
collected from participants. The researcher will keep the de-identified interview data locked in the
office after the successful completion of the dissertation to potentially contribute to further study.

CONTACT
If you have questions at any time about the study or the procedures, or you experience adverse
effects as a result of participating in this study, you may contact the researcher, Debbie Lou
Ludolph, at Waterloo Lutheran Seminary at 519-884-0710, x4132. This project has been
reviewed and approved by the University Research Ethics Board (which receives funding from
the Research Support Fund). If you feel you have not been treated according to the descriptions
in this form, or your rights as a participant in research have been violated during the course of this
project, you may contact Dr. Robert Basso, Chair, University Research Ethics Board, Wilfrid
Laurier University, (519) 884-0710 x4994 or rbasso@wlu.ca.
PARTICIPATION
Your participation in this study is voluntary; you may decline to participate without penalty. If
you decide to participate, you may withdraw from the study at any time without penalty and
without loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. If you withdraw from the study,
every attempt will be made to remove your data from the study, and have it destroyed. You have
the right to omit any question(s)/procedure(s) you choose. In addition, you may take part in the
interview, but not have the interview recorded or your quotations used in the final report.
FEEDBACK AND PUBLICATION
The preliminary findings will be shared with you through email, hopefully by September 2017.
The final narrative accounts will be part of the researcher’s dissertation, and also contribute to
articles and workshop presentations.
CONSENT
I consent to having the interviews digitally recorded. _________________ (initials)
The digitally recorded data will be stored securely beyond the end of the study, but it will not be
used for any additional purposes without your additional permission. ______________
(initials)

I have read and understand the above information. I have received a copy of this form.
I agree to participate in this study.
Participant's signature____________________________________
_________________

Date

Investigator's signature__________________________________
_________________

Date
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Final Consent -- to be signed at the time of the review of the narrative account.
I consent to the researcher using the narrative accounts that I approve in the researcher’s
dissertation and public work. __________________(initials)
4. Research Ethics Board Approval
August 05, 2017
Dear Deborah Ludolph
REB # 5377
Project, "Singing Worldview: A Narrative Study of Inshallah"
REB Clearance Issued: August 05, 2017
REB Expiry / End Date: April 30, 2018
The Research Ethics Board of Wilfrid Laurier University has reviewed the above
proposal and determined that the proposal is ethically sound. If the research plan and
methods should change in a way that may bring into question the project's adherence to
acceptable ethical norms, please submit a "Request for Ethics Clearance of a Revision or
Modification" form for approval before the changes are put into place. This form can
also be used to extend protocols past their expiry date, except in cases where the project
is more than two years old. Those projects require a new REB application.
Please note that you are responsible for obtaining any further approvals that might be
required to complete your project.
Laurier REB approval will automatically expire when one's employment ends at Laurier.
If any participants in your research project have a negative experience (either physical,
psychological or emotional) you are required to submit an "Adverse Events Form" within
24 hours of the event.
You must complete the online "Annual/Final Progress Report on Human Research
Projects" form annually and upon completion of the project. ROMEO will automatically
keeps track of these annual reports for you. When you have a report due within 30 days
(and/or an overdue report) it will be listed under the 'My Reminders' quick link on your
ROMEO home screen; the number in brackets next to 'My Reminders' will tell you how
many reports need to be submitted. Protocols with overdue annual reports will be marked
as expired. Further the REB has been requested to notify Research Finance when
an REB protocol, tied to a funding account has been marked as expired. In such cases
Research Finance will immediately freeze funding tied to this account.
All the best for the successful completion of your project.
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(Useful links: ROMEO Login Screen ; ROMEO Quick Reference Guide ; REB webpage)
Yours sincerely,

Robert Basso, PhD
Chair, University Research Ethics Board
Wilfrid Laurier University
Rosemary A. McGowan, PhD
Vice-Chair, University Research Ethics Board
Wilfrid Laurier University
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